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<th></th>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aries</td>
<td>♈</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>☼</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>♏</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>♋</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>♐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>♓</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>♐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>♍</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
<td>♐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>♎</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
<td>♐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION TO CODEX IX


Codex IX is part of a collection of twelve papyrus codices, plus one tractate from a thirteenth, discovered in December of 1945 in a jar buried at the base of the Gebel et-Tarif near the village of Hamra Dom in Upper Egypt, about 10 km. northeast of Nag Hammadi. (On the discovery of the Nag Hammadi Codices see J. M. Robinson’s Introduction to The Nag Hammadi Library, pp. 21-23.) It is now the property of the Coptic Museum in Old Cairo, and bears the inventory number 10553. It has been numbered VIII by J. Doresse and T. Mina in 1949 ("Nouveaux textes gnostiques," p. 136), X by H.-C. Puech in 1950 ("Les nouveaux écrits gnostiques," p. 108), IV by S. Giversen in 1958 (in an unpublished microfilm dated January 9 of that year) and by B. van Regemorter in 1960 ("La reliure des manuscrits gnostiques"), V by J. Doresse in 1958 (Les livres secrets, p. 165), and IX by M. Krause in 1962 ("Der koptische Handschriftenfund," p. 128 et passim). Krause’s numbering of the Nag Hammadi codices is the official numbering used by the Coptic Museum and in the Facsimile Edition, and is therefore adopted in this edition.

1. Codicology

Codex IX was found with its leather cover intact. Photographs of the cover are presented in the Facsimile Edition, plates 1-4 (and in Krause and Labib, Gnostische und hermetische Schriften, pl. 4). In one of these photographs (pl. 3) the codex is shown open at pp. 30-31, before it was cut out of the cover. A full description of the cover, which was made of sheepskin and goatskin, is provided by J. M. Robinson in his preface to the Facsimile Edition (pp. ix-xi). Robinson has shown, in a thorough analysis of all of the extant
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leather covers of the Nag Hammadi Library, that Codex IX belongs typologically in a group together with Codices VI and X, and II, to a lesser extent (see “Construction,” pp. 184-190). The extant fragments remaining from the cartonnage of the cover are published in The Facsimile Edition: Cartonnage.

The codex is very poorly preserved. Significant portions of it are missing altogether or preserved only in fragments. Study of the extant material has ascertained that the codex consisted of a single quire, as is the case with the other codices in the library with the exception of Codex I (but not XIII, as was erroneously stated by Krause, “Der koptische Handschriftenfund,” p. 123, n. 1). The inside portion of the codex, from pp. 27-48, is comparatively well preserved. It is therefore easily established that the center of the codex is at pp. 38-39. (When first subjected to critical examination the leather cover still had the inside portion of these pages, in one piece, attached by the original leather thongs. The pages had been individually cut away from the binding prior to their initial conservation in plexiglass. The inside fragment was restored to its original sheet in the final conservation of Codex IX in 1974; see the Facsimile Edition, pl. 41. On the final conservation see Emmel, “Final Report,” pp. 17-22.) The recto (right hand) pages from the first half of the codex show vertical fibers, the verso (left hand) pages horizontal. In the second half of the codex recto pages show horizontal fibers, the verso pages vertical. The shift in fiber-direction occurs at p. 39. From this it can be deduced that Codex IX was constructed of 19 double sheets (= 38 leaves = 76 pages), placed in a stack with horizontal fibers facing up, and folded to make a single-quire book. Pp. 38 and 39 represent the top sheet of the stack, and 2 and 75 the bottom sheet. It has been ascertained that single-leaf half-sheets were not used in the manufacture of this codex (for the use of half-sheets with stubs in some codices see Robinson, “Codicology” pp. 23-25).

Unlike most of the codices in the library (I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, X, XI), there is no evidence of the codex having had front and/or back flyleaves, or any uninscribed pages except possibly p. 76 (see below).

The leaves measured up to 26.3 cm. in height (cf. p. 5/6) and from ca. 13.9 cm. in the middle of the codex to 15.2 at the outer pages, the codex having been trimmed in antiquity at the time it was bound. Unfortunately the intact pages were trimmed off at the
The number of lines per page varies from 26 (p. 15) to 33 (p. 69). The average is 29. The lines average approximately 18-19 letters in length. There are as few as 13 (27,27; 41,1; 57,5; 58,2 ?) and as many as 25 (68,10) or 26 (73,5). The lines average somewhat shorter toward the middle part of the codex; this is due to the fact that the individual pages are wider at the outside of the codex than in the middle.

As has already been stated, the codex is only partially preserved. Aside from pp. 27-48, the bulk of what remains consists of fragments of various sizes, badly damaged. (Attempts were made subsequent to the discovery of the library to keep some of the material together by means of liberal applications of transparent tape! Most of this has been removed as part of the final conservation; see Emmel, "Final Report," pp. 17-19.) By the time that Codex IX was subjected to critical scrutiny, the fragments were not in proper order. No substantial attempt to place fragments in their proper position and sequence was made either at the time of the microfilming in 1958 (by S. Giversen, in behalf of the Institute of Egyptology in Copenhagen and the Coptic Museum; Giversen stated in Micro [frame #] 303, "The Papyri in this Codex IV are microfilmed in that order they were found") or at the time that the codex was conserved in plexiglass in 1961 (by Victor Girgis, according to Krause, in Krause and Labib, Gnostische und hermetische Schriften, p. 7, n. 36). The work that has been done on this subsequently has been based, at first, on study of photographs, and finally on study of the MS. itself in the Coptic Museum in Old Cairo.

Since so much of the codex is lost and damaged, it is obvious that fragments cannot be placed as in a jig-saw puzzle. Certain criteria have been developed for placement of fragments and for establishing the sequence of pages. These include physical joins, continuity of fiber patterns from one fragment to another, continuity in destruction patterns from one page to another, blotting from one page to a facing page, continuity of text, similarity of textual context, etc. (Fiber continuity can frequently be deter-


mired even with a considerable amount of space between fragments. Fragments are placed longitudinally according to vertical fibers and latitudinally according to horizontal fibers.) Unfortunately a number of fragments have proven to be intractable, and remain in the category of “unidentified.” Transcriptions of the largest of these are found in this edition, and all inscribed unidentified fragments known to be from Codex IX are published in the Facsimile Edition (plates 75-78; cf. also plates 3-4 in The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices: Introduction, forthcoming).

Fortunately the pages of Codex IX were numbered in antiquity, and page numbers are preserved (or partially preserved) for the following pages (brackets indicate missing letters, dots letters only partially preserved): 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 1[4], 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, [2]4, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 4[1], 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 55, 5[6], 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 65, 66, 67, 6[8], 73, 74. It has been possible to establish with near certainty the pagination of the entire codex, including the pages or fragments of pages whose page numbers are lost, on the basis of such criteria as continuity of destruction patterns with adjacent identified pages, text continuity from one page to another, and (in one case) ink-blotting from one page to another. Another criterion is the observation of horizontal fiber continuity between conjugate leaves from the two halves of the quire, indicating a single sheet, but this criterion is not absolute, for a lost kollesis may have occurred between the two leaves which would disturb the horizontal fiber-continuity (see further on this below). It has been found that the following pages from Codex IX are completely lost, or at least have no positively identifiable fragments: 63-64 and the last two pages, 75-76. P. 51/52 is represented only by a single small fragment. P. 53/54 is similarly represented by a small fragment, blank on the verso side (p. 54); one-half of this fragment is now lost (it is restored in the Facsimile Edition on the basis of an old photograph from Giversen’s microfilm of 1958).

The establishment of pagination for pp. 7-8 and 9-10 presents a special problem. The small fragment containing page numbers 9 (recto) and 10 (verso) can be placed equally well, on the basis of horizontal fiber continuity (verso side) with the fragments now identified as pp. 7-8. A glance at the Facsimile Edition will also show that the continuity of destruction patterns (or “profile”) is better from p. 5/6 to (what is now) 9/10 than from p. 5/6 to (what
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is now) 7/8. The decisive factor in the current placement was the horizontal fiber continuity noticeable from p. 67 to (what is now) p. 8 to p. 69; it is therefore posited that pp. 7-8 and 69-70 are conjugate leaves, originally constituting a single sheet of papyrus. Unfortunately these pages are so fragmentary that it is not possible to use textual continuity as an absolute criterion. It is to be observed that much of the text in this portion of the codex has been conjecturally restored (see the introduction to IX, I: Melchizedek, and the relevant pages in the text and translation).

With the pagination established we can now raise the question as to the possibility of reconstructing the rolls of papyrus from which our codex was manufactured. It is assumed that, in the making of a codex, sheets were cut from rolls which consisted of several sheets of papyrus glued together. The sheets from which a roll was made are called kollemata; the join where two kollemata are glued together is called a kollesis. (For this terminology and additional discussion see Turner, Typology, pp. 43-53; Robinson, "Codicology," p. 19; and "Future," pp. 23-27.) In some cases a codex can be analyzed to show the process by which it was constructed, down to the exact number of kollemata used and the exact number and size of rolls. Such an analysis is possible when all of the kollesis are extant, as well as the stubs at the end of a roll. (For examples of such analysis see esp. Wisse, "Nag Hammadi Codex III," and Robinson, "Codicological Analysis.""

In the case of Codex IX such an analysis is necessarily tentative, due to the loss of so much material. Only one kollesis is preserved (p. 49/50; what is taken as a kollesis on p. 66 in the Fascimile Edition, p. xi, is probably a patch). The kollesis is formed by the overlap (ca. 2 cm.) of the left edge of the kollema of which most of p. 49 is a part over the right edge of the kollema of which p. 28 is a part (i.e. right over left). The overlap of right over left violates the expectation that the kollesis will be so made as to allow the scribe to step down in his writing rather than to be obliged to lift his stylus up onto the higher part of the page (see Turner, Typology, p. 47; Robinson, "Future," p. 23; Turner calls attention to the fact that sheets were glued in a roll right over left in the case of rolls used by Demotic scribes [Demotic is written right to left]; see "The terms Recto and Verso," p. 19). Such a phenomenon is usually taken to mean that the entire roll has been rotated 180° before cutting (see esp. Robinson, "Future," p. 27). The fact that only
one kollesis has been found in the extant material of Codex IX may itself be significant, for it may indicate that the maker of the codex took special care to construct it in such a way that kollesis would not ordinarily occur in the writing space of the pages. (The Manichaean codices, constructed with great care, have no kollesis in them; see Turner, Typology, pp. 45-46, 49-50).

The horizontal fiber patterns of Codex IX have been analyzed, with the aid of a light-table, and some conclusions as to the make-up of the codex are possible. Analysis of the fiber patterns indicates horizontal fiber continuity from the left edge of one sheet in the quire to the right edge of the next above. This would indicate that the rolls from which the codex was constructed were cut from right to left, and the sheets stacked in the order in which they were cut.

In attempting to establish the lengths of the kollemata used in the manufacture of Codex IX, results were more certain in the case of that part of the codex (i.e. the middle part) in which the most material is preserved. It is evident that kollemata of various lengths were used. The longest one consists of pp. (showing horizontal fibers) 36 + 41, 34 + 43, 32 + 45, 30 + 47, 28 + 49 (part), measuring 127.4 cm., or well over a meter. (Such long kollemata are practically unknown to papyrologists before the discovery of the Nag Hammadi Codices, but in the Nag Hammadi Codices they are commonplace. See Robinson, "Codicology," p. 31; "Future," pp. 41-43; and now Turner, Typology, p. 53.) The shortest ones are the breadth of a single sheet (38 + 39; 18 + 59; 16 + 61). Separate kollemata (or separate rolls) are indicated when there is a disruption of horizontal fibers between sheets; at such places kolleseis would originally have been present in the roll (except at the end of a roll).

On the theory that the rolls of papyrus from which our codex was constructed were of a size comparable to papyrus rolls used in other codices (for general discussion see Robinson, "Codicology," pp. 19-30), we can assume that Codex IX was constructed of two rolls. A likely hypothesis is that the nine bottom sheets came from a single roll, and the ten top sheets from another roll (cf. Facsimile Edition, pp. xi-xiii). P. 75 (lost) would represent the right edge of one roll and p. 18 the left edge; p. 57 would represent the right edge of the other roll, and p. 38 the left edge. As it happens, p. 57 has an extraordinarily narrow column of writing, and may not have
been as wide as the other pages (see pl. 59 in the Facsimile Edition, and note the destruction patterns and the location of the right margin of p. 57 in comparison with that of pp. 55 and 59; cf. also Robinson’s remarks, p. xiii). While this is what might be expected in the case of the last sheet cut from a roll rather than the first, the apparent anomaly in this case might be accounted for on the theory that the maker of our codex trimmed away damaged or frayed material at the right edge (i.e. p. 57) after he had already cut the first sheet of the second roll. The observation that the roll making up the bottom sheets of the quire yielded 9 sheets while the roll making up the top sheets (the inside of the quire) yielded 10 sheets fits neatly with the data already discussed regarding the width of the pages at the inside (narrower) and the outside (wider) of the completed codex. The maker of the codex would have cut his sheets progressively narrower so as to avoid the waste that inevitably would have occurred with the final trimming if all the sheets had originally been the same size. (On this phenomenon see Robinson, “Codicology,” pp. 28-30; “Future,” pp. 26, 36.)

The papyrus used in the manufacture of Codex IX was of average quality, surely not as good as that of e.g. Codex X, but better than that of Codex VIII. (The criteria for quality is thinness, regularity of fibers, surface smoothness, and uniformity of color; cf. also Pliny’s remarks on the subject, Hist. Nat. XIII.24.78). It is possible to demonstrate that the material had already been damaged or had obvious imperfections in some places before the scribe began his writing. Thus at 11,10 the γ in etoyáab is written in a crack where vertical fibers had begun to flake off. At line 9 in the same vicinity the fibers were still intact at the time of writing, but have subsequently further flaked and disappeared. At the end of 17,7 there is a gap in the horizontal fibers, causing the scribe not to continue the line to the right margin. At 27,27 damaged papyrus caused the scribe to shorten the line. At 33,22-27 there is a crack in the vertical fibers; in lines 22, 24 and 25 the scribe wrote part of a letter in the crack, in the horizontal fibers beneath, and in lines 23, 26 and 27 he avoided the crack by leaving a larger space than usual between letters at the damaged places. At 35,22-28 a similar loss of vertical fiber is found: the scribe wrote in the crack in lines 23, 24, 26, 27, and 28, whereas in lines 22 and 25 he avoided the crack. At 35, 25 this results in a marked space between ἐβό and λ. At 40,31 a similar crack in the vertical fibers caused the scribe to
leave a space between Ρ and πτυπος. At 41,1 the papyrus was so thick and uneven that the scribe, possibly in order to spare his stylus, skipped enough spaces for 3 letters—a good 2 cm.—and separated cw from μα in the word σωμα. At 42,19-29, substantial losses of vertical fiber had occurred, forcing the scribe to skip the damaged areas. E.g. in line 24 ΡΤ is separated from Ε. Again, in line 29 a different crack was avoided by separating ΚΑ from ΤΑ in the prefix of the verb καταγωγοςκαιν; the Ε in the same verb was written right over yet another crack. Similar breakage is evident at 46,16-28; letters are written in cracks in some lines whereas the cracks are avoided at other places. E.g. in line 27 μ is separated by at least a whole letter-space from ΝΗΤΩ. On the same page, at line 16, ΕΙ is written over an area with thick, rough fibers. On p. 62, in the small fragment extant, vertical fibers were evidently in very bad shape before the papyrus received writing. Notable letter separations occur at line 5, Ν from ΑΛΗΘΙΝΟΣ, and at line 6, Υ from ΡΗΟ; in the latter case the superlinear stroke traverses the crack and binds Υ and Ρ together. The top fragment of p. 66 shows evidence of patching (note in the Facsimile Edition the askew direction of the vertical fibers constituting the patch). At 70,20-28 some of the vertical fibers had worked loose and had been folded back so that the scribe had actually written on the underside in some lines—e.g. in lines 24 and 26—while skipping the resultant crack in other places, e.g. dividing ΕΤΡ from ΜΑΓ in line 21, ΕΤ from ΣΟΟΠ in line 22, and ΡΤΟΟ from Υ in line 29.

The date of manufacture of Codex IX cannot be determined with certainty, and generalizations based on physical features are becoming more and more dangerous (see Robinson, “Future,” p. 62). Datable fragments of cartonnage provide a terminus a quo (late 3rd century), suggesting a fourth century date for the manufacture of the codex. The physical features of the codex and the quality of the papyrus, conform to what might be expected of a fourth century Coptic manuscript. But to this there must be added the paleographical evidence, to which we now turn.

2. Contents and Paleography

Codex IX consists of three separate tractates: 1: 1,1-27,10; 2: 27,11-29,5; 3: 29,6-end (Doresse, Secret Books, pp. 142-143, had counted four). The leaf containing the last two pages (pp. 75-76) is missing; so it is not established where the third tractate ended.
It is possible that it ended on p. 75; fragment xo is blank on the side showing vertical fibers and could conceivably have come from the missing leaf, p. 75/76. The tractates are separated on pp. 27 and 29 with decorations extending from the left to the right margins. On p. 27 the decoration consists of a line of "herringbone" decoration, i.e. *diplē obelismene* (>) in series, a line of strokes, and another line of "herringbones," and another line of strokes. The last line of tractate 2 (29.5) is filled out with "herringbone" decoration.

The one extant title occurring in Codex IX is found at the top of p. 1, in the top margin (ΜΕΛΧΙϹ[ΕΔΕΗ]). It is decorated with a series of strokes above and below, and with a wedged line — to the left (presumably matched on the right, but that part of the page is missing). If a title originally was provided for tractate 3 it would have occurred at the end, on one of the missing pages, 75 or 76. Tractate 2 has no title.

Codex IX was written by a single scribe. The hand can be described as a round uncial, with cursive features. It presents a page that is pleasing to the eye, though not as attractive as the hand of Codex VII, and reflects considerable practice on the part of the scribe.

Noteworthy characteristics of the calligraphy include the following: The α is usually made with a single stroke, the left corner rendered with a loop. Similarly the ι is rendered with a single stroke, the lower member represented by a closed loop. The ι is rendered analogously, with a single stroke and the top members looped rather than drawn angularly. The η, also rendered with a single stroke, usually has a noticeable serif at the top. The β is usually quite narrow, angular in appearance, and frequently not quite closed at the top. The tale of the ρ extends below the line; the upper part is narrow and angular, and sometimes not quite closed at the top. The ε is somewhat "flattened" in appearance and not completely uniform. Sometimes the top extends further to the right than the bottom, sometimes vice versa; occasionally the middle stroke of the ε is stretched considerably, especially when the letter appears at the right margin of a page. The π is rendered quite unusually, in that the top bar is frequently uneven and obviously not done with a single stroke. It sometimes gives the appearance of having been rendered as though two r's were squeezed together to form a single letter. The ɔ sometimes extends below the line,
sometimes not. Overall, the letters tend to slant to the left rather than to the right.

"Punctuation" (if that is the proper term; cf. B. Layton's discussion of the "articulation marks" used in Codex II, "Text and Orthography," pp. 190-200) is quite irregular in Codex IX. The raised dot (cf. the Greek colon) is used very frequently, not always with observable meaning. It is often used to mark the end of a sentence or clause, to separate phrases, or even to separate words in a series (e.g. the proper names at 6,4). But its use must be regarded as quite arbitrary. For example, it is not at all clear why ΝΕΞΟΥΞΙΑ ΝΝΟΥΤΕ (2,9) should have the "colon" (if that is what it is) and ΝΝΟΥΤΕ ΝΖΟΟΥΓΤ (2,10) should not. Another problem in the use of this mark is that it does not always occur as a raised dot. Sometimes it is more or less on the line, e.g. at 30,6 (ΝΤΟΟΤΟΥ, contrast line II, 2ΙΤΟΟΤΟΥ).

Another punctuation or articulation mark used by our scribe resembles an apostrophe '. This mark appears to serve the same function as the raised dot, but it is only used after the following letters, to mark the end of a word: β, α, λ, μ, ζ, θ, κ, η. Examples are 2ωβ' (27,1) and ετογααβ' (28,28); ΔΛΓΕΙΔ' (70,4,25); ΕΒΟΑ' (35,7); ΝΙΜ' (27,24; 44,15) and ΟΥΧΩΡΦ' (39,5); ΔΣΓΑΡΑ' (27,5); ΣΩΤΗΡ' (45,17); ΕΠΟΩ' (43,23) and ΠΣΩΩ' (47,5). Evidence that the "apostrophe" is equivalent to the "colon" is found e.g. at 44,14-15: ΟΥΟΝ ΝΙΜ' ... ΟΥΟΝ ΝΙΜ'.

Another feature of the hand of Codex IX is the use of a serif, in the form of a backstroke, on certain letters, viz. τ, κ, π, and τ. This device may be an extension of the "apostrophe," but it is used not only to mark the end of a word but also to mark the end of a syllable. There is considerable consistency in the use of this device (which occurs as well in Codices IV, V, VI, VII [=XI, second hand], and VIII). The serif is attached regularly to final π and τ; e.g. ωτηπ, πιωτ etc., without exception. The same practice is observable with final κ, though in this case it is not so regular: e.g. [ΝΤΟ]Κ 2ωυκ (5,14), ευβκ (31,30); χυρ (34,2), etc; but see ΝΑΚ (6,23).

In addition, the serif occurs regularly with doubled r, κ, π, τ, as e.g. ΔΡΕΛΟΣ (2,11), ΕΡΚΛΗΣΙΑ (5,19), ΕΠΝΑΘΟΣ (5,8), ΑΤΣΕΚΟ (30,19).

The serif occurs usually, but not always, to mark certain morphemes, such as the Relative ετ, the Privative ατ, the abstract
marker $\text{MN}_1$, and the 2 sg. suffix รก. But compare $\text{NeTOyaaB}$ (27,27) and $\text{eoTOyaaB}$ (4,4; 28,28, with the $T$ and $O$ written together); $\text{eTNANOyq}$ (27,2) and $\text{eTNANOyq}$ (6,7 with the $T$ and $N$ written together); and numerous other examples could be cited.

Finally, whereas one never sees the “apostrophe” written together with a serif, there are examples of the serif followed by a “colon,” e.g. $\text{MPhHT}$ (29,9).

The dicolon: is used in tractate I after $\text{ZAMHN}$ (“Amen”) at 18,7 (at the end of a series of liturgical praises) and at 27,10, the end of the tractate. The end of tractate 2 (29,5) is marked with a dicolon furnished with an extra dot:

The only other punctuation in this codex is the diaeresis. It is used to mark consonantal $i$, as e.g. in $\text{NaI\, TaI\, NaI\, PaI\, PIONNHNC}$ (31,3), etc. It functions as a genuine diaeresis in $\text{PKEICIAWPOC}$ (57,6).

Superlineation in Codex IX is quite complicated. There are several types of superlinear strokes, and the most regular one is the straight stroke over the single $N$, $M$, and $P$ to indicate the half-vowel. The only example of erroneous omission of the superlinear stroke is $\text{MMon}$ (41,3). There appears to be some latitude in the use or non-use of the stroke over the plural Definite Article $N$. When the noun begins with a vowel the stroke is used or not seemingly according to whim; compare e.g. $\text{MN\, NeXOycia}$ (2,10) and $\text{MN\, NeXOycia}$ (32,5). But when the noun begins with a consonant the stroke is regularly used, except when the previous letter is a vowel, e.g. $\text{ENPenea}$ (27,8).

The superlinear stroke is frequently used over two or more consonants when they form a single syllable, as e.g. in the ubiquitous $\text{MN}$ and $\text{ZN}$. There is sometimes, but not always, a discernible arch in the way this stroke is rendered. Compare e.g. $\text{eXH}$ (30,27) and $\text{eXH}$ (39,23; 44,22). In the transcriptions presented in this edition these variations are not recorded (for reasons of economy in printing); the stroke binding two consonants together will be rendered only over the second: $\text{eXH}$.

Sometimes a single superlinear stroke will bind three or more letters together, in which case considerable variation is found in practice. Examples (in which variations in the use of the serif are also noticeable) are: $\text{THNThWbHe}$ (1,9), $\text{THNThACOuyn}$ (15,5), $\text{THNThPeq\, Karpoc}$ (15,6); $\text{MNTPHnHT}$ (43,15); $\text{PROMOyoein}$ (6,5); $\text{PROMOyoein}$ (17,15). In this edition these
words will be standardized and the superlinear stroke will be shown
over a single letter, as in θθθωβηρε, μπρανκσθ, etc.

Superlinear strokes are even used by our scribe to bind the pre-
position 2R to the following word, as e.g. in θθθπανρωμα
(28,22) and θθθπαραλεικος (46,2; 47,11). In this edition these
words will be rendered 2R πανρωμα and 2R παραλεικος.

Single strokes are also sometimes used over the Definite Article π,
as e.g. Ππαθεος (30,5), Ππετνανονφ (47,9). In combination
with η the feminine Definite Article τ also receives superlineation,
e.g. Ρταγναμικ. The latter will be rendered in this edition
Ρταγναμικ, though it is not clear in such a case whether it was
pronounced like εντδαμαηις or like πετδαμαηις. A similar problem
is presented with the Conjunctives, e.g. Ρκξοοκ (28,6), Ρκβωκ
(44,24), etc., rendered in this edition as Ρκξοοκ and Ρκβωκ.

A superlinear stroke invariably occurs over the syllable ι·, as e.g. in Ριακ (4.9), Ριιαμε (9,25). In this edition the stroke
will be shown only over 2: 2ι. A circumflex stroke appears in-
vvariably over the verb ει (passim) and over the vocative In-
terjection Ω (e.g. 1,11; 5,14). The circumflex also occurs over the
verb Ω at 45,16 (but not at 40,4), and over the verb Ω at 73,6.

Another kind of stroke is used over the Greek particle ηι (41,28.29.31; 42,1 etc.); this is probably a rendition of the Greek
spiritus lene ("smooth breathing").

An extended stroke is usually used over nomina sacra (cf. the
abundant examples on pp. 5-6 and 16-17), and over the nomen
insacrum ΝΑΑΝ (73,30, but not over ΝΑΤΑΝΑΣ at 20,15)
ΑΑΓΑΗ also receives the stroke at 9,28 (also 12,7) but not εγγια
(10,1); neither receives the stroke in the Genesis material beginning
on p. 45. There is a trace of a stroke over ΗΑΑΑΑ at 40,30. The
superlinear stroke is used over the "liturgical" acclamation ΚΟΥΑΑ"B
("holy are you") in IX,1 (e.g. 16,16 etc.). It is used regularly over abbreviations and page numerals. Page numerals also usually
(but not always, pace Krause, Gnostische und hermetische Schriften,
p. 7) have a sublinear stroke. (The following extant page numerals
lack the sublinear stroke: 22, 25, 28, 29, 34, 36, 43, 48, 49, 59, 60, 61.)

The following standard abbreviations are used: ΠΤ, "Jesus"
(6,2,9 et passim written out in the opening line 1,2), ΠΝΗ, "Christ" (1,2; 6,2,9 et passim), ΠΝΑ "Spirit" (39,26; 42,2; cf. 50,1).

The "unique use of this abbreviation in a Coptic amulet of the fourth
or fifth century; see *Bala'izah*, vol. i, p. 255, n. 2.) “Jerusalem” is abbreviated ΟΙΗΜ (70,5.8.15.27).

Other marks and decorations are as follows: At the beginning of tractate 3, on p. 29 the *paragraphus cum corone* occurs in the left margin, ornately written as a single unit: ™. Traces of the same decoration occur at the beginning of tractate 2, on p. 27. It may be assumed that the first tractate was similarly adorned at its beginning, though the left margin of the fragment containing the beginning of tractate 1 is not preserved.

At p. 45, between lines 22 and 23, a *paragraphus* occurs, marking a new section of text. (On this ancient device see Schubart, *Das Buch*, p. 77.)

The work of our scribe is remarkably accurate and obviously practiced. Errors do, of course, occur; and some of these he has corrected himself. At 16,28 there is a case of *parablepsis*. The scribe began to write ωα ενες νενες (cf. 16,29) before writing *τβαρβαλων*, which was doubtless in his exemplar. He caught himself before he finished the misplaced phrase, wrote *τβαρβαλων* and over each of the letters he had written in error he placed a dot, indicating that those letters were to be deleted: ωαενεςνε (cf. the note). At 45,10 in a context wherein the virgin Mary is contrasted with the aged woman Elizabeth, the scribe wrote ςιμε ("woman," cf. 45,8) instead of *παρενος* ("virgin"), but then corrected himself. In this case his correction was probably made as part of his proof-reading, i.e. after he had completed the page; for he has crossed out ςιμε with a series of diagonal slashes, and written *παρενος* above the line (the correction is made in the scribe’s own hand, albeit in smaller letters). The scribe has written over a letter at 3,6 (ς over ε) and possibly at 28,26 (π over ρκ?). At 45,18 he has cancelled an extra ε with a diagonal slash, and at 73,1 he has cancelled q similarly. At 47,28 he has cancelled a superlinear stroke written in error.

Undetected errors also occur, but in some of these cases the scribe may only be reproducing errors occurring already in his exemplar. Manifest misspellings occur at 28,2.12 (dittography); 29,3 (substitution); 47,21 (omission); and possible misspellings occur at 6,2 and 73,4 (substitution) and at 43,18 (metathesis). (See notes to the passages cited for details.) Dittography occurs at 27,27. Superfluous or tautological material has been editorially deleted at 28,14 and at 61,2. Material deemed to have been erroneous-
ly omitted has been editorially supplied at 5,1.8.10; 9,2; 27,5; 28,14; 48,16.18; 55,4; 68,3; (and cf. note to 66,28).

Errors of substitution obviously requiring editorial correction are clustered in tractate 2. Manifest confusion of grammatical person, number, and/or gender occurs on page 28 in lines 3, 5, 6, and 20, and on page 29 in line 2 (see notes for details). The fact that such an error is found elsewhere in the whole codex only at 32,6 (in tractate 3) leads us to conclude that the scribe had a very faulty exemplar of tractate 2, and that he should not be held responsible for these mistakes (although we might wish that he had corrected them).

It was long assumed that Codex IX was written by the same scribe as Codices IV, V, VI, and VIII (cf. Doresse, Secret Books, pp. 141-145; Krause, "Zum koptischen Handschriftenfund," p. 110; Gnostische und hermetische Schriften, pp. 6, 8) but this hasty judgment cannot be sustained. The superficial similarities among them can be ascribed to the influence of a single scribal school (see Emmel, "Final Report," p. 28). According to J. M. Robinson (see "Codicology," p. 18; cf. Emmel. "Final Report," p. 28) M. Manfredi of the Vitelli Papyrological Institute in Florence expressed the view that the hand of Codex IX is separate and distinct from the others. Indeed, that is a view that had already been expressed by H.-C. Puech (see "Découverte," p. 10). I concur with this judgment.

Puech dates Codex IX (X in his numbering system) to the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth century (cf. "Découverte," p. 10). Of the fourth-century hands illustrated in Maria Cramer's Koptische Paläographie, that of BM Or. 7594 most resembles the hand of Codex IX (see Paläographie, pl. 33), though the hand of Codex IX is somewhat less accomplished. The British Museum manuscript can be dated on the basis of its colophons between A.D. 330 and 350 (see Krause's review of Cramer in Bibliotheca Orientalis 23 [1966], p. 286; cf. Robinson, "Coptic Gnostic Library Today," p. 372).

It thus appears that the paleographical evidence, taken together with the codicological evidence discussed above, strongly points to a fourth-century date for Codex IX.

3. Language

All three tractates in Codex IX are Coptic translations of Greek originals. (Indeed there is no reason to doubt the general scholarly
consensus that all of the Nag Hammadi tractates have been translated from Greek into Coptic; cf. e.g. G. MacRae, “Nag Hammadi,” in IDBSup, p. 613). The language of all three tractates is Sahidic, but an “impure” variety of the Sahidic dialect which shows considerable contamination or influence from other dialects. (This, too, is a trait which they have in common with all other Sahidic tractates in the Nag Hammadi Library.) In what follows I shall not attempt to present a complete grammar of each of the three tractates. Rather, I shall survey those peculiarities shown in the language of our tractates which represent divergences from standard Sahidic (as represented e.g. by the Sahidic New Testament), and call attention to other special features deserving of notice. Inasmuch as the language of all three tractates is basically the same, I shall treat them together in synoptic fashion. Some attempt will then be made to assess the significance of the dialectical divergences found in Codex IX as a whole, and such linguistic divergences as may be noticed from one tractate to another.

Dialectic variations in the phonemics of Codex IX can be grouped as follows:

1. $A^2$ vocalizations.
   a) $a$ for $o$. Tractate I: $\map$ (9,27); $\angT$ (6,26; 26,12); $\gammaame$ (2,10; 9,25; 12,13); $\deltaalone$ (27,4; cf. $\deltaalonepsilon$ 14,13). Tractate 2: $\qta\gamma$ (28,27). Tractate 3: $\ate$ (31,5; 45,13,15); $\lambda\gamma$ (41,10); $\tan\tau\nu$ (44,14).
   b) $e$ for $a$. Tractate I: $\ne\i\epsilon\i\tau\epsilon$ (18,9); $\text{teko}$ (6,22); $\text{teko}$ (15,26); $\text{teko}= (16,7); 2\text{ete} (9,22)$. Tractate 2: $\em\epsilon\tau\epsilon$ (32,25); $\em\epsilon\tau\epsilon\tau\epsilon\tau\epsilon$ (29,12; 44,1); $\m\i\epsilon\epsilon\i\epsilon\tau\epsilon\tau\epsilon\tau\epsilon\tau\epsilon$ (32,19); $\text{teko}$ (30,19; 31,14; 32,18; 33,10; 37,1,13; 40,27,28; 42,6; 44,25; 49,5; $\text{tebo}$ (47,1); $2\text{ete}$ (43,31).
   c) $e$ for $o$. Tractate 3: $\epsilon\gamma$ (42,1).
   d) $e$ for $w$. Tractate 3: $\text{o\i\e\n}$ (46,7 $A^2$? Cf. Kasser, Compléments, p. 75).

2. Other $A^2$ phonological variants. Tractate I: $\text{tn}\zeta\omega$ (4,6). Tractate 3: $\text{t\i\me}$ (30,28; 46,12; 47,9); $\epsilon\i\epsilon\o\i\epsilon\o$ (33,6); $\text{to\i\o\i} (43,1); \text{tn}\zeta\omega$ (34,25; 37,25; 69,1?). $\text{x\u\i\u\e}$ (45,15; 74,5); $\delta\text{b\o\i\u\r}$ (43,13).

3. Dialectical variants identified as $A$ by Crum, but attested in $A^2$ texts according to Kasser, Compléments. Tractate I: $\text{ph\o\i\e}$ (27,10); $\delta\text{nh\o\i}$ (6,24; 27,7). Tractate 3: $2\text{bh\o\i\e}$ (31,12; 42,20).
The only dialectical variants from standard Sahidic not heretofore identified as A² are ταξφονγ (A 39,10), ε (AFS 45,18), and τοναοειτ (32,8; cf. Kasser, Compléments), all in tractate 3. To this should be added a conjectured occurrence of the BSb variant of S εοογ: ωο<γ> (cf. note to 6,2).

From this survey it is easy to see that the predominant non-Sahidic dialectical influence in all three tractates of Codex IX is Subachmimic (A²). This is the case, at least, in respect to the phonology of the language.

The "mixed" character of the Sahidic Coptic of Codex IX might plausibly be explained as a "pre-classical" version of Sahidic; this is a solution that has often been advanced to account for the variations found in the language of the Nag Hammadi Codices. (See e.g. Böhlig-Wisse, Gospel of the Egyptians, p. 7, referring especially to "what appear to be Subachmimic intrusions.") But Bentley Layton has recently made the claim—with special reference to Hyp. Arch. (II,4)—that the "Sahidic" texts in the Nag Hammadi Library were translated by native speakers of the Subachmimic dialect, attempting to write in Sahidic (see Layton, Hypostasis of the Archons, HTR, 67, p. 374; and "Coptic Language," IDBSup, p. 177). His argument is based not only on the occurrence of A² phonological variants, but on the influences of the A² dialect in the structure of the language. It will therefore be useful to test Layton's hypothesis by means of a deeper look at the A² influences in the language of Codex IX:

1. Negations using άν without Ν (S: Ν ... άν): In tractate 1 negation with άν is usually without the Ν, with one exception (7,4). In tractate 2 the one occurrence of the negative with άν has the Sahidic Ν (28,26). In tractate 3 negation with Ν predominates; in five cases Ν is omitted.

2. 3 plural ending -ογ for the Possessive Article (vs. S -εγ): In tractate 1 all occurrences of the Possessive Article have the A² form -ογ. In tractate 2 at 28,20 the MS reading has πογ-; there are no other occurrences of the 3 pl. Possessive Article in 2. In tractate 3 the A² forms πογ- τογ- νογ- occur 6 times, to 9 occurrences of the S form (disregarding the occurrences in lacunae).

3. Use of Π with Greek verbs. (A² treats Greek verbs as nominal elements requiring the construct form of ειπε, "make, do," to help them function as verbs. S treats Greek verbs as verbs, and therefore does not use the Π. See e.g. Böhlig, "Griechische Depo-
nentien," p. 90; cf. Nagel, *Untersuchungen*, p. 167). In all three tractates Greek verbs are ordinarily prefixed with ἐ, with one exception in Ἰ (14,17) and four exceptions in Ἱ (34,5.14; 44,9; 73,27).

4. Preposition ἃ for ἐ. The S preposition ἐ is regularly used in all three tractates. In tractate Ἰ ἃ occurs once (29,5), and in tractate Ἱ three times (clustered at 30, 3-4).

5. ἃ— Future instead of S ἀ. The S ἀ— Future occurs regularly in all three tractates. There is one occurrence of the ἀ form in tractate Ἰ (28,26) and one in tractate Ἱ (49,5, perhaps also at 49,3).

6. ὀὐντε— for ὀὐντα—. The S form ὀὐντα— is regular throughout, but ὀὐντε— occurs once in tractate Ἱ (ὀὐντεψι at 15,8 in tractate Ἱ).

7. Past Temporal ἄντα— ἄντα— for S ἄντα— ἄντα—. The S form never occurs in Codex IX; the ἀ form is invariably used in all three tractates. In addition, the one extant occurrence of the negative Habitude form is ἀ ἀ— instead of S ἐ— (73,4 tractate Ἱ).

8. ἀ— II Future ἐ—ἀ— instead of S ἐ—ἐ. occurs twice in tractate Ἱ (45,26; 55,2). See also ἀ neg. II Future ἐ— (48,11), ἐ— (47,25).

9. ἐταγ—. ἐταγ— The peculiar ἀ— First Perfect Relative forms with ἐ (used when the subject of the Relative is the same as the antecedent) occur in tractate Ἰ twice (ἐταγηθεί α, 12,3; 16,10) and in tractate Ἱ at least five times (31,13; 42,6; 43,28,30; 47,1,4).

One anomalous verbal form, ἐταγ, occurs in tractate Ἰ at 6,11, translated as a II Perfect (BAF).

The results of this survey would tend to corroborate Layton’s theory; i.e. the translators of the tractates in Codex IX attempted to translate into Sahidic, but left numerous traces of the ἀ dialect which was presumably their native tongue. Evidently the Sahidic dialect was gaining prestige at the expense of the other Upper Egyptian dialects; hence the attempt to write in the Sahidic dialect of the Upper Egyptian monasteries. The ἀ dialect, interestingly, has been associated especially with “heretical” (e.g. Gnostic and Manichaean) literature. (Cf. Layton, “Coptic Language,” *IDBSup*, pp. 176-177; Nagel, *Untersuchungen*, pp. 212-214).

Though the language of all three tractates in Codex IX is basically similar, there is no need to assume a single translator for all three. There are sufficient differences among them to posit more than one translator. In any case, reasons have already been
advanced (see discussion above, of scribal errors) for thinking that at least one of the tractates, 2, has been considerably corruped in transmission. Codex IX, therefore, is not the “autograph” translation of the Coptic documents it contains.

Orthographic features deserving of mention include the following: plene spelling of δωλετ and δαλετ in tractate 1, and of κοβεκ, κοβετ, and ζαλεθ in tractate 3. Even for ει occurs in tractate 3 (44,17-28); ει for ι also occurs (69,5; 30,4 etc.). χ is used for ι in the spelling of the name “Melchizedek,” and also in the spelling of the Greek verb ἀρξεθα (ἀρξει I 4,17; on χ for ι see Kahle, Bal'izah, vol. 1, pp. 133-134). Lack of assimilation of ι before ι occurs in tractate 3 at 29,16 (Ππαληθ).

The orthography of Greek words is quite normal for a Coptic text (or, for that matter, a Roman or Byzantine Greek text); e.g. ι for ει in numerous places. (See the Index of Greek Words for full data). The Greek word σάφεξ is consistently rendered καραθ both in tractates 1 and 3 (it does not occur in 2; on this spelling see Girgis, “Greek Loan Words,” § 57). The word κοναπαντης (Latin quadrans) is rendered κόναπανθής (30,17, tractate 3; cf. Girgis, “Greek Loan Words,” § 41b). As usual, the Hebrew-origin words “Seraphim” and “Cherubim” are rendered with final -ιν instead of -ιν (10,4; tr. 1; cf. Girgis, “Greek Loan Words,” § 31b). The Greek word ζδνηνθαθα is to be recognized beneath the Coptic rendering Ζηλάνθε (68,3, tractate 3, a form elsewhere attested; cf. Böhlig “Beiträge,” p. 94).

Finally, the original Greek may be seen beneath the surface of the Coptic text in numerous places, especially in tractate 3: e.g. the frozen gen. sg. γνώσεως (47,17), and the adverb πνευματικώς (50,2; cf. 49,13). The verb ὅ ζυε ητυπου at 45,21-22 is a transparent rendering of πρωτοτυποῦν (cf. PGL 1203a). The Coptic locutions θηθεξε θωη and ζεθωη κριή (44,8-9; cf. 68,28-29) are obviously renditions of the Greek words πολυλογία and λογομαχία respectively. The locution ψθε κεθεδωλον (70,1) renders εἰδωλολατρεία. In tractate 2 a frozen (Doric) genitive sg. may be seen in the name Λελαμ (cf. 27,26).
INTRODUCTION TO IX, 1: MELCHIZEDEK

This tractate comprises 1,1—27,10 of the codex, approximately 745 lines in all. Unfortunately the ravages of time and modern mis-handling have left it in very fragmentary condition (see codex introduction). The total number of lines completely extant is a scant 19. 467 additional lines are partially preserved. Of these 199 have been completely restored by scholarly conjecture. Thus only about 47% of the text is recoverable, and a major part of the contents of the transcription and translation here presented is, in fact, based upon conjectural reconstruction. From this it is evident that only a very imperfect picture of the contents and meaning of this tractate is possible to attain. It is evident, too, that what does remain of the tractate, even as restored, is susceptible of various interpretations. Therefore this introduction can only be taken as a very tentative statement.

The title of this tractate, Melchizedek, is partially preserved on a fragment belonging to the top of p. 1 of the codex: MEΛXID[EΛEK], clearly marked as a title by means of decorations (cf. codex introduction and Fascimile Edition). The title is doubtless meant to identify the putative "author" of the document, i.e. the recipient of the revelation that is presented in the tractate. (For analogies in the Nag Hammadi library cf. e.g. VIII,1: Zostrianos and X,1: Marsanes). Thus this document cannot be said to be attributed to "the Great Seth" (against Doresse, Secret Books, p. 142; the name "Seth" does occur, however, at 5,20).

The name "Melchizedek" occurs in the body of the tractate at 5,15; 12,10; 14,16; 15,9; 19,13; and 26,3. Unfortunately, in all of these cases lacunae occur in the text so that the name "Melchizedek" has been conjecturally restored. Of these occurrences the name is most fully preserved at 12,10 (only two letters missing),
and least preserved at 5,15 (only a trace of a single letter). Of course, it is possible that the name occurred also in portions of the text that are now totally lost.

The same fragment that contains (partially) the title also contains the *incipit*: "Jesus Christ, the Son [of God . . .]. The precise relationship between "Melchizedek" and "Jesus Christ" is exceedingly difficult to define, and we shall have to return to that problem (see below).

Formally this tractate can be defined as an "apocalypse." Indeed the term "apocalypse" (ἀποκάλυψις, in the plural form) occurs toward the end of the document (27, 3) where the recipient of the revelation, Melchizedek, is warned by his heavenly informants not to reveal "these revelations" to anyone in the flesh. A similar warning occurs at 14,12-15. These warnings are, of course, traditional features of the genre (cf. e.g. *Ap. John* BG 76,9—77,5; NHC II 31,34—32,6; 2 *Jeu* ch. 43). In other respects, too, this document satisfies the generic requirements of an "apocalypse": it is pseudonymous, attributed to a biblical hero of the past (Melchizedek), and contains purported prophecies of future events given by an angelic informant (Gamaliel; see discussion below), as well as secrets pertaining to the heavenly world, presumably in a visionary experience.

In spite of its poor state of preservation this tractate can be seen to consist of three major parts: 1) a revelation given to Melchizedek by an angelic informant (1,1?—14,15), concluding with a warning not to divulge the secrets to the uninitiated; 2) a section in which Melchizedek undertakes several ritual actions, including baptism, and offers praises to the heavenly world (14,15-18,11?); and 3) additional revelations given to Melchizedek by heavenly informants, concluding with another warning not to divulge the secrets to the uninitiated, and a brief account of the ascension of the informants (18,11?—27,10 end).

1) Unfortunately the first page is so damaged that not much sense can be made of the opening passage. E.g. it is not clear what the syntactic function of the *incipit* is: "Jesus Christ, the Son [of God . . .]." It may be a vocative, in which case Melchizedek is addressing Jesus Christ in prayer (cf. 1,5-11 and notes). In lines 8-11 someone (Melchizedek?) says, "... and that I might put on friendship and goodness as a garment, O brother" (the following material is virtually lost). This suggests a cultic scenario, specifi-
cally a priestly investiture, in which case it is resumed later in the tractate, in the second section (see below).

From 1,19 on it appears that someone (Gamaliel, the angelic informant?) is describing, in the future tense, the ministry, death, and resurrection of the Savior (the term "Savior" occurs at 4,5). The latter will reveal the truth (1,19-20) to some, and speak to others in proverbs, parables, and riddles (1,24-2,2). His activity will incur the anger of Death and his fellow world-rulers (2,5-18), and he will face trial and punishment on false charges (3,9-11). But "[on] the [third] day he [will rise from the] dead" (3,9-11). After the resurrection the Savior will speak life-giving words to his disciples (4,4-6), but the hostile spiritual powers will cause false doctrine to be promulgated by pseudo-disciples (4,7—5,11):

"They will say of him (i.e. Jesus Christ) that he is unbegotten though he has been begotten, (that) he does not eat even though he eats, (that) he does not drink even though he drinks, (that) he is un­circumcised though he has been circumcised, (that) he is unfleshly though he has come in flesh, (that) he did not come to suffering <though> he came to suffering, (that) he did not rise from the dead <though> he arose from [the] dead" (5,2-11).

The substance of the demon-inspired false doctrine so vigorously attacked here is the (typically gnostic!) docetic denial of the reality of Jesus' incarnation, suffering, death and bodily resurrection. (For details, see notes. For discussion of this passage see Berliner Arbeitskreis, "Die Bedeutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi," pp. 68-69; Pearson, "Anti-Heretical Warnings," pp. 147-149; Koschorke, Die Polemik der Gnostiker, pp. 164-165. See also below, on the "Melchizedekians.")

The passage immediately following (5,11-23) is a crucial one for the interpretation of the tractate as a whole, but it is unfortunately very fragmentary. It appears to deal with the life and activity of the elect, "the congregation (ἐκκλησία) of [the children of Seth]" (5,19-20) consisting of "all the [tribes and] all [the peoples," i.e. Gentiles (5,11-12), and the priestly activity of "[Melchizedek], Holy One, [High-priest]" (5,14-16). But, as the brackets indicate, much of this is conjecturally restored. Of the name "Melchizedek" here only the trace of a Μ remains, but the initial Μ and the final PEYC of ἡρῴος are at least partially preserved. Melchizedek is identified as the "High-priest" elsewhere in the tractate (15,9-12; possibly 26,2-3); so the restoration of the name here is probable,
but not certain. The high-priestly activity of Melchizedek is evidently part of the “prophecy.” Thus we are confronted with an anomalous situation: Melchizedek, the biblical “priest of God Most High” (Gen 14:18), is given a prophecy of his own future priestly activity in the time following the death and resurrection of the Savior! (See below for additional discussion of this problem.)

In this passage, too, there (probably) occurs a self-identification of the mediator of the prophecy, albeit in very fragmentary form. The words, “I am” are restored at 5,17 (ἈΝ[ΟΧ ΠΕ]), and the final three letters (-iël) of an angelic name follow upon a lacuna at the beginning of line 18 which has room for 5 letters. The two most likely candidates for the identification of this angelic name are “Gabriel” and “Gamaliel.” “Gabriel” has the advantage of being a biblical angelic name (Dan 8:16, Luke 1:19,26), but it yields only 4 letters for the lacuna (רָאָב). On the other hand, “Gamaliel” is a perfect candidate, not only because it fits the lacuna ([רָאָמַל] הָא) but because it occurs elsewhere in gnostic literature in somewhat comparable situations. E.g. in Apoc. Adam Gamaliel is one of three angels (Abrasax and Sablo are the other two) who come down to rescue the elect from destruction by fire (see V 75,23 and context). In Gos. Eg. Gamaliel occurs in the company of three other angels (Gabriel, as well as Samlo and Abrasax; see III, 52,21 and 64,26); they are referred to as “ministers (διάκονοις) of the four lights.” (In IV 64,15 the name Gamaliel is spelled “Kamaliel.”) In Trim. Prot. Kamaliel (sic) is one of three “servants (ὑπηρέτης) of the great holy luminaries” (XIII 48*,27-29). In the untitled treatise from the Bruce Codex, Gamaliel is one of the “watchers” (φύλαξ) who “became helpers to those who believed in the light-spark” (Cod. Bruc. Untitled, ch. 8). The name “Gamaliel” occurs in Zost. in a context similar to that of the Bruce Codex passage (VIII 47,2). The name also occurs in Marsanes (X 64*,19). Moreover it is evident that the speaker who identifies himself in our tractate at 5,17-18 is not acting alone, for later on he announces that he will be silent (12,1), and then the plural is used in the next line: “for we [are the brethren who] came down from [the] living [. . .]” (12,2-4). In the second revelation which begins on p. 18 Melchizedek is addressed by more than one personage (cf. the use of the plural esp. at 19,12). These revealers are probably to be identified as “the brethren who belong to the generations of life,” who are taken up to heaven at the end of the tractate (27,7-10 end).
Unfortunately these "brethren" are not named, but it is likely that they are angelic co-workers of the angel whom we have identified as Gamaliel. The other gnostic literature mentioned in connection with "Gamaliel" may therefore give us clues as to the names of Gamaliel's co-workers in this tractate. (The name of one of the angels mentioned together with Gamaliel in Zost. VIII 47,2-3, Akramas, may occur in our tractate at 17,24; see note.)

The discussion of Melchizedek's future priestly activity in behalf of the elect provides the context for a passage consisting of invocations of the chief inhabitants of the heavenly world (5,24-6,10). This passage, which looks very much like a secondary insertion, opens with what may be a "mystical" name of the supreme God, possibly to be restored as a palindrome: οβαβα ωαιαο ωβαβα, see note to 5,24), and closes with the formula, "through Jesus Christ, the Son of God whom I proclaim" (6,9-10). The other divine beings that can be identified in this fragmentary passage are Barbelo, Doxomedon, Jesus Christ, the four luminaries Armozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and Eleleth, Pigeradamas, and Mirocheirothetou (on these names see below). The supreme God may also be referred to at 6,14, under the name "Abel Baruch" (cf. 16,19, and note to 6,14).

In the following passage (6,11-7,5) the angelic informant is presumably revealing knowledge to Melchizedek (see esp. 6,15) for the benefit of the elect, now identified as "the race of the High-priest" (6,17). The content of this knowledge seems here to consist of the person and works of the Savior, of whom the "adverse [spirits are] ignorant" (6,19-21), especially his work of presenting a "living [offering]" to "[the All]" (6,25-28). Melchizedek is then told of the inefficacy of animal sacrifice in removing sin: "[For it is not] cattle [that] you will offer up [for sin(s)] of unbelief [and for] the ignorances [and all the ] wicked [deeds] which they [will do . . ." (6,28-7,3). Here, again, it is to be noted that the future priestly activity of Melchizedek is treated. The paradigm for Melchizedek's priestly work is the high-priestly work of Jesus Christ, and the influence of the epistle to the Hebrews is very much in evidence (see notes, and further discussion below).

Faith (7,6), baptism (7,27-8,5), and intercessory prayer (8,28) occur in a passage which is riddled with lacunae and therefore incapable of adequate interpretation. It seems clear that Melchizedek is commanded to receive baptism (8,2), the meaning of which is prob-
ably clarified later in the text (cf. 16,12-16). Intercessory prayer (8,28) is also included in the priestly work of Melchizedek, but the transition from page 8 to the top of page 9, with the mention there of "archons" and "angels," is difficult to construe. (For the problem of the position of pp. 7/8 and 9/10 in the codex see the codex introduction). As restored, the crucial passage reads: "pray for the [offspring of the] archons and [all] the angels, together with [the] seed <which> flowed [forth from the Father] of the All" (8,28-9,3). The meaning, presumably, is that the object of Melchizedek's prayers, humanity in general, is a composite of archontic and heavenly origins (man's lower nature derives from the archons, and his heavenly Spirit from God).

This is followed immediately with a brief "theogonic" passage (9,2-10 ... ), evidently intended to account for the origin of the various gods and angels populating the lower world, and which looks like a secondary insertion. Gods, angels, and men, according to this passage, were all engendered from the primal seed "<which> flowed [forth from the Father] of the All." Such an account of origins is remarkably reminiscent of the ancient Egyptian myth of the procreation of the gods by the masturbation of the primal god Atum (cf. Pyramid Texts, Utterance 527, Faulkner tr.)

After a missing section, the extant text resumes with a distinction drawn between men and women "bound" to the lower world, and the "true Adam" and "true Eve." This entire section (9,25-10,11) seems to be closely related to a passage in the treatise On the Origin of the World (NHC II,5) consisting of an elaborate midrash on the Paradise narrative in Gen 2-3 (see esp. II 116,33-117,28; cf. notes). The "true Adam" and "true Eve" are said to have eaten from the tree of knowledge and thereby to have "trampled [the Cherubim] and the Seraphim [with the flaming sword]" (10,3-5; cf. Gen 3:6-24 and notes to the text).

In a following fragmentary passage reference is apparently made to the gnostic believers who "renounce (ἀποτάσσειν) the archons" (10,28-29). It is probable that such a "renunciation" belongs to a baptismal context (see note to 10,29). The salvation of the elect is discussed in the following passage (11,2-12 ... ), but it is too fragmentary to interpret in any detail.

After a missing section the speaker (Gamaliel?) announces that he will be silent (12,1), but then the text continues with a list of biblical personages, including Adam, [Abel], Enoch, and [Noah]
(12,7-8). “Melchizedek, [the Priest] of God [Most High]” is addressed (12,10-11), but the following material of some 19 lines is all but lost (12,12-end of page). The list of biblical figures mentioned on this page, culminating with Melchizedek, may be intended as a list of those heroes of the past who functioned as priests. (Cf. the list of priests in the Hellenistic-Jewish synagogue prayer quoted in Const. Ap. VIII.5.3, which includes Abel, Seth, Enos, Enoch, Noah, and Melchizedek; on this passage see Goodenough, Light, pp. 330-331).

The passage that follows (13,1—14,9), and which concludes the first revelation, deals with the final eschatological struggle between the hostile forces of darkness and the elect. Reference is made to “these two who have been chosen” (13,1). They will not be “convicted” (of any wrong-doing, 13,3-4), but they will nevertheless be maltreated or even killed (see note to 13,8-9) by the opposing archontic powers. Who “these two” are cannot be established with certainty, owing to the loss of the preceding context, but they are possibly to be identified as the “two witnesses” of Rev II:3-11, whom later tradition identified as Enoch and Elijah. (See Bousset, The Antichrist Legend, pp. 203-211; Pearson, “The Pierpont Morgan Fragments,” pp. 241-243). The final victory of the Savior is prophesied, together with the final destruction of Death (see esp. 14,4-9; cf. 1 Cor 15:26; Heb 2:14).

The angelic informant closes his revelation with a command to Melchizedek to reveal the things that should be revealed but to keep secret the things that are not to be revealed (14,9-15).

2) The second section presents, in the first person, Melchizedek’s reaction to the revelation and the cultic actions he undertakes. Melchizedek rejoices and praises God for sending the “angel of light” (Gamaliel?) with the revelation he has just received (14,17—15,4). In his great joy he gives thanks to the Father, with reference to his angelic informant: “When he came [. . . he raised] me up from ignorance and (from) the fructification of death to life. For I have a name; I am Melchizedek, the Priest of [God] Most High; I [know] that it is I who am truly [the image of] the true High-priest [of] God Most High” (15,4-13). If the restoration of the word πίνε (“the image” = ἐκόμω) at 15,12 is correct, we have here a clear statement of the relationship between Melchizedek and Jesus Christ: Melchizedek functions on earth as the image, or even “alter-ego,” of the heavenly Christ. This idea, based on Heb 7:3,
must be taken up in greater detail (see below for further discussion).

In a subsequent fragmentary passage, Melchizedek refers in his prayer to the sacrificial activity of a figure from the past (Adam?). He then indicates that he has offered animal sacrifices to [Death], and to [angels] and . . . demons (16,2-5; cf. 6,28-29), but is now offering himself and all that belong to him to the Father of the All (16,7-12). This self-sacrifice is tied to the ritual of baptism, which also serves as the context for the bestowal and pronouncement of the name:

"I shall pronounce my name as I receive baptism [now] (and) forever, (as a name) among the living (and) holy [names], and (now) in the [waters], Amen" (16,12-16).

It is probable that this ritual complex—baptism, offering of sacrifice, reception of the name ("Melchizedek")—is to be understood as a priestly consecration. And in that connection we also recall the "investiture" language of the fragmentary passage on p. 1 mentioned above (1,9-11). These ritual actions fit into a pattern that harks back to ancient Mesopotamian priestly-royal ritual, and which can also be seen to be operative in Jewish texts, most notably T. Levi 8, as well as Mandaean ritual (see Widengren, "Heavenly Enthronement," esp. pp. 552 and 558). The important thing here is that baptism is part of the rite of priestly consecration, just as it is in T. Levi 8. On the other hand it is surprising that the bread and wine mentioned in connection with Melchizedek in Gen 14:18 (and with Levi in T. Levi 8:5) is apparently absent from our text.

The consecration is immediately followed by a series of invocations directed to the inhabitants of the heavenly world (16,16—18,7), the same figures mentioned in a previous section (5,24—6,10) with perhaps some additions (the text is very fragmentary). The invocations all follow the pattern, "Holy are you" (thrice), followed by the name of the divine being addressed, and the formula, "forever and ever, Amen." The passage bears all the marks of a liturgical prayer intended to be chanted responsively in the context of a worship service. The thrice-repeated formula, "Holy are you," is doubtless adapted from the Trishagion formula of the Kedushah prayer (cf. Isa 6:3) of the ancient Jewish synagogue, used also from early times in Christian worship (cf. e.g. Const. Ap. VII.35.3). The formula, "Holy are you," is found also in Hermetic worship (§γιως ει, Corp. Herm. I.31) in a prayer also taken
up later for use in Christian circles in Egypt (P. Berol. 9794; cf. Corp. Herm., Nock-Festugière ed., vol. i, p. 18). This formula, too, derives ultimately from Jewish synagogue worship. (Cf. e.g. the third benediction of the weekly Amidah, Staerk, Altjüdische liturgische Gebete, p. ii.)

In the fragmentary passage that follows, mention is made of “confession,” i.e. in the sense of profession of faith (18,10-11); the object of this confession is doubtless Jesus Christ, the last-named figure in the series of invocations (18,6). Those who “confess him” are pronounced “blessed” (18,9).

3) So much of the text is lost at this point in the document that it is not possible to delineate exactly where the second section ends and where the third section takes up. Probably the material from at least 19,1 on consists of a transition to the second revelation, with the mention of personages (in the plural) who address Melchizedek by name: “and they said to me, [...], Melchizedek, Priest] of God [Most High]” (19,12-15). Unfortunately what they say to Melchizedek is impossible to determine at this point in the text. On the next page it is possible to reconstruct part of a sentence, “they did not care that [the priesthood] which you perform, [which] is from [...].” (20,10-12). The words “counsels of [...] Satan” occur shortly thereafter (20,14-15), indicating that a group of religious opponents are here referred to. It is conjectured that the material from 19,12 to 26,7 is all part of a single discourse constituting a second revelation to Melchizedek mediated by heavenly messengers.

More than four pages of material are almost totally lost (from 20,21-24, end of page, with the exception of 3 very small fragments of pp. 21-22 and a single small fragment of pp. 23-24, blank on the recto side). At the beginning of p. 25 someone is addressing an unidentified group, accusing them of perpetrating acts of violence against the speaker. The speaker, unnamed, is certainly capable of identification from the words that follow:

“And [you crucified me] from the third hour [of the Sabbath-] eve until [the ninth hour] (cf. Matt. 27:45 par). And after [these things I arose] from the [dead.” (25,4-9.)

There can be no doubt that the speaker here is Jesus Christ, and he is addressing his executioners. His executioners, unspecified at this point, are probably not Jewish priests or Roman soldiers; they are probably the super-terrestrial archons and angels (cf. 1
Cor. 2:8), figures who have been mentioned previously in the tractate (cf. 2,5-20; 10,7-29; 13,9-15; etc).

It is most unfortunate that the text breaks off in the middle of the page, for when we turn next to p. 26, we read this remarkable statement: "] greeted [me...] They said to me, 'Be [strong, O Melchizedek,] great [High-priest] of God [Most High, for the archons], who [are] your [enemies], made war; you have [prevailed over them, and] they did not prevail over you, [and you] endured, and [you] destroyed your enemies’’ (26,1-9).

The text again breaks off in the middle of the page, and, after a crucial gap, we find ourselves at the end of the tractate, on p. 27. Reference is made to “sacrifices” and “fasting” (27,1-3), and then a final command is given, and the informants ascend to heaven:

"These revelations do not reveal to anyone in the flesh, since they are incorporeal, unless it is revealed to you (i.e. unless express command is given by revelation).’ When the brethren who belong to the generations of life had said these things, they were taken up to (the regions) above all the heavens. Amen.” (27,3-10 end.)

It is imperative that we consider the problem posed by the material on pages 25 and 26, material which can only be taken as part of “these revelations” referred to at the end of the tractate (27,3). On p. 25 Jesus Christ (who else can it be?) is speaking to his angelic opponents, referring to his death and his subsequent resurrection. On p. 26 Melchizedek (Μέλχισδεκ) is greeted by a heavenly throng and congratulated upon his victory over his enemies. We are drawn to the conclusion that, in the revelation which the priest Melchizedek has received, he has seen that he himself will have a redemptive role to play as the suffering, dying, resurrected and triumphant Savior, Jesus Christ!

If this hypothesis as to the identification of Melchizedek with Jesus Christ is tenable, then the two revelations contained in this tractate are to be understood as progressive revelations. The first deals, principally, with the life, sufferings, death, resurrection, and ultimate victory of Jesus Christ. In addition, the struggles of the elect community against the archon-inspired opponents are prominently featured. All of this is construed as “prophecy” of the future. There is also a hint in this revelation, as we have seen
(see 5.11-17, and comments above), that Melchizedek himself has a future priestly role to play. The second revelation also deals with the suffering, death, resurrection, and ultimate victory of Jesus Christ, but from what we read on p. 26 it seems that the victory of Jesus Christ is the victory of Melchizedek, and that, in fact, they are one and the same. The extant materials strongly suggests that in the second revelation Melchizedek has been transported into the future, so to speak, in a visionary experience, and sees that the role of Savior-High-priest is his own future role. To put it another way, our tractate presents to us two Melchizedeks: an ancient priest from biblical history, the ostensible recipient of the revelations, and an eschatological redeemer figure, one who is not only “made like (ἀνθρωπομομομένος) the Son of God” (Heb 7:3), but who is actually assimilated to “Jesus Christ the Son of God” (1,2). (See below, on the use of Heb in Melch.)

Curious as such a doctrine may appear, it is not without parallel in comparable materials from Jewish apocalyptic literature, notably the “Enoch” literature.

In the “Similitudes” of 1 (Ethiopic) Enoch (chs. 37-71) overlapping and parallel revelations are given to Enoch, the son of Jared (cf. Gen. 5:18-24), who recounts his visionary experiences in the first person. These revelations deal with the coming judgment of the wicked and the salvation of the righteous, and with the enthronement of the glorious “Son of Man” (see esp. chs. 46-49). Finally the spirit of Enoch ascends into the heavens, and an angel greets him with the words, “You are the Son of Man who is born unto righteousness” (1 Enoch 71:14; the changes that R. H. Charles makes in the text in his translation of 1 Enoch 71:14-17, emending the pronouns from 2 sg. to 3 sg., are quite unwarranted, and without any support in the Ethiopic MSS.). Thus the antediluvian patriarch, Enoch, is given a revelation which portrays the future redemptive role of the Son of Man, and which ultimately equates Enoch himself with that figure! I see a similar situation in Melch., wherein Melchizedek is identified as the future saviour, Jesus Christ.

A similar phenomenon occurs in a Coptic Enoch apocryphon now extant only in a few fragments. In this text Enoch is given a vision of his own role in the Judgment as the “scribe of righteousness.” (See Pearson, “The Pierpont Morgan Fragments,” esp. pp. 235-236, 272-273.)
Moreover there is precedent in the Enoch literature for the notion of two Melchizedeks, or rather a single Melchizedek in two (or more) historical manifestations. In the long recension of 2 (Slavonic) Enoch there is a remarkable passage which deals with the figure of Melchizedek. (In A. Vaillant’s edition this passage comprises chs. 21-23; in the English translation and commentary by W. Morfill and R. H. Charles the passage is printed as an appendix, not considered an essential part of the text of 2 Enoch.) In this passage a child is born miraculously to Noah’s recently-deceased sister-in-law, and the child, marked on his chest with a priestly seal, speaks and praises God. The boy is named “Melchizedek” by Noah and his brother Nir, whose wife had been thus miraculously and posthumously delivered. In a night vision Nir is told about the impending flood, and he is also informed that the archangel Michael will bring Melchizedek to heaven. Melchizedek will be the chief of the priests among the people and in the end of days will be revealed yet another time as the chief priest. Thus Melchizedek, in this text, has three different manifestations: miraculously born before the Flood, serving in the post-diluvian age as a great priest, and functioning as a priest in the end-time, i.e. in a messianic capacity. (On this text see I. Gruenwald, “The Messianic Image of Melchizedek,” pp. 90-92.) That this tradition arose in early Jewish circles is most probable (so Gruenwald; cf. also Delcor, “Melchizedek,” pp. 127-130; for a contrary view see Milik, The Books of Enoch, pp. 114-115), though there are also in some manuscripts of 2 Enoch secondary Christian additions (isolated by Vaillant in his edition as the work of a reviser).

These texts from the Jewish Enoch literature, therefore, provide support for the interpretation advanced above, that in Melch. the figure of Melchizedek appears in a double role: as ancient priest and recipient of heavenly revelations of the eschatological future, and as eschatological savior-priest identified with Jesus Christ.

It should be pointed out that the identification, Melchizedek = the Son of God (= Jesus Christ), is known to have been made in some early Christian groups, especially in Egypt. According to Thomas of Marga, “when the heresy of the Melchizedekians broke out at Scete in the land of Egypt through the contemptible monks who said that Melchizedek was the son of God, although there were doctors and famous bishops in those days, yet Theophi-
lus, Bishop of Alexandria, allowed the blessed Macarius, a monk, to make refutation of this error: and that holy man actually did so, and made manifest the foolishness of their opinions" (Book of Governors, ed. Budge, vol. 2, pp. 94-95, quoted in Evelyn-White, The Monasteries of the Wadi 'n Natrun, vol. 2, p. 116). In the Apophthegmata Patrum there is a story about an old visionary who believed Melchizedek to be the Son of God, and who was ultimately corrected in his views by Archbishop Cyril of Alexandria (Apophth. Patr., PG 65,160; Coptic ed. Chaine, ch. 176; the Syriac version of the story attributes the correction of the old man's views to Archbishop Theophilus, Budge, Paradise, vol. 1, p. 273). This accords with Epiphanius' report that there are those "even in the true church" who regard Melchizedek as the Son of God (Haer. 55.7.3; for other examples see esp. Stork, Die sogenannten Melchizedekianer, pp. 53-68).

We are now in a position to present a summary analysis of the phenomenology of the figure of Melchizedek in our tractate:

1) Melchizedek is an ancient "Priest of God Most High";
2) Melchizedek is an eschatological "High-priest";
3) Melchizedek is an eschatological "holy warrior."

1) Melchizedek is an ancient "Priest of God Most High." Melchizedek, the recipient of the heavenly revelations in our tractate, is addressed with that title at least twice (12,10-11; 19,14; cf. 15,9-10) by the heavenly revealer(s). This title, of course, comes straight out of the LXX text of Gen 14:18b (επευς του θεον του υψιστου; Heb. יְהוָה הַגְּדוֹל). In his capacity as a priest Melchizedek offers animal sacrifices, which, however, are considered to be offered not to God but to the archons (16,2-5, cf. 6,28-29). This detail is, of course, absent from the story in Genesis.

There is no trace in our document of any reference to Melchizedek as "king of Salem" (Gen 14:18a), or as a "king" of any sort. In addition, there does not seem to be any influence from Ps 110:4, which is so prominent in the Melchizedek speculations of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

2) Melchizedek is an eschatological "High-priest." The title "High-priest" occurs several times in our tractate, in contexts which depict Melchizedek's role in the future (from the standpoint of the putative time of the delivery of the revelation; the present, from the standpoint of the community for which the tractate was written). At 15,9-13 the two terms "priest" (ΠΟΥΗΒ = επευς)
and "high-priest" (ἀρχιερεύς) occur together. Melchizedek refers to himself as "[the image of] the true High-priest [of] God Most High" (cf. comments above). In this latter capacity he receives a baptism which seems to serve as an "ordination" or "consecration" rite (16,12-16), and offers up spiritual sacrifices as opposed to the animal sacrifices of his previous priesthood (16,2-12). The sacrifices proper to his role as "High-priest" include a sacrifice of himself, and of those who belong to him (16,7-9), to the Father of All. Those who belong to him are doubtless the elect, the "race of the High-priest" (6,17). As High-priest he has an intercessory role (8,28), and his priesthood (ἱερωσύνη, cf. 20,11) mediates to the elect "perfect hope" and "life" (5,16-17; cf. Heb. 7:16, 19). The series of liturgical invocations beginning at 16,16, which should be taken as reflective of the worship life of the community for which the tractate is written, are presented as part of a priestly prayer of Melchizedek. Indeed one may go so far as to suggest that the specific cultic Sitz im Leben for this prayer is the sacrament of Baptism, with which the High-priest Melchizedek is intimately associated in our tractate.

One question that should be discussed here is the source of the designation "High-priest" for Melchizedek, since the term ἀρχιερεύς is not used of him in the OT. The most plausible answer to this question, at least prima facie, is to look to the Epistle to the Hebrews in the NT as the source for this designation (cf. Heb 5:10, 6:20). In Heb, of course, it is Christ, not Melchizedek, who is designated as ἀρχιερεύς. We have seen that Melchizedek is designated as the "image" of the High-priest, i.e. of Christ, and this corresponds very well to the general picture in Heb of the relationship between Melchizedek and Christ; i.e. Melchizedek "resembles the Son of God" (ἀρχιερεύς τῶν ὑδό τοῦ θεοῦ). But in our tractate Melchizedek himself is also designated as "High-priest" (5,15; 26,3). It is possible that this designation for Melchizedek is based on Jewish sources. While Philo and Josephus do not use the term ἀρχιερεύς for Melchizedek (Philo calls him δ ἡγεύς ἱερεύς, a functional equivalent; see Abr. 235), the Jewish prayer in Const. Ἀρ. VIII.12.32 uses the term; and some of the Targums also call Melchizedek "High-priest" (for details see Le Déaut, "Le titre de summus sacerdos"). Thus the term "High-priest" used of Melchizedek in our tractate can be conjectured to derive directly from Jewish traditions and speculations on the figure of Melchizedek.
3) Melchizedek is an eschatological "holy warrior." Indeed he is such specifically in his role as "High-priest." This is clear from 26,2-9, where Melchizedek is addressed as "great [High-priest] of God [Most High]," is exhorted with the "holy war" slogan, "Be strong" (cf. e.g. IQM xvii 4,9), and is congratulated for his endurance and for destroying his enemies (cf. Ps 110:1-2). These enemies, as we have seen, are none other than the hostile archons and angels. Thus Melchizedek is represented as doing battle in an eschatological war against the archontic-demonic forces of wickedness. And he does so as a priestly figure.

For the sources for such ideas we are again driven back to Jewish apocalyptic literature. In the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs we find that the messianic priest is expected to do battle against the demonic forces led by Beliar (T. Dan 5:10; T. Levi 18:12). And now we have in fragments from the Dead Sea Scrolls the specific teaching that Melchizedek is expected to come as a heavenly redeemer figure to exact vengeance from the hand of Belial and his fellow-spirits, and that he will do this specifically as a priestly figure (11QMelch). It is with considerable justification that the suggestion has been made that Melchizedek in these Qumran fragments is to be identified with the archangel Michael (see van der Woude, "Melchizedek als himmlische Erlösergestalt," pp. 269-372; the identification of Michael with Melchizedek is made also in certain Jewish midrashim, as Lueken already pointed out in his monograph, Der Erzengel Michael, p. 31).

Now it is precisely in his role as heavenly holy-warrior that Melchizedek seems, in our tractate, to be identified with Jesus Christ. For the "warrior" function is indisputably attributed also to "Jesus Christ, the Son of God." Especially of interest, in this connection, is the use of the term "Commander-in-chief" (ἀρχιστρατηγός) as a title for Jesus Christ (18,5). This is a well-known epithet of the archangel Michael, the chief of the heavenly hosts of God and the protagonist for Israel in Jewish angelology (cf. Dan 8:11 LXX; 2 Enoch 22:6; 33:10; Test. Abr. rec. A, 1 et passim; 3 Apoc. Bar. ii:4; etc.). It is possible that this epithet for Jesus derives from a primitive Jewish-Christian angelic Christology (cf. Herm. Sim. 8.3.3; 9.12.7-8, where Jesus Christ, the "Son of God," seems clearly to be equated with the archangel Michael!). But it is more probable that the epithet ἀρχιστρατηγός for Jesus Christ is meant to support the identification in our trac-
tate of Jesus Christ with Melchizedek, on the one hand, and the role of Melchizedek as the eschatological warrior comparable to the archangel Michael, on the other (as in QMelch).

Furthermore the career of the "Savior" (cf. 4,5 and esp. 14,4) is clearly depicted in the first revelation of our tractate as culminating in warfare with the archontic powers and in the final destruction of their chief, Death (13,9—14,9). In this regard we can compare the confrontation in Test. Abr. between the ἄρχιστρατηγὸς Michael and Death (the latter figure is usually called "Samael" in the Talmudic literature; cf. Pearson, "Jewish Haggadic Traditions," p. 467). Now in the second revelation a comparison of p. 25 with p. 26 suggests, as we have seen, that the eschatological struggle of Melchizedek includes the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus. In this we have a theme that is common in early Christian theological interpretation of the death and resurrection of Jesus, i.e. as an eschatological victory over the forces of wickedness (cf. e.g. Col 2:15).

Thus the depiction of Melchizedek as a "holy warrior" figure, derived from Jewish apocalyptic speculations, is overlaid with an equation of the eschatological struggle with the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus, and an identification of Melchizedek with "Jesus Christ, the Son of God."

From this it can be seen that a religious-historical analysis of our tractate is a complicated matter. The Jewish apocalyptic elements are very prominent, indeed basic. But the tractate is clearly a Christian text, and in fact contains a rigorously "orthodox," or at least anti-docetic, christology (see above). It might be suggested that Melch. is a Jewish-Christian product containing an originally pre-Christian Melchizedek speculation overlaid with Christian christological re-interpretation.

It can hardly be doubted that the source of this Christological re-interpretation is the Epistle to the Hebrews. (This judgment represents a revision of an earlier appraisal of the matter; cf. Pearson, "The Figure of Melchizedek," p. 207, n. 29). The key text from Heb is 7:3 (which seems to be the starting point for all early Christian speculations about Melchizedek; see Horton, The Melchizedek Tradition, pp. 111, 152), specifically the phrase ἀρχιστρατηγὸς ἐκ τοῦ υἱοῦ τοῦ θεοῦ. The interpretation found in Melch. is, in fact, very close to the original meaning of the passage in Heb: the eternal Son of God is the priestly type, and Melchizedek is
the antitype (see Horton, *The Melchizedek Tradition*, pp. 161-164). Our tractate goes further, however, in positing an ultimate identity between the Savior, Jesus Christ, and the eschatological High-priest, Melchizedek. The Manichaean doctrine of Mani’s heavenly “twin” would provide an analogy (cf. Henrichs-Koenen, “Mani-Codex,” esp. pp. 161-189); indeed such a doctrine may have been explicit in the opening passage of *Melch.* (cf. 1,2 and 11), though the loss of so much of the text deprives us of certainty on this point.

In addition, other passages from Heb seem to be reflected in *Melch.*, though I have not found any explicit quotations. (*Melch.* also utilizes other NT texts, especially the gospels and the Pauline epistles; for references see the notes to the text and translation.) The following table provides a summary of the evidence; obviously some of the suggested allusions to, or influences from, Heb are more certain than others:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hebrews</th>
<th>Melchizedek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>15,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:13</td>
<td>26,8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11-13</td>
<td>6,24; 5,19; 16,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14</td>
<td>14,8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:1</td>
<td>18,9-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:12</td>
<td>7,1; 16,13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:10</td>
<td>5,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:6</td>
<td>25,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:11</td>
<td>5,16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:20</td>
<td>5,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:3</td>
<td>1,2; 15,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:16</td>
<td>5,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:19</td>
<td>5,16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:24</td>
<td>20,10-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:26</td>
<td>27,9-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:27</td>
<td>6,24-26; 6,29-7,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:7</td>
<td>7,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:12-13</td>
<td>6,28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:23-26</td>
<td>6,24-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:13</td>
<td>26,8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:2</td>
<td>26,7-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are also clear evidences of specifically gnostic mythologoumena in our tractate. Indeed it has been suggested that *Melch.*
is a product of the *Sethian* gnostic sect (Doressé, *Secret Books*, p. 197; Berliner Arbeitskreis, “Die Bedeutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi,” p. 67-68; Schenke, “Das sethianische System,” p. 166; and “Gnostic Sethianism”). The specifically gnostic elements are restricted mainly to the section beginning approximately at 8, 28, which contains within it a theogonic myth with strong Egyptian coloration (see above) and a midrash on the paradise story of Gen 2-3, and the “liturgical” passages containing praises of the inhabitants of the gnostic heavenly world (5, 24—6, 10; 16, 16—18, 7). It is the last-named sections which suggest a “Sethian” coloration, because of the names that occur there, names familiar from other Sethian-gnostic literature. (For an attempt to define the constituent elements of “Sethian” Gnosticism see Schenke, “Das sethianische System” and “Gnostic Sethianism”; Schenke classifies as “Sethian” the following documents: *Ap. John* + par. in *Iren. Haer.* I. 29, *Hyp. Arch.*, *Gos. Eg.*, *Apoc. Adam*, *Stèles Seth*, *Zost.*, *Melch.*, *Norea*, *Marsanes*, *Allogenes*, *Trim. Prot.* and Cod. Bruc. *Untitled.*)

Barbelo (5, 27; 16, 26) is familiar from Irenaeus’ account of the (Sethian) “Barbelo-Gnostics” (*Haer.* I. 29). She is the “Mother” of the primal gnostic triad of Father, Mother, and Son (cf. Schenke, “Das sethianische System,” p. 166), and her name, of uncertain etymology, occurs in many other Sethian gnostic documents (e.g. *Ap. John*, *Gos. Eg.*, *Stèles Seth*, *Zost.*, *Marsanes*, *Allogenes*, *Trim. Prot.*). Doxomedon, called “splendid Doxomedon” in one place (6, 1 ευγενής; cf. 16, 30), also appears elsewhere in gnostic literature (*Gos. Eg.*, *Zost.*), sometimes as “Domedon Doxomedon” (see esp. *Gos. Eg.* III 41, 14 et passim). The name “Doxomedon” probably means “lord of glory” (cf. Böhmig, “Der jüdische und judenchristliche Hintergrund,” p. 114; Böhmig interprets “Domedon” as “lord of the house,” and compares it to the Jewish figure “Domiel”). The four luminaries (6, 3-5; 17, 19-19) occur in many other texts (e.g. *Iren. Haer.* I. 20, *Ap. John*, *Gos. Eg.*, *Hyp. Arch.*, *Zost.*, *Trim. Prot.*, *Norea*, and Cod. Bruc. *Untitled*), and their occurrence is sometimes taken as a sign of “Sethian” influence (Schenke, “Das sethianische System”; but they occur also even in non-gnostic texts, as e.g. in the Coptic magical texts edited by Kropp). Perhaps the same could be said for the figure of Gamaliel, the putative mediator of the revelations to Melchizedek in our text (see discussion above, and the enumeration of texts in which Gamaliel occurs).

Pigeradamas, the “Man of Light” (6, 5-6; πιγεράδαμας is
probably to be taken as a vocative, and the nominative case of the name would thus be πηρεαδαμαμας, but the spelling with such a reduplicated ending is probably a mistake, and the name should probably be spelled πηρεαδαμας), is the gnostic Primal Man. As such he occurs in one version of Αρ. Το (II 8,34-35 πηρεα/αδαμας). In Steles Seth Pigeradamas (VII 118,26 et passim πηρεαδαμας, a vocative form) is one of the names given to the third person of the gnostic triad; the name occurs also in Zost. The etymology is uncertain. Böhlig divides the name πη-ρεα-αδαμας (referring to the form of the name occurring in II,1: Αρ. Το; he probably did not then know of the other occurrences), and remarks cryptically, "den Charakter des Uradam hebt cod II durch die Bezeichnung als πη-ρεα-αδαμας ausdrücklich hervor" ("Der jüdische und judenchristliche Hintergrund," p. 114, n. 1). Böhlig evidently understands the element ρε(α) to be derived from the Greek adjective γερων, "old." But perhaps one should see this element as derived instead from Hebrew יד (yid), "stranger," in the gnostic sense of "alien" (αλλογενής). Schenke suggests that πη-ρε-αδαμας = δ ιερ (ης) 'Αδαμας, "the holy Adam," and offers for comparison αδαμας etογας in II,5: Orig. World 108,23 (see "Das sethianische System," p. 170). Giversen's suggestion (in Apocryphon Johannis, pp. 186-187), πη-ρε-ρα(η)-αδαμας, "the name indeed (γε) is Adamas," is probably the least convincing possibility. All of the suggestions advanced are based upon the supposition that the name Pigeradamas is a Coptic construction, since they take the initial part of the name, πη- or πη-, as a Coptic definite article. This I find to be a weakness in the proposed etymologies, but I have no better solution to offer. Klijn proposes an Aramaic etymology, מיר, which would mean that Pigeradamas is the "corporeal" Adam (see Seth, p. 105, n. 137), but this makes no sense at all as a designation for a heavenly being (cf. also Mandaean adam pagria, and Rudolph, Theogonie, pp. 248-258).

Mirocheirothetou, the "good god of the beneficent worlds," (6,7-8; 17,27—18,2) occurs nowhere else to my knowledge (but cf. "Mirothea" in Gos. Eg., Zost., and Trim. Prot., and "Mirotheos" in Steles Seth). The form of the name here is probably (anomalously) genitive case; so the name seems to be a combination of the Greek words, μοιρα "destiny," χερ "hand," and τοθμα "put, place." The designation then would mean something like, "the one who
allots, or directs, destiny.” The further description, “good god of the beneficent worlds” could be an apotropaic euphemism, but the place of this deity among the other heavenly beings praised in the liturgy would then be very strange. Thus it is better to see in this figure an equivalent to “Mirotheos” in Steles Seth.

As has been intimated already, those sections of our text which can be labelled as definitely “gnostic” in the technical sense appear to be secondary accretions. This would also hold for the one mention of Seth; the “congregation of [the children] of Seth” (5,19-20) should probably be taken as a secondary identification of the elect, otherwise identified as the “race of the High-priest” (6,17), those that belong to Melchizedek (cf. 16,8). Therefore, rather than seeing Melch. as an example of “eine vollständig christianisierte sithianische Gnosis” (cf. Berliner Arbeitskreis, “Die Bedeutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi,” p. 67), it might be better appraised as a gnosticized Jewish-Christian apocalypse.

Melch. is the only tractate in the entire Coptic Gnostic Library in which the figure of Melchizedek appears, To be sure, Melchizedek does appear in other gnostic literature. (For discussion of this material see esp. Horton, The Melchizedek Tradition, pp. 131-151; cf. Pearson, “The Figure of Melchizedek.” Horton does not treat Melch. in his book.) In a gnostic parchment fragment from Deir El-Bala‘izah (No. 52 in Kahle, Bala‘izah) the apostle John asks the Savior to explain about Melchizedek, who is said to be “without father and without mother” (Heb 7:3). In Pist. Soph. Melchizedek is the great “Receiver (παραλήμπτης) of the Light,” who despoils the archons of their light and leads souls into the “Treasury of the Light.” In 2 Jev, “Zorokothora Melchizedek” is the heavenly bearer of the water of baptism. In at least two of these gnostic sources (and perhaps also the Bala‘izah fragment) Melchizedek is a heavenly redeemer figure, as he is also in Melch. His role in baptism in 2 Jev is especially of interest, in comparison to our tractate (on this see Pearson, “The Figure of Melchizedek,” pp. 202-204).

Is it possible to place Melch. in a specific historical context? In considering this question we must take into account the “Melchizedekian” sect described by Epiphanius.

Epiphanius (Haer. 55) gives a rather full account of a group of sectarianists who, he says, call themselves “Melchizedekians.” This sect may be a branch of an older sect founded by one Theodotus (55.1.1; on Theodotus cf. Hipp. Ref. VII.36; Ps.-Tert. Haer. 24).
"They glorify the Melchizekek who is spoken of in the scriptures, and think that he is a great power of some kind. In their error they also say that he dwells in ineffable regions above, and that he is not only some sort of power but also superior to Christ" (55.1.2, my translation). Epiphanius goes on to say that they "deceive themselves by creating for themselves spurious books" (55.1.5). They are described as offering sacrifices to God through Melchizedek and claiming that life is mediated through him by means of his priesthood (55.8.1-2). Epiphanius also accuses them of denying Christ in their affirmation of his conception by Mary. In other words, by their assertion of the true humanity of Christ they are in effect denying that he is "ever with the Father as divine Logos" (55.9.2).

Now virtually all of these assertions, except for the express subordination of Jesus Christ to Melchizedek, can be paralleled in Melch. (and even the subordination doctrine may simply reflect a misunderstanding on Epiphanius' part). It is a pseudonymous book, glorifying the priesthood (cf. ἱερωσύνη in Haer, 55.8.1 and in Melch. at 20,10-11) of Melchizedek and holding up an antidocetic affirmation of the true humanity of Jesus Christ. There is, in short, enough evidence to suggest that our tractate emerged from a "Melchizedekian" sect very much like the group described by Epiphanius. The specifically gnostic features of our tractate, however, are not accounted for by Epiphanius' description, and it is therefore probable that the group reflected in Melch. has fallen under the influence of one or more other religious groups in which "Sethian" gnostic ideas prevailed (but whose influence certainly did not extend to their christology). Thus the group for whom this tractate—or at least its final redaction—was written can refer to themselves equally well as "the congregation of the children of Seth" (5.19-20) or as the "race of the High-priest" (6.17, i.e. Melchizedek). (For further discussion of these questions see Pearson, "The Figure of Melchizedek," pp. 207-208; "Anti-Heretical Warnings," 149-150.)

All indications point to Egypt as the country where Melch. was written, for, as we have seen, Egypt is the place where speculations on the figure of Melchizedek were especially rife (cf. Epiph. Haer. 55.9.18, μάλιστα δὲ ἐν τῇ τῶν Ἀλφάπτων χώρᾳ). In addition the Egyptian coloration of the brief theogony beginning at 9.2 supports a
theory of Egyptian origin for the document (or at least its final redaction).

As to the date of *Melch.*, late second or early third century would be a good guess. Speculation as to authorship is totally fruitless.
The name "Melchizedek" occurs also at 5,15; 12,10; 14,16; 15,9; 19,13; and 26,3. The decoration was probably matched by at the end of the name. For the use of $X$ for $X$ cf. Kahl, Bala'izah I, 133-134.

The name 'l7706 is abbreviated $C$ elsewhere in the codex. For the title, "Son of God," cf. 6,9-10. It is possible that "Jesus Christ, Son of God," should be read as a vocative, with Melchizedek as the speaker. Heb 7:3 may be in the background; cf. tractate introduction on the use of Heb in Melch. Cf. also the following note.

The verb forms (II Fut.) may indicate that this section is to be read as a prayer. On the "aeons" cf. 5,23ff. On the other hand,
MELCHIZEDEK

2 Jesus Christ, the Son [of God]
   [ ] from [ (1 line missing)
   [ ] the aeons (αἰῶν) that I [might tell]
6 all of the aeons (αἰῶν), and in (the case of) each one of the aeons (αἰῶν) [that I might tell]
8 [the] nature (φύσις) of the aeon (αἰῶν), what it is, and that I might put on friendship and goodness (χρηστός) as a garment, O brother [ 12 []
   (2 lines missing)
   [ ]
16 [ ] and [ ]
18 [ ]
20 [ ] their end [ ] And he will [reveal] [to them] the truth [ ]
22 [ ]
   (1 line missing)
24 [ ] in [ ]
   [ proverb(s) (παρομλα) ]

the speaker may be the revealer angel Gamaliel, addressing Melchizedek. Cf. 5,18 and note.

1,9-10 ὑπερτάξκοτος: Perhaps “Messiahship.”
1,11 πάντως: Jesus Christ, addressed by Melchizedek? Cf. Pist. Soph. ch. 61, where the Spirit, Jesus' heavenly double, refers to the earthly Jesus as “my brother” (παντώς). Cf. also the “brethren” mentioned at 27,7 and 12,3.

1,20 The reference is probably to the Savior's teaching.
1,21 Ναγ: Cf. 4,5. But possibly Νακ, “to you”; cf. 6,23.
26 [ ± II ] [ . . . ] [ . . . ] [ ± 2 lines missing ]

[θ]

[ . . . Νω]ορπίν 2Ν 2εναραβόλα[θ]
2 [ΜΝ 2εναι]νίγμα [ ]

(1 line missing)

6 [τ]ψ λψ ρναςωννη· ργ μονο[γ]
8 [Ν]τοπ [Ο]γαρ· αλλα νεπκε[ωβηρ]
10 [Ν]ομ[ε] ρμεν ιεαογια· ανογ[ε]
12 [Ν]παμ[ε] ΜΝ γνογε Ρροογ[τ]
14 [ΜΝ Μν]αρχαγελος λψ Ρ]

(3 lines missing)

[ ± 7 ] λψ[

16 [ . . . . ] ερογ[ ]
18 [. . . ] ερογ λψ Ρ[ ]
20 [τ]ερογ σεναξοσ[ε . . . .] ετβή)
22 [ . . . . . ] λψ [ ]

(2 lines missing)

Cf. also Pist. Soph., ch. 6.

2,5 “Death” in this text is functionally equivalent to the Jewish “angel of death,” Samael. He seems to be a separate figure from Satan; cf. 20,15. For the personification of Death as an angelic figure see esp. T. Abr., passim, esp. Rec. A, 16, where Death shivers and trembles before the Most High. The personification of Death is suggested in the NT in such passages as Rom 5:15 and 1 Cor 15:26. For the angel of death (= Samael) as a “world-ruler” (διοικητής) in Jewish aggadah see Midr. Lev. Rab. 18,3; cf. Krauss, Griechische Lehnwörter, διοικητής. The struggle between Jesus and Death is described in grotesque detail in The
26 [  

(± 2 lines missing)

[2]  
[at first] in parables (παραβολή)
2 [and riddles (αἰνιγμα) [  

(1 line missing)

4 [ ] proclaim  
them, Death will [tremble]  
6 and be angry, not only (οὐ μόνον)  
he himself, but (ἀλλὰ) also his [fellow]  
8 world-rulers (κοσμοκράτωρ), and archons (ἀρχων) [and]  
the principalities (ἀρχή) and the authorities (ἐξουσία), the  
10 female gods and the male gods  
together with the [arch-] angels (ἀρχάγγελος). And [  

(3 lines missing)

16 [ ] all of them [  
[the] world-rulers (κοσμοκράτωρ) [  
18 [ ] all of them, and all the  
[ ], and all the [  
20 They will say [ concerning]  
him, and concerning [  
22 [ ] and [  

(2 lines missing)


2,8-II For such lists in the NT see I Cor 15:24; Col 1:16; 2:10,15;  
Eph 1:21; 3:10; but here these beings have become thoroughly  
demonized.

2,10 Male and female gods are listed as such in Graeco-Egyptian  
magical literature, e.g. in the Demotic Papyrus of London and  

2,20-3,9 The charges against the Savior are inspired by the demonic- 
archontic powers.

2,20 Perhaps CΕΝΑΧΩΠΙΣ ΘΡΟΥ, "They will all say."

2,22 No trace of the W remains on the MS., but it is attested in an  
early photograph.
3,1-9 A strip of (vertical) fibers is lost from the MS. at the right margin, resulting in the loss of entire letters at lines 2, 3, 4, 6, 8.

3.3 Perhaps ΚΑΝΔΑΛΟΝ, "scandal."

3.5 Perhaps ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΙ, "because of this."

3.6 Corr. end of line: Α over Ε.
they will [hidden[ (µυστήριον)

(± 2 lines missing)

] out of

] the All. They will

] this, the [lawyers (δικαλόγος)]

will [bury] him quickly.
[They will] call him,

'impious (δισεβής) man, lawless (παράνομος)
[(and) impure (ἀκάθαρτον)]. And [on] the

[third] day he [will rise]
[from the] dead []

(± 16 lines missing)

[and []

[holy disciples (µαθητής). And]
the Savior (σωτήρ) [will reveal] to them [the word
(λόγος)]

that gives life to the [All.]
[But (δὲ)] those in the heavens spoke [many]

words, together with
those on the earth [and those]

under the earth. [

3.9-II Cf. 25.8-9.
4.5-6 The reference here is probably to the Savior's post-resurrection (esoteric) instruction.
4.8-10 Cf. Phil 2:10; Rev 5:3; Exod 20:4; Ign. Tv. 9.1; PGM IV. 3042-3043; V. 165-167.
On this passage see Berliner Arbeitskreis, "Die Bedeutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi," 68-69; Pearson, "Anti-Heretical Warnings," 147-149; Koschorke, Die Polemik der Gnostiker, 164-165; and tractate introduction.


5.3-5 For Valentinus' peculiar doctrine of Jesus' eating and drinking see fr. 3, Clem. Alex. Strom. III.59.3; cf. Clement's own view, which is similar, Strom. VI.71.2. Cf. Matt 11:19; Luke 7:34.

5.5-6 Cf. Tert. Carn. Chr. 5, against Marcion's denial of Jesus' humanity, including his circumcision.

5.6 ἄρα παρακαταστάτη. Cf. Epiph. Haer. 42.11.15; Hipp. Ref. VII.38. The Greek word σάρξ is consistently spelled ἄρα παρακαταστάτη throughout the codex, and this form is used also in other codices,
[which] will happen in his name.

12 [Furthermore], they will say of him that he is unbegotten though he has been begotten, (that) he does not eat even though he eats, (that) he does not drink even though he drinks, (that) he is uncircumcised though he has been circumcised, (that) he is unfleshly (-sáρξ) though he has come in flesh (sáρξ), (that) he did not come to suffering (πάθος), <though> he came to suffering (πάθος), (that) he did not rise from the dead

10 <though> he arose from [the] dead. [But (δὲ)] all the [tribes (φυλή) and]

12 all [the peoples (λαός)] will speak [the truth], who are receiving from [you]

14 yourself, 0 [Melchizedek], Holy One, [High-priest (ἀρχιερεύς)],

---

e.g. V, VI, and VIII, as well as some NT MSS.; cf. The Coptic Version of the New Testament, Rom 13:14 (Horner's apparatus). It is not to be confused with late Greek σάρξ; cf. LSJ 1583b.

5.7 Cf. 1 John 4:2; 2 John 7.

5.8 Cf. the Christological predication ἀπαθῆς, Ign. Eph. 7.2; etc. The denial of Christ's suffering is a common gnostic theme.

5.9-11 Cf. e.g. Cerinthus' denial of the resurrection of Christ, according to Epiph. Haer. 28.6.6.

5.11-12 "tribes and ... peoples": Cf. Acts 5:9. The true congregation (cf. 5.19-20) is made up of Gentiles.

5.13 Cf. 11,1.

5.14-15 For the restoration of the name "Melchizedek" here cf. esp. 12,10-11 and 15,9-12.

For "Gamaliel," cf. Apoc. Adam V 75,23; Gos. Eg. III 52,21; 64,26; IV 64,15; 76,17; Trim. Prot. XIII 48*,27; Marsanes X 64*,19; Zost. VIII 47,2; Cod. Bruc. Untitled, ch. 8. See tractate introduction for discussion.

Perhaps E[6WA£]TT, "to reveal," but one would then expect the usual E BOA. Cf. 15,3. 'EXXA'l)o-l«: Cf. Heb 2: 12.

Seth (Gen 4: 25-5: 8) is the "father of the living and immovable race" in "Sethian" Gnosticism, as in Steles Seth VII 118,12-13. Cf. e.g. Ap. John II 13,21, "seed of Seth"; Gos. Eg. III 65,19-20; IV 77,18, "the sons of the great Seth." On Seth in Gnosticism see Pearson, "The Figure of Seth."

Cf. Rev 5:11; Dan 7:10; 1 Enoch 14:22; 40:1; 60:1; 71:8. See also Orig. World II 105,20-29.

This is probably an "ineffable" name of the supreme God. A possible reading may be a palindrome: [ABABAIAAIABA]. Similar palindromes occur in the magical papyri; see e.g. awo aow-aaw uwo, PGM IV. 1069. Here the mystical name may be based on the divine name "Yao" (יוו, 1a-) and the Hebrew/Aramaic word 28, "father." Cf. note to 6,14. Cf. also Pist. Soph., ch. 142.
16 the perfect hope (ἐλπίς) [and]  
the [gifts of] life. [I am]  
18 [Gamaliel] who was [sent]  
to [ ] the congregation (ἐκκλησία) of [the]  
20 [children] of Seth, who are above  
[thousands of] thousands and [myriads]  
22 of myriads [of the] aeons (αἰῶν) [  
[ ] essence (φύσις) of the [aeons (αἰῶν)]  
24 [α]βα[ ] αἰων αβα. O  
divine [ ] of the [  
26 [ ] nature (φύσις)  
[O Mother] of the aeons (αἰῶν), [Barbelo,]  
28 [O first-] born of the aeons (αἰῶν)],  

6  
splendid (ἀθοψ) Doxomedon, Dom [  
2 O glorious one, Jesus Christ,

5,24-25 Perhaps πα[γ/τογεν]ης ἄνωτε, “the divine Autogenes.”  
Cf. e.g. Norea IX 28,6.

5,25 Or perhaps φυγ]ης ἄνωτε, “divine nature(s).”

5,27 MS. now lacks any trace of the name “Barbelo,” but early  
photographs record the three letters plus superlin. stroke, sub­  
sequently flaked off. Barbelo is “Mother of all the aeons” in the  
Bruce Codex; see Cod. Bruc. Untitled, ch. 2; cf. “womb of the  
All,” Ap. John II 5,5. For discussion see tractate introduction;  
cf. also 16,26. In Valentinian speculation the “first Ogdoad” is  
the “Mother of all the aeons”; see Iren. Haer. I.8.5.

5,28 Cf. 16,29.

6,1 αθοψ, “splendid,” is taken as a nomen sacrum in the MS., as  
indicated by the superlin. stroke. On Doxomedon see tractate  
introduction. There is not enough room to restore “Domedon” at  
the end of the line, as in Gos. Eg. III 41,14; IV 51,3. Perhaps  
Δομ[ιλς], “Domial”; cf. Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, 33, and  

6,2 πανιουφ<γ> : This reading is far from certain, owing to the  
condition of the MS. at this point. The MS. appears to read  
πανιουφ, and the reading adopted here presupposes that the  
scribe erroneously wrote 2 for γ. The word ωυγ is a dialectical  
variant (B, Sp) of εοου, “glory.” The word is thus taken to be  
equivalent to πανιεοου, lit. “the one of the(se) glories,” hence “glorious one.”
6,2-3 ἀρχιστρατηγὸς is a common epithet of the archangel Michael; for discussion see tractate introduction.

6,3-5 The four luminaries are well-known from other gnostic documents. See esp. Ap. John: Ἀρμοζχά, III 11,24; II 8,5; 9,2; IV 12,10; also called Ζαρμοζχά, III 13,3; BG 33,8; 35,9; and "Armogenes," Iren. Haer. I.29.2. Ὀρφιανά, cf. Ὀρφιανά, III 13,19; IV 28,1; Ὀρφιανά, IV 12,15; Ὀρφιανά, II 8,9; Ὀρφιανά, III 12,4; BG 33,13; 36,1; Ὀρφιανά, II 9,14; cf. "Raguel" in Iren. Haer I.29.2. Δαγειθέα, III 14,1; BG 33,18; 36,7; Δαγειθέα, II 8,13; 9,16; IV 12,21; cf. "David" in Iren. Haer. I.29.2. These four occur later in the text on p. 17, but only the name Ὀρφιανά is extant, at 17,12. For discussion see tractate introduction. Cf. also note to 28,27-28.

6,6 Πιγεραδαμάσα: The form of the ending is probably to be taken as a vocative; the nominative form would then be — ΑΣΑΣ. This reduplicated ending is probably a mistake, however. For Figeradamas cf. Ap. John II 8,34-35, Πιγεραδαμάν; Steles Seth VII 118,26, Πιγεραδαμά (voc. form); Zost. VIII 6,23, Πιγεραδαμάσ. See also note to 17,4. For discussion see tractate introduction.

6,8-9 Μιρωκειροθετού: The form is probably a genitive. This
O chief commanders (ἄρχωνατηγός) of the luminaries (φωστήρ), you [powers]

4 Armozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, Eleleth, and you man-of-light,
6 immortal Aeon (αλών) Pigeradamases, and you good god of the
8 beneficent worlds (κόσμος), Mirocheirothetou, through Jesus Christ, the Son
10 of God whom I proclaim.

Inasmuch as (κατά) there has [visited]
12 [the One who] truly exists
14 [do(es)] not [exist], Abel Baruch ——-
[that] you (sg.) [might be given] the knowledge [of the
16 [truth]

[the] race (γένος) of the High-priest (ἄρχωνατηγός)
18 [which is] above [thousands of thousands] and
[myriads] of myriads of the aeons (αλών). The

---

figure is probably equivalent to “Mirotheos” in Steles Seth VII
119,12; 120,15. See tractate introduction.

6,12-14 πετοῦων ... ψοον ἄν: This passage, and its parallel
at 16,18-19, probably contain a formula used of the supreme
God similar to the following passage in Cod. Bruc. Untitled, ch. 7,
attributed to the gnostic prophet Phosilampes: “Those things
which verily and truly exist and those which do not truly exist
are for his sake. This is he for whose sake are those that truly
exist which are secret, and those that do not truly exist which
are manifest.”

6,14 “Abel Baruch”: Cf. 16,19. H.-M. Schenke (in a forthcoming
study kindly sent to me in draft) rightly takes these names to
refer not to the familiar biblical figures (cf. Gen 4:2, Jer 32:12)
but to God, as epithets: “Father, God, Blessed” (בֹּא + כ + בְּנֵי). For the form בָּרָכוֹל instead of בָּרָכוֹל see Jer 50:6
LXX. Cf. also the angel names “Abael” and “Baruch,” Müller,
Die Engellehre, pp. 296, 289, 302; and Kropp, Zaubertexte, vol. 1,
pp. 29 and 62.

6,16 The reference is probably to Jesus Christ; cf. 6,9-10.

6,17 The reference is probably to the “race of Seth”; cf. 5,20 and note.
Melchizedek would be an important representative of this “high-

6,18-19 Cf. 5,20-22 and note.
6,19-22 Cf. 14,4-9; 15,24-25; 26,9. On the archontic ignorance cf. 1 Cor 2:8.

6,22 The translation presupposes οὐ μόνον <παύ lament> ; cf. 67,30. Cf. also 5,17-20.

6,24 The superlin. stroke on the second Ν is visible. For Νιγν ου cf. 27,7. But cf. also Heb 2:11-12.

6,24-26 Cf. 16,7-8; and Heb 7:27; 9:23-26; Rom 12:1. Ps. 110:3 may also be in the background.
adverse (ἀντικείμενον) [spirits (πνεύμα) are]
ignorant of him and (of) their (own)
destruction. Not only (οὐ μόνον) (that, but) I have come to
[reveal] to you [the] truth (ἀλήθεια)
which is] within the [brethren.] He included himself [in the] living
[offering (προσφορά) together with your [offspring.] He
[offered] them up as a [sacrifice (προσφορά) to]
(the) All. [For (γάφ) it is not] cattle
[that] you will offer up [for sin(s)]
of unbelief [and for]
the ignorances [and all the] wicked
[deeds] which they [will do.
And they do [not] reach
[the] Father of the All [the] faith (πίστις) [
]
[thus (τώς) [
(+ 14 lines missing)
] to receive [baptism (βάπτισμα)]
[waters [

---

6,28  For ἡςτήναογε cf. 16,2. Heb 9:12-13 is in the background. See tractate introduction.
7,8  Perhaps [οὐοε]ιν, "light."
7,9  The 2 is now lost from the MS.; it is attested in an early photograph.
7,25  Perhaps κλοιο[ο], "world."
7,26  Perhaps κοιμ[ο], "world."
Perhaps ΝΗΟΥΕ Ε[ΓΡΑΙ], "coming down."
8,6 Perhaps ΝΗΡΗΠΗΟΥΕ, “of the heavens”; cf. 13.13.
8,7 The top stroke of 6 is extended, indicating that 6 is a final letter.
8,9 The letter trace after ΕΥ is now lost from the MS. It is attested
in an early photograph.
8,10 A superlin. stroke is visible three spaces after ΕΞΝ.
8,25 Perhaps ΤΙΑΙ ΤΕ [ΘΕ], “thus.”
8,28-9,3 The restorations are far from certain, for the passage is difficult
to construe. ΧΝΟΥΕ ΝΝΑΡΧΩΝ: Cf. 10,10. Perhaps the reference
here, if the restoration is correct, is to humanity in general,
viewed as the product of both heavenly and archontic powers.
Melchizedek’s role as a priest involves intercessory prayer.
[8]
For (γὰς) [the waters] which are above
[ ] that receive baptism (βάπτισμα)
[ ] But (ἀλλὰ) receive [that baptism (βάπτισμα)]
[which is] with the waters which [ ]
[ ] while he is coming [ ]
[ ] . . . [ ]
[ ] great
[ ] baptism (βάπτισμα) as they [ ]
[ ] upon [ ]
(± 14 lines missing)

26 [ ] by [ ] of the [ ]
28 [ ] pray for the [offsprings of the]

archons (ἀρχῶν) and [all] the angels (ἀγγέλοι), together with

[the] seed (σπέρμα) <which> flowed [forth from]
[the Father] of the All [ ]
[ ] entire [ ] from [ ]
[There were] engendered the [gods and the angels (ἀγγέλοι)]

6 and the men [ out of the [seed (σπέρμα)], all of [the]
8 [natures (φύσεις)], those in [the heavens and]

---

9.1 The restoration of this line presupposes a greater space between fragments than shown in the Facsimile Edition. Cf. codex introduction.
9.2 MS. has a small ἐ written above the line, between Π and Ε. "The Father of the All" is the highest God; cf. 14.27; 16.9.17.
9.3 Perhaps СΠΕΡ/[Μ]Α ΘΡΗΙ, "the entire seed."
9.3-4 The letter-trace after Π is now lost from the MS. but is attested in an early photograph.
9.5-10 Cf. 2.7-11 and 4.8-10, and notes thereto.
9.6 Perhaps ΜΗ ΝΑΙΜΩΝ, "and the demons ; cf. 16.5.
9,25

Q\[4am\]'e AA\[4 form here and at 12,13; cf. 10,26, where the S form occurs. Cf. also 9,27 and 15,24 for a similar variation.

9,26

A trace of what may be a superlin. stroke occurs after T.

9,27

Cf. 15,24 and note. The "bound" Adam is not the "true" Adam; see 9,28-10,1 and note.

9,28-10,1

For "true Adam" and "true Eve" cf. Orig. World II 117,11 ("true Man") and 117,2 ("true Eve"). For the eschatological "true Man" see also Hyp. Arch. II 96,33.

10,1-29

The transcription presupposes that the lines are wider than shown in the Facsimile Edition. Cf. note to 9,1 and codex introduction.

10,1

The O in O\[4yae\] is now lost from the MS., but it is partially attested in an early photograph.

10,2-3

those upon the earth and [those]
under [the earth]

(5 lines missing)

... [ ]

(1 line missing)

the [ ]

(1 line missing)

[nature (φύσις) of the females [ ]

among those that are in the [ ]

they were bound with [ ]

[But (δὲ) this] is [not] (the) true (ἄληθινὸς) Adam

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

But (δὲ) this] is [not] (the) true (ἄληθινὴ) Eve. [For]

[when they ate] of the tree [of]

[knowledge (γνῶσις)] they trampled (καταπατεῖν) [the]

[Cherubim] and the Seraphim

[with the flaming sword]. They [ ]

--------

10,3 **ΑΤΡΙΚΑΤΑΠΑΤΕΙ**: "Trampling" upon evil spirits is given to the elect in the eschaton, according to T. Sim. 6:6; T. Levi 18:12; cf. Ps. 91:13; Luke 10:19-20; Rom 16:20. Cf. also Hyp. Arch. II 97.6-7: **ΣΕΝΑΡΙΚΑΤΑΠΑΤΕΙ ΗΠΜΟΥ ΡΗΣΙΟΥΣΙΑ**, "they will trample Death (and) the Authorities."

10,4-5 Cf. Gen 3:24. The removal of "the threatening sword against Adam" is an eschatological hope in Jewish apocalyptic; see T. Levi 18:10. For "Cherubim and Seraphim" in a gnostic context, as here, cf. Treat. Seth VII 54.34. On the "flaming sword," cf. the Simonian Megale Apophasis, Hipp. Ref. VI 17.5-6, in a complicated allegory.

10,5-11 The key to understanding this passage may perhaps be found in Orig. World II 117,2-28.
6 [ ± 9 ἔτη θαάμ [ 
[...... Νκος]μοκρατῷρ Μ[Ν] 
(5 lines missing) 
(1 line missing) 
21 [ ± 18 ]ν 
(3 lines missing) 
[..... ουο]ειν [ 
26 [..... α]γό ντιομέ Να [Ν][ΟΥΤ] [Νε]ρωον Να[.] 
28 [..... ωπ εφύσικ Νιμ [αγως Κένα] [Παρ]οτα[Σ]ε ναρχων Νόι Νή] 

6α[τοοτή Ρρε[ 
2 [σε]π Ρεν[α] να[ 
[ατ]μου Να ζεην[ομ Ρ] 
4 [.....] Να ζεην[ομ 
[Να ζε]μοομ Ρ[ 
8 [..... 2]κω[Ν] αγω[ 
[ ± 9 ε]βολ 2[Θ] Νου 

10,5-7 Perhaps read: αγφκα[τεχε / δε Ρτεςίμε] ετή θαάμ [Νόι / ναρχων, “and the archons seized the woman which was Adam s...” Cf. Orig. World II 117,3. 
10,21 Ν perhaps written over another letter. 
10,26 Cf. 9,25 and note. 
10,28 Cf. 5,12. 
10,29 “Renunciation” of evil powers belongs to a baptismal context;
which was Adam's [the] world-rulers (κοσμοκράτωρ) and [them out ] after they had brought forth [offspring of the archons (Ἄρχων) and [their worldly things (κοσμικά)], these belonging to (5 lines missing) [but (ἀλλά)] [they are] (1 line missing)

(3 lines missing)

light

And the females and the [males,] those who exist with [hidden] from every nature (φύσει), [and they will] [renounce (ἀποκάσσει)] the archons (Ἄρχων), [that is, those] [who] receive from him the [For (γὰρ) [they] are worthy of [immortal,] and [great [and] great [sons of [men [disciples (μαθητές)] image (ἐικών)] and [from the [light]]

see e.g. Ἐκκλ. Θεοδ. 77.1, and for "orthodox" usage Hipp. Trad. ap. 21.

II,1 Perhaps Ἀνές[φαρίς], "the seals" (of baptism).
II,6 Ν has flaked off.
II,8 Ἰκών: a possible reference to Adam as "image" of God. Cf. Gen 1:26-27; 5:1. Ν has flaked off. Vertical fibers after λύω are also flaked off.
10 [οειν ± 7] έτογ[λ]αβ
12 [ψορπ ± 10] ουγηπερ
   (± 16 lines missing)

[Ε]
[± 7] ηακαρπει αε
2 [± 8] ελ αφων γαρ ν[ε]
   [νηχυ εντα]ξει επιτη εβ[ολ]
4 [± 8] ον: οεναδω
6 [± 10] ου ααι[ι]
   [± 7] π ητε αααα
8 [....] αβε]λ ενωκ η[ιωε]
   [± 9] κει[ι]
10 [. .] κελαξιεδ[εκ ποιηπ]β
   απνοτη [ετξοε]
12 νενταγ[ι]
   νηιαμε η[ι]
14 μελατ.[
   η[.] η[ι]
(± 15 lines missing)

[Ι]

Πεικαναγ ενταγοτπο[γ]
2 [γα] καηος νιμ αν' ουδε

II,10 The γ is written over a flaked area, indicating that the papyrus was already somewhat damaged when it came into the scribe's hands.

II,11 ι has flaked off.

II,12 Μα in σπερμα, "seed," doubtless occurred on the next line.

12,1 The speaker is probably the angelic revealer identified at 5,17-18.

12,4 Or perhaps ου]ονα, "manifest." οεναδω: "they will remain"? Or perhaps οεναδω/ται, "they will reveal."

12,5 Perhaps ναπο[ε/γολοε, "the apostles"; or ναπο[κ/ληψις, "the revelations." In the latter case εκ should be translated, "concerning."

12,8 Traces of the superlin. stroke on αβελ are visible. Here, in contrast to 6,14 and 16,19, the name "Abel" probably refers to the biblical personage. Cf. tractate introduction for discussion of this and the other names in this passage.
10 [ ] which is holy.

For (γάρ) [ ] from the

12 [beginning ] a seed (σπέρμα)

(± 16 lines missing)

[12]

[ ] But (δὲ) I will be silent

2 [ ] for (γάρ) we [are]

[the brethren who] came down from

4 [the] living [ ]. They will . . .

[ ] upon the []

6 [ ]

[ ] of Adam

8 [ ] Abel, Enoch, [Noah]

10 [ ] you, Melchizedek, [the Priest] of God [Most High]

12 those who [ women]

14 [ ]

(± 15 lines missing)

13

these two who have been chosen will

2 [at] no time (κατάφορός) nor (οὐδὲ)

---

12,9 Perhaps Μέλχιξει, "Melchi," one of the traditional names given to Melchizedek's father. See e.g. Ps.-Athanasius, Historia de Melchisedech, PG 28,525-526.

12,9-10 Perhaps Ν/ΤΩΙ, "you.

12,10-11 Gen 14:18b LXX, ἱερεὺς τοῦ θεοῦ τοῦ υἱοῦ του.

12,12 Perhaps ΝΕΝΤΑΥΡ[ΤΟΝ ΡΗΜΟΥΟΥ, "those who have rested," or ΝΕΝΤΑΥΡ[ΠΗΤΑ, "those who have become worthy."


13,1 The identity of "these two" is difficult to establish. Perhaps they are the two witnesses of Rev 11:3-11, on which see Bousset, The Antichrist Legend, 203-211; Pearson, "The Pierpont Morgan Fragments," 241-243. For discussion see tractate introduction.
[2n to] poc n im an eynaxn[i]  
4 [oo] 2otan eywaxnopo[oy]  
[21tn] nxaxe 21tn nwbeer  
6 [oyae 21tn nwimo mn net[e]  
[noy]oy ne ntooloy naxace  
8 [bhc] mn neycsebhc cen[a]  
[ ± 7 ]  
10 [poy nan]t[i]kemene eite  
[netoy]on[e] [e]bol mn nete  
12 [ncaxedon] e]b[ol] an mn net[e][t]  
[woo]n [2]n napnhe mn n[e][t]  
14 [2].xn] pak [m]n net2an[e]  
16 [oc ...][...]. oyon n im [ce]  
[woo]n rap eite 2n p[  
18 [ ± 8 ] ab mn m[  
[ ± 9 ] me [n]te[  
20 [ ± 8 ] nana[  
[...... na]wwoy [  
22 [ ± 8 ] 2n oyi[  
[ ± 8 ] epoooy [  
24 [ ± 8 ] amoc [.].[.].[.][  
[ ± 8 ] a nai de 2n p[  
26 [.. oyon] n im cenan[  
[....] oyn nai cenan[  
28 [.. 2n chye n im'[  

14
zenwone: nai men 2n [en]  
2 k[e]chot cenuotty [eay]  
[nc]epkolaze amoooy [nai]  
4 [me]n nkwthp naqitoy [ebol]

13,3-4 Or possibly eynaxn[aay], "be stricken."
13,4 The first O in xponoy is now broken off from the MS. but is attested in an early photograph. nxaxe: Cf. xix[eesy], 26,9.
13,8-9 Perhaps cen[a/mooytoliy, "they will kill them," or cen[a/xyro epooly, "they will vanquish them."
[in] any place (τόπος) be convicted,
4 whenever (ὅταν) they have been begotten,
[by] their enemies, by their friends,
6 [nor (οὖν)] by strangers nor their
[own] kin, (nor) by the [impious (ἀσεβής)]
8 nor the pious (εὐσεβής).
[All of] the adverse (ἀντικεύμενη) natures (φύσις) will
10 [ ] them, whether (ἐντε) 
[those that] are manifest, or those that
12 [are] not [manifest], together with those 
[that dwell] in the heavens and those that are
14 [upon] the earth and those that are under 
the earth. They will make [war (πόλεμος)
16 [ ] every one.
For (γὰρ) [ ] whether (ἐντε) in the [ 
18 [ ] and [ 

20 [ ]
22 [ ] in a [ 
24 [ ] them [ 
26 every [one] will [ 

28 [ ] These will [ 

weaknesses. These (+ μέν) will be
2 confined in other forms [and] 
[will] be punished (κολάξειν). [These]
4 [(+ μέν)] the Savior (σωτῆρ) will take [away]

---

13,12 τ' has flaked off.
13,12-15 Cf. 4,8-10; 9,8-10.
13,18 Perhaps ΟΥΑΛΒ, "holy."
13,19 Superlin. stroke visible.
13,24 Perhaps ΧΩΝ ΡΗΟΚ [ΧΕ], “saying (said).”
14,4 N is now broken off from the MS. but is attested in an early photograph.
Part of M has flaked off.

"The last enemy to be destroyed is Death," 1 Cor 15:26; cf. Heb 2:14. Cf. also 2,5 and note.

With this exhortation to Melchizedek, given by his angelic informant, the first revelation is concluded. Such a warning to guard the revelation sometimes occurs at the beginning of a revelatory document or discourse, as e.g. in Ap. Jas. I 1.20-25, or even in the middle, as in The Book of the Resurrection, (ed. Budge, Coptic Apocrypha), p. 17 (Coptic) and 193 (ET). Such exhortations are proper to the genre; cf. tractate introduction.

Cf. 15,9.
[and] they will overcome everything, [not with]

6 their mouths and words [(+] μεν]
but (δε) by means of the [  

8 which will be done for [them. He will]
destroy (καταλυών) Death. [These things (+] μεν]

10 which I was commanded
to reveal, these things

12 reveal [as I (have done)].
But (δε) [that] which is hidden, do not reveal

14 [to] anyone, unless (ει μεν) [it is revealed]
to you (to do so).” And [immediately]

16 [I] arose, [I, Melchizedek],
and I began (ερχομοσθα) to [  

18 [ ] God [  

19 [ ] that I should [rejoice

20 [ ] will [  

21 [ ] while he [is acting

22 [ ] living [  

[I said], “I [  

24 [ ] and I [  

25 [ ] the [  

26 [and I] will not cease, from [now on]
[for ever,) O Father of the [All],

28 [because] you have had pity on me, and

[you have sent the] angel (εγγελος) of light

2 [ ] from your [aeons (αιων)]]

14,17 For χ in ερχομοσθα cf. note to 1,1. Perhaps ροιου, “to praise,” or something similar.
14,18 Perhaps ειτοςε, "Most High"; cf. 12,11; 15,10.13; 19,14; 26,4.
14,20 Perhaps ιναπ, "will" (+ verb); a lacuna occurs where the superlin. stroke would be.
14,25 The letter-trace before εσφαλ does not appear to be an o, as in ταλο εσφαλ, "offer up." Perhaps ινα[οσφορα]; cf. 6,27; 16,7.
15,1 Cf. 5,18.
15,2 Perhaps read [γαμαλιη], "Gamaliel"; cf. 5,18.
[....] ἰδωλπ εβ[ολ
4 [ ± 8 ]παι 
5 [τρεγα]στ εβολ 2η τινατατ
6 [κο]ογν αγω τιντρεφα] καρ
7 [πο]ς ριμ[ογ] επωντι αγω
8 Ντει γαρ ἄνα[γ] νογραν
9 [μελ]ξειεδεκ πογ
10 ἩΗΒ ῬΠ[νογτε] ετχοςε.†
11 [ε]ιάιε αι ηθεφς ανακ πε
12 [πιν]ε Ρ[παρχιερ]εγς ἁμε
13 [Ρπα]νογτε ετχοςε. αγω
14 [....]τα[....]πκοχος: [ογ]
15 [πραμ]α γαρ ωμν αν πε [αβ]
16 [....] ὅδι πνογτε ρη[λ]
17 [....]πα[....] εφ.†.
18 αγω [. . . . . .] τρι[τρο]ς ετσω
19 Ρο 2[ικα] πικαζ ι
20 ρ[....]με ρο[η]
21 ρ[....] αγρ.†.
22 Ραι πτω[ωτ] Ρτ[ενταπ]μου Ῥπλανα Ῥνομ
23 Ρταρε[πο]γς αρμο[ογ]
24 [Ρ]ρφυςε ετρπα[α] [Η]
25 [μοο]γ] ετι apons εςρα[ι Ν]

[15] 2ενπροσφοριά

15.2-3 Perhaps νεκα[υν/ετχν], "your perfect aeons"; cf. Ἄφ. John BG 27,14-15. Cf. also 5,22-23.

15.3 Perhaps [αλ ετρεφ]ἰδωλπ, "that he (Gamaliel) might reveal."

15.8 Cf. 16,13. Cf. also Phil 2:9; Heb 1:4.

15.9-10 Cf. 12,10-11 and note.

15.12 Melchizedek is the "image" of the heavenly High-priest, Jesus Christ. Cf. Heb 7:3.

15.14 Perhaps one should read something like the following: [τμ]η[πε Ρ]πκοχος <τω τε>, "the primacy of the world is his." Cf. Ἄφ. John BG 26,9-10, where God is said to be the "Head" (ταπε) of all the aeons.

15.17 After πα, either a superlin. stroke or a diaeresis is visible; perhaps πα[ι·] εφ.
[ to] reveal [  
4 [ ] when he came [he]  
[raised] me up from ignorance  
6 and (from) the fructification (-καρπός)  
of death to life. For (γάρ)  
8 I have a name;  
I am Melchizedek, the Priest  
10 of [God] Most High; I  
[know] that it is I who am truly (ἀληθῶς)  
12 [the image of] the true High-priest (ἀρχιερεύς)  
of God Most High, and  
14 [ ] the world (κόσμος). For (γάρ) it  
is not [a] small [thing (πρᾶγμα) that]  
16 God [ ] with [  
[ ] while he [  
18 And [ the angels (ἧγελος) that]  
dwell upon the] earth [  
20 [  
[  
22 is the [sacrifice] of [  
whom Death deceived (πλανῶν).  
24 When he [died] he bound them  
with the natures (φύσεως) which are [leading them astray (πλανῶν)].  
26 Yet (επί) he offered up  
16 sacrifices (προσφορά) [  

15,18 Perhaps [Ναρκαῖτος] ἔλος; cf. 2,11.  
15,19 Cf. 4,9; 9,9; 13,14.  
15,22 ὡ ὁτ: Lit. "thing cut," hence "sacrifice."  
15,24-25 Cf. 9,27, and note to 10,3. Cf. the "spirits of deceit" τα πνεύματα τῆς πλάνης, trodden under foot in the eschaton, T. Sim. 6:6, and the binding of Beliar, T. Levi 18:12; cf. also the imprisonment of the "hosts of heaven" (= planets), Isa 24:21-22, and the binding of the planets, 1 Enoch 31. According to the Book of the Resurrection fol. 3b (Coptic), p. 184 (ET), cf. p. 216, Satan and his ministers were bound in chains and fetters at the death of Jesus.  
15,26-16,1 Cf. 6,26-28.
Animal sacrifice belongs to the realm of Death and the demons.

"Those that are mine" are the "race of the High-priest," 6,17. Cf. also Heb 2:11-13.

Another possible translation is "those whom you love, who..."

The circumflex stroke on €l is completely visible.

A ritual context related to priestly consecration is probably in the background here. See tractate introduction for discussion.


Cf. also Heb 3:12. E€I€I XI BAΠTICMA cf. 7,27; 8,2.9.

Perhaps a full stop (dicolon:) occurred after 2AMHN; cf. 18,7; 27,10.

The invocations, "Holy are you" (thrice), addressed to the
2 cattle |
I gave them to [Death |
4 [and the angels (ἄγγελος) and the [ |
[ ] demons (δαιμον) [ |
6 living sacrifices (προσφορά) [ |
I have offered up myself to you as a |
8 sacrifice (προσφορά), together with those that are mine, to |
you yourself, (O) Father of the All, and |
10 those whom you love, who have come forth |
from you who are holy (and) [living]. And <according |
to> |
12 the [perfect (τέλειος)] laws (νόμος) I shall pronounce |
my name as I receive baptism (βάπτισμα) [now] |
14 (and) for ever, (as a name) among the living (and) |
holy [names], and (now) in the |
16 [waters], Amen (ἀμήν). [Holy are you,] |
Holy are [you], Holy are you, O [Father |
18 [of the All,] who truly exist [ |
[ ] do(es) not exist, [Abel Baruch] |
20 [ ] for ever and ever, [Amen (ἀμήν)]. |
Holy are [you, Holy are you,] Holy are [you] |
22 [ ] before [ |
[ ] for ever and] ever, |
24 [Amen (ἀμήν)]. Holy are [you,] Holy are [you,]

inhabitants of the heavenly world, are probably adapted from |
the Trishagion in Isa 6:3, ascribed to the companies of angels in |
later Jewish literature and liturgy (the Kedushah). See e.g. |
1 Enoch 39:12; 2 Enoch 21:1. A liturgical context is probably |
reflected here. For similar use of the ἀγων formula in Hermetic |
literature see Corp. Herm. I.31. Cf. also ἀγαθελειος, "you |
are perfect" (thrice), Steles Seth VII 121, 14-15. For the formula |
κοβαας (twice) see Pist. Soph., ch. 143. For further discussion |
see tractate introduction.

16,17-18 ἰωτε Ραπῃρψ: Cf. 16,9; 14,27.
16,18-19 Cf. 6,12-14 and note.
16,19 Ἀβελ ὑπογυχ: Cf. 6,14 and note.
16,22 Perhaps something like ωοοιτιατε, "exists before . . ." |
16,23 For a proper name ending in -αζ see ζαφαναζ, Pist. Soph., ch. |
140. In the Books of Jeu (passim) there are almost sixty mystical |
names ending in -αζ, from ἡπακαζαξ in i Jeu (ch. 7) to |
ωεζαξ in 2 Jeu (ch. 52).
[τεογααβ τη]ααγ [ην]αιων ταρτα [θαρ]αιων ων τεν ην ηνες ηναις ηναις
[κο]γααβ κογααβ κογααβ ου[πρ]πης ηναις ηναις [αο]
[εο]μαιαων ην[...]ι.

[..... ων ηνες ηναις ηναις]
[κογααβ κογααβ κογααβ]
[± 15
]...

[κογααβ κογααβ]
[± 14
]μα

[ων ηνες ηναις ηναις]
[κογααβ κογααβ κογααβ]
[± 14
]κ

[θηρ ηναις] ορι[αα] ηνα
[θρ ενες ηναις ηναις]
[κογααβ κογααβ]
[π]θρα[θν]ραος φως

[κογααβ κογααβ π]θρα[θν]
[θος ηναις] πραν[θο]

[ειν δαγειθε] ηνα ενες
[θν ενες ηναις ηναις]
[κογααβ κογααβ]
[παρθ]θραος

[κογααβ κογααβ]
[θραος ηναις ηναις]
[θν ενες ηναις ηναις]
[θν ενες ηναις ηναις]

16,25-26 Cf. 5,26 and note.
16,26 ων ηνες ην was deleted in the MS. with a dot over each letter; the dots are visible over the last four letters, and in the lacuna over the first four. The mistake was due to an incipient haplography: θβαρβαιων was about to be omitted.
16,29-30 Cf. 5,28-6,1 and note to 6,1.
17,7 This line is 4-6 spaces shorter than most of the other lines, due
MELCHIZEDEK 16,25-17,21

[Holy are you, Mother of the] aeons(s) (αλών),
26 Barbelo, for ever and ever, [Amen (ἁμην)].
28 [Holy are you,] Holy are you, Holy are you, [First-] born of the aeons (αλών),
30 Doxomedon. [

[ for ever] and ever, Amen (ἁμην).
2 [Holy are you, Holy are you,] Holy are you.
[
4 [for ever and ever], Amen (ἁμην).
6 [Holy are you, Holy are you,] Holy are you.
[
8 [first] aeon (αλών),
[Harmozel, for] ever and ever,
10 [Amen. (ἁμην). Holy are you,] Holy are you, [Holy are you,] commander (στρατηγός), luminary (φωστήρ)
12 [of the aeons (αλών)], Oriael, for [ever and ever], Amen (ἁμην). Holy are you,
14 [Holy are you, Holy are you,] commander (στρατηγός) [of the aeons (αλών)], man-of-light,
16 [Daveithe], for ever [and ever, Amen (ἁμην)]. Holy are you,
18 [Holy are you, Holy are you, commander-in-chief (ἀρχιστρατηγός)

[Eleleth,
20 [ the] aeons (αλών) [

] to damaged papyrus at this point. Perhaps read [Παρχιστραθος], “commander-in-chief.” Cf. 6,2-3 and note.

17,9 Perhaps Ἀρμοξάλα, as at 6,4, but there is room for the Ἀ. Cf. note to 6,3-5.
17,12 Cf. 6,4.
17,15-16 Cf. 6,4-5.
17,18-19 Cf. 6,2-3 and note.
17,20-21 Ναίων on line 20 and line 21 are now lost. This material is attested in an early photograph. A superlin. stroke is visible at the end of line 20.
17,21 Perhaps Νο[γ]τε, “god(s).”
(I line missing)

$\begin{align*}
&\pm 10 \quad \text{INAP[} \\
&\pm 10 \quad \text{MAN [WA]} \\
&[\text{ENEZ} \text{ NENEZ} \text{ 2AMHN}] \\
&[\text{KOYAAB KOYAAB KOYAAB}] \\
&[\text{MNOYTE ETN} \text{ANOVY [N]}
\end{align*}$

17,22 The three-fold KOYAAB, "holy are you," probably occurred on this lost line.


17,27 The superlin. stroke on N is visible.

17,27-18,2 Cf. 6,7-9 and note; the scribe omitted the superlin. stroke on the name.

18,5-6 Cf. 6,2-3 and note; 17,18-19.

18,7-8 Perhaps ΜΠΡΟΦΗ[ΤΕΙΑ ΜΗ [ΜΝΟΚΑΛΨΙΣ, "prophecies and revelations."
(1 line missing)

24 [ever and ever,] Amen.

26 [Holy are you,] Holy are [you], Holy are you, good [god of]

18

the [beneficent] worlds (κόσμος), [

2 Mirocheirotheou, [for]

ever and ever, [Amen (ἀμήν)].

4 [Holy are] you, [Holy are you, Holy are you,]
Commander-in-chief (ἀρχιστρατηγός) [of the]

6 All, Jesus Christ, [for ever and ever,]
Amen (ἀμήν). [

8 . . . and [Blessed [

10 confession (δικαίωσις) [And
confess (δικαίωσις) him [

12 now [
then it becomes [

14 fear [and
fear and [

16 disturb [surrounding [them

18 in the place (τόπος) [which has a]
great darkness [in it]

20 [and] many [
appear [

22 there [
appear

18,12 ΝΤΕΥΝΟΥ: Cf. 14,15.
18,14 The superlin. stroke on ΜΝ is completely visible.
18,16 Or perhaps "disturbance."
18,22-23 Y on line 22 and line 23 are now lost. This material is attested in an early photograph.
18,23 ΟΥΩΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ: Cf. 18,21.
(I line missing)

26 [. . .] εετ[(επεν)]

28 [. . .] εετ[ες]

2 [. . .] εγβολη θ
3 [. . .] τθρ[θ] ΜΝ
4 [. . .] ηµµαθ θ
5 [. . .] εεν θ
6 [. . .] ο ηνν θ
7 [. . .] ευ θ
8 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]
10 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]
12 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]
14 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]
16 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]
18 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]
20 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]
24 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]

(3 lines missing)

26 [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .] [. . .]

(± 2 lines missing)

\[ MΝ \ ηε[πη]

18,26 Perhaps ]εετ[ες, "confused."
19,13-15 Cf. 12,10-11 and note; 15,9-10.
19,16 Cf. 14,6.
And they were clothed with all and there and just as them disturbances (ταραχή). They gave their words and they said to me, Melchizedek, [Priest] of God [Most High they] spoke as though (ὅς) [their] mouths [in the All [and [your [lead astray (πλανῶν) he [ (± 2 lines missing) with his [19,24] Perhaps ἄφυκεν εἰπὼν ἡμᾶς, “the natures which lead astray”; cf. 15,24. 20,1 Perhaps ἡμῶν ὑποτιθέμενα, “his offerings.”]
NAG HAMMADI CODEX IX, I

2 ογωψ ῥ[ν
πιτί[c] ῥ[ν
4 νεψαλα· αγ[ω
νοουε· αγ[ω
6 ῥνετε νου[ν εν
8 ά[...][...][έ[ε
ρο[...
10 ῥπο[γ]ροογψ ξε [θιερω]
ςυ[γ] ἐτ[κ]ειρ[ε ῥμος ε]
12 τε [ο]γεβολ 2[η[...
[...]κε[...][να[...
14 [2[η ...]ργ]μβογαία η[...][...][κατανα]ε[...]
16 ν[...] ε]βολ· γυ[κια
[...][...] νεπβο[γ]υε
18 [...][έ]ε ενεκμο[.]
[...][όυτι[...
20 [η[π]ε]ταἰω[ν
[η[...][...][...][...][...][...][...][...][...]
(3 lines missing)
[ετ][ψοον] τ[ν
26 [...]π[π]ο[πανα](± 2 lines missing)

(ΚΑ

[ ± 12 ] αγω 2[εν
4 [ ± 10 ] α[πηταγ]ε[...]
[ ± 12 ] α[γ]ω [...]
(± 22 lines missing)

20,3 Cf. 7,6.
20,4 Cf. 8,28.
20,4-5 Perhaps Ἄρ[β]/νοουε, "cattle"; cf. 6,28; 16,2. Or possibly οΥ[νοουε, "hours."
20,10-11 λεψωνή; cf. Heb 7:24.
20,20 Cf. 1 Cor 2:6-8; 2 Cor 4:4.
worship [and
faith (πίστις) [and
his prayers. And [...
And [

those that [are his
first [

(+ δέ)

They did not care that [the]
priesthood (τερώσωνη) which you perform, [which]
is from [

[in the] counsels (συμβουλία) of [

] Satan [

...] the sacrifice (θυσία)

] his doctrines

[ ] your [

of this aeon (αἰῶν) [

(3 lines missing)

[which] exist(s) [in

] lead(s) [astray (πλάνων)

(+ 2 lines missing)

[ ] and some

[ ] and

[ ]...

] he gave them to [

] and [

] and] thirteen []

(± 22 lines missing)

The superlin. stroke is now lost from the MS.; it is attested in an
early photograph.

Cf. 15,24; 19,24.

Perhaps ὄφος Ἰ.Ν., "light."

Perhaps ἐκ Παλαμαδα; cf. 19,24; 15,24.

This is the only occurrence of a numeral in the codex, except for pagination numerals. For possible contexts for the
number "thirteen" see note to Marsanes X 2,12-13.
22.1 Or “throw him...” Cf. 25.3.

22.5 The second superlin. stroke is visible, though the letters OTQ are in the lacuna.

23 The fragment is uninscribed on recto.

24.2 Cf. 27.9.

25.1-14 The speaker is evidently Jesus Christ, victoriously addressing his (demonic-archontic) executioners. See tractate introduction for discussion.


25.3 Perhaps [ΩΝ ΠΚΑΛΑΜΟϹ], “with the reed”; cf. Matt 27:30; Mark 15:19. ΑΤΕΤΝΟΝΤΑ: Cf. 22.1.
throw [it
2 [in order that] you might [

4 [for] immediately [
[by means of

6 [on the ground]. The [

(± 22 lines missing)

[2]4
for (γάφ) [

2 [which is above

(± 26 lines missing)

[ ] me. And
2 [ ] you (pl.) struck me,
[ ] you threw me,

4 [ ] corpse (πτῶμα). And
[you crucified me] from the third hour

6 [of the Sabbath-eve (προσάββατον)] until
[the ninth hour.] And after

8 [these things I arose] from the
[dead. ] came out of

10 [ ] into me. [
[ ] my eyes [saw

---


25.6 προσάββατον = Friday, “the day before the sabbath”; cf. Mark 15:42.

25.6-7 "Until the ninth hour": Cf. Matt 27:45; Mark 15:33; Luke 23:44.

25.8-9 Cf. 3,9-11; and Matt 28:7; etc.

25.9-10 Perhaps ἀνάκωμα εἶ ἐβ(αλα 2]θ/πρέαλες εἰσ)υν εποί, “my body came out of the tomb into me,” referring to the reuniting of Jesus’ body and soul after the resurrection. A similar concept is found in The Book of the Resurrection.
12 \[± 7 \] ΝΠΟΥ[Δ]Ν ΛΑΔ[Γ]  
   \[± II\] ΕΡ[Α]Ι  
14 \[± II\] ΜΟΕ[Ι]  
(± 14 lines missing)

\[\]  

12 ± 7 ΝΠΟΥ[Δ]Ν ΛΑΔ[Γ]  
14 ± II ΜΟΕ[Ι]

(± 14 lines missing)

---

25,12 A possible reference to the women at the tomb; cf. Luke 24:3.
26,1 The prefix ΒΤ- probably occurred on the last line of p. 25: “They greeted me.” The reference is probably to heavenly beings.
26,2 ΔΗΒΩΜ: a “holy war” slogan; cf. 1QM xvii 4,9; cf. Deut 31:6,7; Josh 1:6,7; etc.
26,2-4 Cf. 15,12-13.
26,5-6 The eschatological battle is here referred to; cf. e.g. Rev 19:19. The opponents are all the hostile powers referred to earlier in the tractate; cf. 2,5-11; 4,7-10; 10,5-11.29; 13,9-15; 15,18-25; 16,3-5; 25,1-5.
26,7-8 ΑΚΡΩΠΟΜΙΝΕ: Cf. Heb 12:2.
12 [they did not] find anyone

14 [me [

(± 14 lines missing)

26 greeted (ἀσπάζομαι) [me

2 They said to me, 'Be [strong, O Melchizedek,]
great [High-priest (ἀρχιερεύς)]

4 of God [Most High, for the archons (ἀρχων)],
who [are] your [enemies],

6 made war (πόλεμος); you have [prevailed over them, and]
they did not prevail over you, [and you]

8 endured ὅποιονεν], and [you]
destroyed (καταλύειν) your enemies [

10 [ ] of their [
will rest, in any [

12 which is living (and) holy [
[those that] exalted themselves against him in [

14 flesh (σάρξ).

(± 13 lines missing)

[with] the offerings (προσφορά), working on that

2 which is good, fasting (νηστεία)
with fasts (νηστεῖα). These revelations (ἀποκάλυψις)

4 do not reveal to anyone
in the flesh (σάρξ), since they are incorporeal (-σάρξ),

6 unless it is revealed to you (to do so).”

26,12 Cf. 16,11.
26,13 The superlin. stroke on 2 Fl is visible.
27,1-3 A ritual context is reflected here. Cf. Epiph. Haer. 55.8.1-2 for
offerings (προσφορά) to God through Melchizedek. It is possible
that these “offerings” include baptism, as in 2 Jew, chs. 45-46.
For discussion see Pearson, “The Figure of Melchizedek,” and
tractate introduction.
27,3-6 This exhortation concludes the second revelation to Melchizedek.
Cf. 14,9-15 and note.
These "brethren" are Melchizedek's angelic informants; cf. 5.17-22; 12.2-4; 19.12; and tractate introduction.
When the brethren who belong to the generations (γενεά) of life had said these things, they were taken up to (the regions) above all the heavens. Amen (δυνα).
INTRODUCTION TO IX, 2: THE THOUGHT OF NOREA

Bibliography: Doresse, Secret Books, pp. 143, 197; Krause and Labib, Gnostische und hermetische Schriften, p. 8; Berliner Arbeitskreis, "Die Bedeutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi," pp. 69-70; Pearson, "The Figure of Norea," pp. 143, 151-152; Pearson (Introduction), Giversen and Pearson (Translation), The Thought of Norea (IX,2), in The Nag Hammadi Library, pp. 404-405; Roberge, Norêa (see p. XXIX).

This tractate comprises 27,11—29,5 of the codex, a total of only 52 lines. Since it is marked off from the preceding and following tractates by scribal decorations, there is no doubt that it constitutes a composition distinct from the others (against Puech, "Découverte d’une bibliothèque gnostique," p. 10), a fact which is also confirmed by the subject matter of the tractate as compared with that of the other two tractates in the codex. (Moreover there are other tractates in the Nag Hammadi Library as short or shorter, such as I,1.) Despite its brevity Norea appears to be a self-contained unit rather than a fragment from another document.

The tractate is untitled; the title by which it is identified in this edition is taken from the body of the text. The phrase, "the thought of Norea" occurs at 29,3 in the last sentence of the tractate. The Berliner Arbeitskreis für koptisch-gnostische Schriften has suggested a different title: "Ode über Norea" (cf. Berliner Arbeitskreis, "Die Bedeutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi," p. 69). The title adopted here has the advantage that it relates directly to the contents of the tractate, and is also analogous to the way in which titles are formulated in some of the other Nag Hammadi documents. Cf. e.g. The Concept of our Great Power (ΠΝΟΗΜΑ ΡΤΝΝΟΟ ΝΌΟΝ, VI,4: 48,14-15; cf. 36,2). This tractate cannot be identified with the book Noria mentioned by Epiphanius (Haer. 26.1.3; cf. Orig. World II 102,10.25).

Although Norea has been referred to as an "epistle" (Doresse, Secret Books, p. 143) there is nothing "epistolary" about it. It resembles much more a hymn or a psalm, for it has certain poetic, or quasi-poetic features: parallelismus membrorum, repetitiveness, and in general, a "rhapsodic" flavor. There is therefore some justification in referring to Norea as an "ode," comparable in form and flavor to the Odes of Solomon (cf. Berliner Arbeitskreis, "Die Be-
deutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi,” p. 70). Nevertheless it would be difficult to divide the document into strophes, or to delineate definitively a poetic structure throughout (possibly because of the corrupt state of the text). Thus it is better to refer to the style of Norea as “hymnic prose,” and the form of the document as a “prose hymn.”

The text of Norea is obviously corrupt at a number of places, and recourse to textual emendation has therefore been taken. Manifest errors in number and gender in verb forms and pronouns have produced considerable confusion of the dramatis personae in the text of the MS., especially from 28,3 on. Emendations have seemed required on p. 28 at lines 3, 5, 6, 12 (a misspelling), 14 and 20, and on p. 29 at line 2 (see notes to the transcription and translation). It is probable that these mistakes were present in the Vorlage from which the scribe of Codex IX copied, and may indeed have been introduced into the text during the process of translation from Greek into Coptic. (On the language of Norea and the habits of the scribe of Codex IX, see the codex introduction.)

An analysis of this short tractate reveals the following elements:

1) an invocation of the Father of the All and his heavenly companions: 27,11-20; 2) Norea’s cry and her deliverance: 27,21-28,12; 3) Norea’s activity within the Pleroma: 28,12-23; and 4) the future salvation of Norea and her spiritual progeny: 28,24-29,5.

1) The first three figures invoked appear to constitute the basic gnostic triad of Father, Mother, and Son: “Father of the All, [Ennoia] of the Light, Nous [dwelling] in the heights...” (27,11-13). It is unclear whether the other elements of the invocation are thought of as gnostic “aeons” (the term does not occur) or are simply hypostatizations poetically created ad hoc to signify aspects of the heavenly Pleroma. The Father is again invoked at the end of the passage: “[incomprehensible] Father” (27,20).

2) The invocation is expressly attributed to Norea: “It is Norea who [cries out] to them” (27,21-22). The redemption of Norea is described as a restoration to her “place” (τόπος) = the Pleroma, and union with the Godhead (Father, Mother, and Son, described this time in different terminology; see below).

3) Norea’s activity within the pleroma consists of “speaking with words of [Life]” (28,13-14), dwelling in the presence of the Exalted One (= the Father), and giving him glory. Norea’s salvation is thus described in terms of complete eschatological fulfilment.
4) But then, in the last section of the tractate, Norea's salvation is seen as not yet accomplished. "There will be days when she will [behold] the Pleroma, and she will not be in deficiency" (28,24-26). To assist her in her salvation, she has the "four holy helpers who intercede on her behalf with the Father of the All" (28,27-30). These four "helpers" are doubtless to be identified as the "luminaries" frequently found in other gnostic texts of a "Sethian" type: (H)armozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and Eleleth (cf. Melch. IX 6,3-5 and note). The (future) salvation of Norea is clearly seen to be identified with, and a symbol of, the salvation of all the Gnostics, i.e. "all of the Adams that possess the thought of Norea" (29,1-3), within whom there dwells the heavenly "Adamas" himself (see 28,30—29,1). In this formulation one can see reflected the gnostic doctrine of the "image (eikōn) of God" (cf. Gen 1:26-27). The "thought (nous) of Norea, who speaks concerning the two names which create a single name" (29,3-5) is probably a reference to the knowledge requisite for salvation. This knowledge, or "thought," is appropriated by means of "mind" (nous, see 28,12.19). The "two names" are probably "Adamas" and "Norea"; the "single name" is "Adamas." Thus salvation is essentially seen to consist ultimately of integration, or rather re-integration, into the Godhead. "Adamas," in this document, is none other than the primal Father himself (cf. 27,25-26; 28,29-30).

This tractate is closely related to The Hypostasis of the Archons (NHC II,4). In Hyp. Arch. Norea is represented as "crying out" for "help," for deliverance from the power of the hostile archons:

"She cried out (ακαλόω) with a loud voice to the Holy One, the God of the All, 'Help (βοηθῶν) me against the archons of unrighteousness and save me now from their hands'" (II 92,33-93,2).

The "great angel" Eleleth is then sent down to rescue her and to instruct her in the saving knowledge. Eleleth is expressly identified as one of "the four luminaries (φωστήρ) that stand in the presence of the Great Invisible Spirit" (II 93,20-22).

Norea's plea for help in Hyp. Arch. seems to be expanded upon in Norea, with the opening invocation, and is expressly referred to in 27,21-22: "It is Norea who [cries out] (εὐκλοκάκω) to them." Furthermore the "help" (βοηθῶν) that comes from the four luminaries in the person of Eleleth in Hyp. Arch. is evidently referred to in Norea at 28,27-30: "she has the four holy helpers (βοηθῶς) who intercede on her behalf with the Father of the All."
On the other hand, very little technical terminology is shared between \textit{Norea} and \textit{Hyp. Arch.} except for the terms “Father of the All” (πάτερ ἄνθρωπος, 27,1; 28,30; cf. II 88,11; 96,21; 97,15) and “world” (κόσμος, 28,17; cf. II 86,24; 93,24; 96,17), but even in the latter case the term is used differently in the two tractates. Therefore it cannot be concluded with certainty that \textit{Norea} is dependent upon \textit{Hyp. Arch.} Perhaps, instead, \textit{Norea} is dependent upon one of the sources of \textit{Hyp. Arch.} (On the literary analysis of \textit{Hyp. Arch.} see Bullard, \textit{The Hypostasis of the Archons}, p. 115).

\textit{Norea}'s cry for help and her deliverance is also very similar to the story of Pistis Sophia, told by Jesus to his disciples in the \textit{Pistis Sophia}, chs. 29-81. Pistis Sophia is in grief because she finds herself outside of her rightful place, the “thirteenth aeon,” tormented by the wicked archons. She cries out to the Light of lights for deliverance from the wicked powers (ch. 32). Jesus is sent to help her (ch. 52), and he in turn sends two light-powers to save her (chs. 58, 60). Pistis Sophia then offers up hymns of praise to the Light, and is ultimately brought into the world of light, the thirteenth aeon (ch. 81).

Probably the most important feature of \textit{Norea} is the figure of \textit{Norea} (spelled \textit{nwpex} at 27,21 and \textit{nople} at 29,3) and the way in which she is presented. This figure occurs in a wide range of gnostic literature, with considerable variation in the spelling of the name: \textit{Norea}, \textit{Orea}, \textit{Noraia}, \textit{Oraia}, \textit{Horia}, \textit{Nora}, \textit{Noria}, \textit{Nuraita}, and \textit{Nhu­raita}. She is represented in the literature as the daughter of Adam and Eve, as the wife-sister of Seth, or as the wife of Noah or Shem. She is sometimes portrayed as seducing the archons, or as the intended victim of rape by the archons. Comparative analysis of the gnostic texts in which this figure occurs, together with certain Jewish legends concerning the biblical Na'amah (cf. Gen 4:22), shows that \textit{Norea} is a gnostic derivative of the figure of Na'amah (Heb. נֶעַם = “pleasing, lovely,”) and that the original spelling of the name “Norea” must be “Hőraia” (Gr. Ὡραία = “pleasing, lovely” = Heb. נֵעַם). The gnostic heroine is thus created out of a Jewish anti-heroine, a “naughty girl” in Jewish legend. (For complete discussion, with documentation, see Pearson, “The Figure of Norea.”)

In \textit{Norea} the figure of \textit{Norea} is presented and interpreted in much the same way that she is in \textit{Hyp. Arch.} (see above discussion of the overlapping relationship between the two tractates). To
be sure, many of the details concerning the adventures of Norea in *Hyp. Arch.* are absent from *Norea*, but one suspects that her story is implied in our tractate, and that its audience was expected to be familiar with it. However, in *Norea* her symbolic importance has been, if anything, escalated, in that she seems in this document to assume the full symbolic significance of the gnostic figure of Sophia. Thus, in our document there is reflected a full-blown myth of Norea, as well as a full-blown myth of Sophia, and the two are fused into one. (Cf. the Simonian figure of "Helen," who is similarly a representation of the gnostic Sophia.)

Moreover there are some very strong similarities between the career of Norea and that of Sophia in the Valentinian gnostic mythology. (Of course these similarities also pertain in the case of Pistis Sophia discussed above.) For example, Norea's restoration to her "place" (27,23; cf. also the express mention of the "Pleroma" at 28,22-25) is strongly reminiscent of the Valentinian myth of the restoration of Sophia to the Pleroma. Indeed the curious juxtaposition of a "realized" salvation for Norea (28,12-23) with an immediately-following promise of "future" salvation (28,24-29,5) is fully understandable on the basis of the Valentinian differentiation between a "higher" Sophia and a "lower" Sophia, viz. "Achamoth," the former enjoying an initial restoration to the Pleroma and the latter being restored only at the end (cf. Iren *Haer.* I.2.5-6 and I.7.1.). Thus Norea, like Sophia, is a symbol of the fall and redemption of the gnostic soul and, as such, functions as a "saved savior."

From what has already been said there can hardly be any doubt the Norea is a "gnostic" document in the full, technical sense of the word. There are no evident signs of Jewish or Christian influence on the surface. The Jewish elements are basic to the formation of certain of the mythologoumena found in the document (e.g. the origin of the figure of Norea), but are certainly not to be seen as directly influencing the tractate *per se*. Whether or not any "Christian" elements are to be found in *Norea* depends entirely upon the question of the occurrence of specifically *Valentinian* (and therefore "Christian gnostic") elements, but there is no evidence at all of a direct Christian influence upon the tractate.

It is with some justification that *Norea* has been classified as a "Sethian" document (see Berliner Arbeitskreis, "Die Bedeutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi," p. 69). H.-M. Schenke has delineated the salient features of the Sethian "system" (see "Das sethianische
sanes*, *Allogenes*, *Trim. Prot.*, and Cod. Bruc. *Untitled*). These
features include the following: 1) a triad of deities consisting of Father, Mother, and Son, and 2) the four luminaries (φως τῆς καθήκου) subordinate to the Son in the divine triad. 3) The figure of Seth and/or his wife/sister Norea are included in the system (for others see his articles, cited above). All three of these features are re­
lected in *Norea*.

1) The primal divine triad consists of the “Father of the all” (27,11; 28,29), also called “Adamas” (28,30; 27,26), “Father of Nous” (27,25), “Exalted One” (28,15), and “Invisible One” (28,19); “Ennoia of the Light” (27,11), also called “ineffable Epinoia” (28,2); and Nous (27,12), also called “divine Autogenes” (28,6). The first section of the cosmogony in *Ap. John* shows some very definite affinities with this system and the vocabulary with which the individual members of the triad are identified, except that “Nous” in *Ap. John* is a lesser aeon, not identified with Autogenes (“Monogenes” = “Christ,” etc.), and “Adamas” is a lesser being, not the Father himself. The second member, “Ennoia,” is of course also called “Barbelo” in *Ap. John* and related texts, a name that is absent in *Norea*. It is striking that *Norea* is much more econom­
cal in its system, whereas *Ap. John* and other such texts usually develop a number of aeons and lesser beings subordinate to the primal triad (but cf. also *Steles Seth*). And most striking of all is that “Adamas” is the name given to the Father. Thus *Norea* presents to us a simpler and more “primitive”-looking system. (But this “undeveloped” look may be deceptive, not necessarily indicating an early date; see below.)

2) As for the four luminaries, Harmozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and Eleleth, found in *Ap. John* and related literature, they do not occur in *Norea* by name, but are certainly referred to under the designa­tion, “the four holy helpers” (28,27-28; cf. discussion above).

3) The presence of Norea in our document is not in and of itself evidence for a “Sethian” origin. Although Norea/Orea occurs in *Hyp. Arch.*, and as “Horaia” in the “Sethian” system described by Epiphanius (*Haer*. 39.5.2), she also occurs in material belonging to many other contexts as well, including Irenaeus’ *alii* (cf. *Haer*. I.30.1, called “Sethians” or “Ophites” by Theodoret; Norea is
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mentioned at I.30.9), Nicolaitans (Fil. Her. 33.3; cf. Epiph. Haer. 26.1.6), Mandaean (e.g. Litz. Ginta, p. 46), and Manichaeans (Hegem. Arch. 9). (For full discussion see Pearson, "The Figure of Norea.")

On the other hand, we have already seen reasons for noting some Valentinian influence in our tractate. To what has already been said on this point we can add that the specifically Valentinian terms "Pleroma" (Gr. πληρωμα, see 28,22-25 ter) and "deficiency" (άμαθα = Gr. αμαθημα, see 28,26) occur in our text. The third member of the divine triad, the Son, is called "Nous" in Norea, and this may be taken as further evidence for Valentinian influence (cf. e.g. Iren. Haer. I.I.I, where Nous is presented as the offspring of Bythos and Sige), but, on the other hand, this is not unknown in "Sethian" documents as well (see e.g. Steles Seth VII 119,1, where the term νοῦς is used as an appellative for Geradamas or Pigeradamas, the "Son" in the gnostic triad). Indeed, the Valentinian usage may itself be based on an earlier Sethian system (see Iren. Haer. I.II.I; cf. I.31.3).

In sum, while it is difficult to classify Norea strictly according to categories derived from the ecclesiastical heresiologists (cf. on this problem in general, Wisse, "The Nag Hammadi Library and the Heresiologists"), the "Sethian" features delineated above predominate. (But the Yale Congress papers on Sethian Gnosticism reveal that there is no unanimity of scholarly opinion on what constitutes "Sethian" Gnosticism; see The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, vol. 2.) What we have in this document is a literary creation reflecting a number of diverse influences; and thus it seems to be a product of intra-gnostic, "inter-denominational" syncretism.

It does not appear possible to posit a definite cultic Sitz im Leben for Norea. Its date and provenience are also impossible to determine, but the previous discussion might suggest an early third-century date. Speculation on authorship is totally fruitless.
This passage may be a fragment of a larger prayer attributed to Norea in a source used by the author of this tractate. The first three beings addressed are probably to be identified as the Sethian-gnostic divine triad of Father, Mother, and Son. See tractate introduction.

CMH: An alternative translation here and elsewhere in the tractate is "sound." For highly developed speculations on "voice" (2prooy, masc.) and "sound" (CMH, fem.) see Trim. Prot. XIII 44*, 3 et passim.

On the figure of Norea see tractate introduction and Pearson, "The Figure of Norea." ETA\(\gamma\)\(\kappa\)\(\kappa\): Cf. Hyp. Arch. II 92,33-93.2, and tractate introduction. Cf. also the cry of Pistis Sophia in Pist. Soph., ch. 32 et passim.

Possibly A\(\gamma\)\(c\)\(w\)\(T\)\(H\) EPO\(C\), "they heard her," but this would create a line one or two spaces longer than expected.
Father of the All, [Ennoia]

of the Light, Nous
[dwelling] in the heights
above the (regions) below,
Light dwelling [in]
[the] heights, Voice of
Truth, upright Nous,
untouchable Logos,
and [ineffable] Voice,
[incomprehensible] Father!
It is Norea who [cries out]
to them. They [heard,]
(and) they received her into her place (τόπος)
forever. They gave
her the Father of Nous,
Adamas, as well as the voice
of the Holy Ones,

in order that she might rest
in the ineffable Epinoia,
in order that <she> might inherit (κληρονομεῖν)
the first mind (νοῦς)
which <she> had received, and that <she> might rest

27,24-25 Or: "They gave it to her in the Father of Nous . . ."
27,26 ΑΔΑΜΑΣ: The form should be ΑΔΑΜΑΚ, as in 29,1; but cf. also
28,30. "Adamas" here is the supreme God, the perfect "Man";
cf. e.g. Ap. John II 14,14-24. The Naassene Gnostics referred to
the highest God as "the blessed Man above, Adamas" (τοῦ
μακαρίου ἀνθρώπου τοῦ ἄνθρωπος, τοῦ Ἀδάματος), Hipp. Ref. V.8.2.
{ΝΤΕ}: dittography. The papyrus is damaged in the area of the
right margin, and the scribe probably wrote nothing after
ΟΥΛΑΒ. Hence the unusually short line, 13 letters.
27,27 The dramatis personae seem to be badly confused in the text as
it stands; emendation is therefore necessary.
28,3 MS. reads ΕΡΟΣ and ΕΚΝΑΡ.
28,4 "First Mind," πρῶτος νοῦς, is a designation for the highest God
in second-century Middle-Platonism, e.g. Numenius, fr. 17 (des
Places). This may be the meaning here; cf. 27,24-25.
28,5 MS. reads ΕΤΑΧ- and ΝΩ-.
6 ΑΜΟ<Ϲ> ΖΑ ΝΑΥΤΟΓΕΝΗϹ
ΑΝΟΥΤΕ: ΑΓΩ ΑΝΑΠΟϹ
8 ΟΥΔΑϹ ΝΕΕ ΖΩΨΩΨ ΟΝ ΡΤΑ[ϹΡ]
ΚΑΗΡΩΝΟΜΗ ΑΠΡΟΓΟϹ ΕΤ[Ο]
10 ΝΩ ΑΓΩ ΑΝΑΨΩΤΙΝ ΑΝ[ΑΤ]
ΤΑΚΟ ΤΗΡΟΥ: ΑΓΩ ΑϹ[ΒΑ]
12 [ΑΕ] ΖΑ ΠΛΟ<Ϲ>Υ<Ϲ> Α ΑΠΙΩΤΗ: ΑΓΩ
[ΑϹΙ] ΕΜΩΑΚΕ ΖΑ ΡΩΑΚΕ Α
14 [ΠΩΝ]: ΑΓΩ Α<Ϲ> 6Ω ΑΝΕΜ
[ΤΟ ΕΒ]ΟΛ ΑΠΕΤΧΟϹΕ ΕϹΑ[ΜΑ]
16 [ΖΤΕ ΑΠ]ΕΝΤΑϹΧΙΤΙΖ ΖΑΗΝ [ΑΡΩ]
[ΟΥ ΡΤ]ΑΠΚΟϹΜΟϹ ΨΨΕ
18 [ΟΥ]ΒΤΑϹ ΡΜΑΥ ΡΗΝΟ[6 Ν]
20 [ϹΤ Ε]ΟΟΥ ΡΗ<Ϲ> Ε[Ι]ΩΤ Α[ΓΩ]
[ΕϹ]ΙΨΟΟΗ ΝΡΨΑΙ ΖΑ ΝΕΤ.[
22 [...]. ΝΡΨΑΙ [ΖΑ] ΠΠΑΗΡΨΑΙΑ,
[ΑΓΩ Ν]ΣΑΥ ΑΠΠΑΗΡΨΑΙΑ.
24 [ΟΥΝ] ΖΑ ΕΝΖΟΟΥ ΝΑΨΨΕ ΝϹ
[ΝΑΥ Α]ΠΠΑΗΡΨΑΙΑ: ΑΓΩ
26 ΝΑΨΨΕ ΑΝ ΖΑ ΝΨΤΑ: ΟΥΡΤΑϹ ΔΕ ΡΜΑΥ ΡΨΤΑΥ
28 ΝΒΟΝΗΟϹ ΕΤΟΥΑΑΒ' ΕΥΡΨΡΕ

28,6 MS. reads ΑΜΟΨ. On Autogenes see tractate introduction.
28,8 ΖΩΨΩΨ functions here as a conjunction. See Roberge, Norēa, p. 165. (Cf. p. XXIX.)
28,11 No trace of the superlin. stroke remains in the MS. over the Ν, as might be expected. For the restored construction ΑΓΩ ΑϹ- see the previous line; lit. “and that she might . . .”
28,12 No trace of the final Ω remains in the MS., but it is attested in an early photograph.
28,13 ΑϹΙ: Inchoative (Ε)Ι. See Roberge, Norēa, p. 166. (Cf. p. XXIX.)
28,14 Α<Ϲ> 6Ω: MS. reads ΑϹΩ.
28,16-17 ΖΑΗΝ ΑΡΨΟΟΥ ΡΤΑ:- Lit. “before the day that.” See Roberge, Norēa, p. 166 (cf. p. XXIX). One would expect ΖΑΗΝ ΑΠΑΤΕ-. Possession of “mind,” θός, characterizes the gnostic soul, of which Norea is a symbol. “Mind” characterizes God himself as well. The same notions are found clearly expressed in Corp. Herm. 1 (Poimandres), and derive from Middle Platonism. Cf. note to 28,4.
28,20 The glorification and praise of God characterizes the activity of the divine beings and ascended souls in the highest heavens in
in the divine Autogenes,
and that she (too) might generate
herself, just as [she] also has
inherited (κληρονομεῖν) the [living] Logos,
and that she might be joined to
all of the Imperishable Ones, and [speak]
with the mind (νοῦς) of the Father. And
[she began] to speak with words of
[Life], and <she> remained in the
[presence] of the Exalted One, [possessing]
[that] which she had received before
the world (κόσμος) came into being.

[She has] the [great]
[mind (νοῦς)] of the Invisible One (αὐτογένους), [and]
[she gives] glory to <her> Father, [and]
[she] dwells within those who [< 
] within the Pleroma (πλῆρωμα),
[and] she beholds the Pleroma (πλῆρωμα).

There will be days when she will
[behold] the Pleroma (πλῆρωμα), and
she will not be in deficiency,
for (δέ) she has the four
holy helpers (βοηθῶσ) who intercede (πρεσβεύειν)

---

gnostic and Hermetic literature and religion. See e.g. Ap. John
BG 27,15-16; 28,10-11; etc. and Corp. Herm. I. 26. Π<εκ> εἰς ὸτιόν· MS. reads ΠΟΥ, "your" (2 sg. fem.) or "their" (A³).

28,21
Or: "among . . . ."

28,22
The superlin. stroke over Μ is visible.

28,26
Π ὨΣΑ: Π appears to be written over ΡΣ in the MS. The word ὨΣΑ renders the (Valentinian) gnostic technical term υἱότης. For discussion of the terminology see the tractate introduction.

28,27-28
The "four holy helpers" are the four luminaries of "Sethian" or "Barbelo-Gnostic" speculation. Cf. Melch IX 6,3-5 and note. In Hyp. Arch. the "great angel" Eleleth, one of the four lumina-
ries, comes down to Norea in answer to her cry for help (βοηθεῖν); see Hyp. Arch. II 92,33-93,13. In Pist. Soph. there are "five helpers," ch. 1 et passim. But also in the same document it is Jesus who is sent to save the hapless Pistis Sophia, see Pist. Soph.,
ch. 52 et passim. He, in turn, sends two "light-powers"; ch. 58 and 60. Analogies to the "four holy helpers" in Mandaean texts are the "four men, the sons of salvation," or the "four Uthras, sons of light," on which see Rudolph, Theogonie, p. 128, and "Coptica-Mandaica," p. 199.
As "mind," οὐ̂ς, God dwells within all members of (gnostic) mankind. Cf. note to 28,18-19. This passage also probably reflects gnostic speculation on the "image of God" in Gen 1:26-27.

29,2 MS. reads εὐντακ.
29,3 NOPEA is a mis-spelling; the correct form, with ο, occurs at 27,21. On Norea see the tractate introduction and Pearson, "The Thought of Norea." The phrase, "the thought of Norea,"
on her behalf with the Father of
the All, Adamas, the one

who is within all of the Adams

that possess the
thought (νοησις) of Norea, who speaks

concerning the two names which create
a single name.

probably stands for gnostic knowledge. ΕΧΙΛΧΕ may refer also to “thought,” “that speaks . . .”

The “two names” may be “Adamas” and “Norea,” or perhaps “Adamas” (= God) and “Adam” (= generic mankind).

The “single name” is “Adamas” = God. Cf. the “one single name” (of the Father) discussed in Gos. Phil. II 54.5. In gnostic speculation the mystical name of God is “Man,” “Ανθρωπος or “Adam(as)”; cf. 27,26 and note, and Schenke, Der Gott “Mensch” in der Gnosis. On the two becoming one cf. Gos. Thom. 106.
75↑:  Ἰπούν
Ἰβαρبيقων
Ἰντ

75→:  Ἰοοὑτ
τοῦτον
ἸἈ[...

82↑:  . . .

82→:  Ἰπὶπάῳ
ἸῊ[...

83↑:  Ι.Β.[...

83→:  Ἰ.Ἰ[...

86↑:  . . .[...

86→:  . . .[...

Fr. 75↑  Top margin preserved. This fragment probably belongs in the vicinity of p. 17, as indicated by the name "Barbelo" (cf. Melch. IX 16.26), and because it was first photographed with fragments of pp. 17 and 21. It does not fit the top of p. 17, however.

75↑,2  "Barbelo."
75↑,3  Perhaps πω[...

Fr. 75→  Top margin visible.

75→,1  Perhaps Ἰοοὑτ, "male."

Fr. 82↑  No margins visible.
Fr. 82→  No margins visible.
82→,1  "gentle."

Fr. 83↑  No margins visible.
Fr. 83→  No margins visible.
Fr. 86↑  No margins visible.
Fr. 86→  No margins visible.
INTRODUCTION TO CODEX X


Codex X is part of a collection of twelve papyrus codices, plus one tractate from a thirteenth, discovered in December of 1945 in a jar buried at the base of the Gebel et-Tarif near the village of Hamra Dom in Upper Egypt, about 10 km. northeast of Nag Hammadi. (On the discovery of the Nag Hammadi Codices see J. M. Robinson’s Introduction to The Nag Hammadi Library, pp. 21-23). It is now the property of the Coptic Museum in Old Cairo, and bears the inventory number 10551. It has been numbered X by J. Doresse and T. Mina in 1949 (“Nouveaux textes gnostiques,” p. 137), XII by H.-C. Puech in 1950 (“Les nouveaux écrits gnostiques,” p. 109) and by J. Doresse in 1958 (Les livres secrets, p. 167), and X by M. Krause in 1962 (“Der koptische Handschriftenfund,” p. 128 et passim). Krause’s numbering of the Nag Hammadi codices is the official numbering used by the Coptic Museum and in the Facsimile Edition, and is therefore adopted in this edition.

1. Codicology

Codex X was found with its leather cover intact. Photographs of the cover are presented in the Facsimile Edition, plates 81-86 (and in Krause and Labib, Gnostische und hermetische Schriften, pl. 5). In three of these photographs (pl. 83-85) the codex is shown open at pp. 26*-27*, 28*-29*, and 30*-31*. A full description of the leather cover, which was made of sheep leather, is provided by J. M. Robinson in his Preface to the Facsimile Edition (p. xvii). Robinson has shown, in a thorough analysis of all of the extant leather covers of the Nag Hammadi Library, that Codex X belongs typologically in a group together with Codices VI and IX, and to a lesser extent II (see “Construction,” pp. 184-190). Such cartonnage as may have been removed from the binding of Codex X has been lost (cf. Emmel, “Final Report,” p. 21).
Codex X is preserved only in part, and the extant portion consists mainly of fragments. More than half of the codex is lost. Thus this codex, along with Codex XII, represents that part of the Nag Hammadi Library which has suffered the most damage and loss. Unlike Codex XII, the fragments of Codex X have not been susceptible of identification with any previously known literature. Thus it is not possible to ascertain even the extent of the codex: how many pages it originally contained, or even how many tracts, though on grounds of content it is presumed that it contained only one tractate, whose title occurs on the last inscribed page of the codex, p. 68* (see the tractate introduction).

In *Secret Books* (p. 145) J. Doresse says of Codex X (= XII in his numbering system): "20 pages [= leaves], with their binding in sahidic dialect, marked by akhmimic influence." Subsequently, ("Les Reliures," p. 45), Doresse is even less specific, remarking simply that the codex is too damaged to say how many pages it contained.

Krause reports of Codex X that it came to the Cairo Museum (along with other codices in the library) in 1952 (cf. also Doresse, *Secret Books*, p. 124) and that the papyrus leaves, contained in a leather cover, were broken and disordered (Krause and Labib, *Gnostische und hermetische Schriften*, p. 9). Krause reports that the remains of the codex were placed between 34 plexiglass panes. He thus silently corrects an earlier statement which referred to 36 plexiglass panes ("Der koptische Handschriftenfund," p. 128).

No attempt had apparently been made, at the time of the initial conservation in plexiglass, to put the pages and fragments of Codex X into order. The work that was done on this subsequently was carried out, from 1968 on, on the basis of photographs of the plexiglass containers. This work has been refined and corrected by examination of the original MS. on periodic work sessions in the Coptic Museum in Cairo, from 1970 to 1977.

At the time that I joined the Coptic Project of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity of Claremont in 1968 and was assigned Codex X as part of my contribution to the Project, I was given access to 36 photographs (taken in 1966 under UNESCO auspices), showing the 36 panes of plexiglass referred to by Krause in his earlier article (see above). Upon study of these photographs it immediately became evident that plexiglass nos. 35-36 contained fragments that did not belong to Codex X at all. This judgment
was made on the basis of the hand as shown by the writing preserved on the fragments, and also the dialect (Sahidic, rather than the Subakhmimic of Codex X; cf. below). The suggestion was then made that the fragments in question belong to Codex VIII; sometime later some of these fragments were positively identified as belonging to Codex VIII.

The question as to why plexiglass 35-36 were attributed to Codex X at all was later answered. At an advanced stage of the work of the Coptic Project of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity J. Doresse kindly offered to the Institute some photographs of the Nag Hammadi codices that he had taken in 1948, including three photographs of Codex X in an opened state, showing pp. 26*-27*, 28*-29*, 30*-31* (see Facsimile Edition, plates 83-85). In the photograph showing p. 31* (pl. 85), there is clearly visible, protruding from under p. 31* at the top, one of the fragments that had appeared in plexiglass 36, a fragment that has been subsequently identified as part of the bottom of Codex VIII, p. 10, preserving parts of the last four lines. (An unidentified fragment from Codex VIII is also visible; see Facsimile Edition; p. xix.) These photographs of Codex X, dating from 1948, show that the contents of that codex had been considerably disturbed before the photography. Sometime after the manuscripts were discovered, but before Doresse had had a chance to study them, the contents of Codices X and VIII—and probably the others as well (cf. Secret Books, p. 117)—had become thoroughly disordered, with the result that not only was Codex X itself in hopeless disarray, but fragments from Codex VIII had been arbitrarily stuffed into the cover containing Codex X. At the time of the initial conservation in 1960 the material was conserved in plexiglass panes in the sequence in which it was found in the leather cover (see Krause, Gnostische und hermetische Schriften, p. 9; cf. Facsimile Edition, p. xix). Final conservation was completed in 1977 (see Facsimile Edition, p. xix; cf. Emmel, "Final Report," pp. 17-22).

Enough of Codex X has been preserved and pieced together to suggest with confidence that it consisted of a single quire. Recto pages from the first half of the quire consistently display vertical fibers, and recto pages from the last half of the quire horizontal fibers. The sequence of some of the pages has been ascertained, and fragments have been assigned to other pages somewhat arbitrarily (though not without criteria, see below), with the result that an
educated guess as to the original extent of the codex is possible. It appears that Codex X was originally constructed of a minimum of 18 sheets of four pages each, placed in such a way that all vertical fibers faced downward and horizontal fibers upward, and folded to make a book. The bottom sheet became the uninscribed front and back flyleaves (the back flyleaf is partially preserved, cf. pl. 141-142 of the Facsimile Edition). The other sheets constituted the written part of the book. There is enough material surviving from the beginning, the middle, and the end of the codex to arrive at an absolute minimum of 68 inscribed pages for the codex, though the codex was probably larger (see below). 56 pages, or fragments thereof, are extant. Pagination, after p. 10, is uncertain; asterisks (*) are used to indicate those pages whose numeration is postulated, not certain (though absolute sequence has been determined for some of these pages; see below). According to the minimum pagination adopted here, the center pages of the codex are 34* and 35*.

The leaves measure up to 26.0 cm. in height, and from ca. 11.4 cm. in width in the middle portion of the codex (p. 39*/40*) to 12.2 cm. at the outer pages (p. 3/4). The closed book thus had a proportion of roughly 2 to 1, height to width. Codex X is the narrowest of all of the codices in the Nag Hammadi Library (cf. Robinson's table, "Construction," p. 185).

The number of lines per page varies from 28 (pp. 1, 25*, 26*, 27*, 28*, 35*, 36*, 37*, 38*) to 30 (pp. 30*, 39*, 41*, 42*); the average is 29. The lines average 15-16 letters in length. There are as few as 11 (40*,6), and as many as 21 (5,2). The lines average somewhat shorter toward the middle part of the codex; this is due to the fact that the individual pages are wider at the outside of the codex than in the middle.

Page numerals 3, 4, and 5 are extant, and occur in the middle of the top margin of their respective pages. Unfortunately our scribe stopped numbering the pages after p. 5, a fact which has made the task of reconstructing the codex all the more difficult. It should also be noted that the work of placing fragments and reconstructing the codex has been done over a considerable period of time, and has been a "trial and error" process. Thus what has been said of Codex X in preliminary articles on the Nag Hammadi library and the Coptic Project of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity has been subject to revision and refinement as the work progressed.

Since so much of the codex is lost and damaged, it is obvious that
fragments could not be placed as in a jig-saw puzzle. Certain criteria were developed for placement of fragments and for establishing, in so far as is possible, the sequence of the pages. These criteria include physical joins, continuity of fibers from one fragment to another, continuity in destruction patterns from one page to another, ink blotting from one page to a facing page, and continuity of text. Another criterion, quite crucial for the reconstruction of this codex, is the observation of horizontal fiber continuity between conjugate leaves from the two halves of the quire, indicating a single sheet. (Fiber continuity can frequently be determined even with a considerable amount of space between fragments. Fragments are placed longitudinally according to vertical fibers and latitudinally according to horizontal fibers.)

Unfortunately a number of fragments have proven to be incapable of placement, and remain in the category of "unidentified." Transcriptions of the largest of these are found in this edition, and all inscribed fragments from Codex X are published in the Facsimile Edition (plates 143-144; cf. also plates 3-4 in The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices: Introduction, forthcoming).

The sequence of pp. 1-10 has been established with certainty, on the basis of text continuity and destruction patterns (page numbering ceases at p. 5). In addition, the sequence of pp. 25*-42* has also been established with certainty, on the basis of the criteria discussed above. The uninscribed back flyleaf (C) shows ink-blotting from p. 68*. The observation that there is horizontal fiber continuity between pp. 2 and 67*, between pp. 6 and 63*, and between pp. 8 and 61*, provided additional material for reconstructing the end of the codex. Placement of the material between p. 10 and p. 25* in the first half of the codex, and between p. 42* and 61* in the second half, is admittedly somewhat arbitrary, but criteria such as fiber continuity and destruction patterns ("profile") have been employed. Much more material is probably lost than is posited in the present pagination. All of the fragments determined to represent separate leaves or folios have been accommodated into a minimal quire of 72 pages (68 inscribed), 36 folios, 18 sheets.

The following table shows how the folios relate to one another from one half of the codex to the other, in the order they lie in the codex opened at the center of the quire. Lost folios are shown in brackets. Horizontal fiber continuity from the first half of the quire to the second is indicated with the sign ===. Disruption of
horizontal fiber continuity is shown as follows: $=\neq$; in this case a *kollesis* is presumed to have existed (though no *kolleseis* have been preserved from Codex X). Where one of the conjugate leaves is shown in brackets as lost, fiber continuity, or lack thereof, is not shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>first half of quire</th>
<th>second half of quire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33*/34*</td>
<td>= = =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31*/32*</td>
<td>= = =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29*/30*</td>
<td>= = =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27*/28*</td>
<td>= = =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25*/26*</td>
<td>$= / =$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23*/24*]</td>
<td>43*/44*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21*/22*</td>
<td>45*/46*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19*/20*</td>
<td>[47*/48*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17*/18*</td>
<td>49*/50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15*/16*</td>
<td>[51*/52*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13*/14*</td>
<td>53*/54*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11/12]</td>
<td>55*/56*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/10</td>
<td>57*/58*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>59*/60*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>61*/62*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>63*/64*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>65*/66*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[A/B]</td>
<td>67*/68*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: P. 43*/44* is placed where it is because of "profile" similarity to p. 41*/42*; cf. *Facsimile Edition*, p. xxi.)

There is enough evidence preserved, in addition, to establish the extent of some of the *kollemata* in the papyrus rolls from which the sheets making up Codex X were cut. It is assumed that, in the construction of a codex, sheets were cut from rolls consisting of several sheets of papyrus glued together. The sheets from which a roll was made are called *kollemata*; the join where two *kollemata* are glued together is called a *kollesis*. (For this terminology and additional discussion see Turner, *Typology*, pp. 43-53; Robinson, "Codicology,” p. 19; and “Future,” pp. 23-27; cf. also the introduction to Codex IX.) In the case of Codex X too much material is lost to determine the exact number and size of the rolls from which it was constructed (for examples of complete analyses of other codices along these lines see e.g. Wisse, “Nag Hammadi Codex III,” and Robinson, “Codicological Analysis”). Moreover not a single *kollesis* is preserved from Codex X (nor from XIII; see Robinson,
"Future," p. 42). However, direction of horizontal fiber continuity has been established, and some kollemata have been delineated.

Analysis of the horizontal fiber patterns in Codex X indicates horizontal fiber continuity from the left edge of one sheet in the quire to the right edge of the next above. This means that the rolls from which the codex was constructed were probably cut from right to left, and the sheets stacked in the order in which they were cut. The longest kollema identified in Codex X is the one beginning at the center of the quire (the left edge of a roll): pp. (showing horizontal fibers) 34* + 35*, 32* + 37*, 30* + 39*, 28* + 41*, 26* + 43* (part). Extant material in this kollema measures over 95 cm.; so we have a kollema of almost a meter in length, and perhaps a little more if we take into account lost material from outside margins. (Such long kollemata are practically unknown to papyrologists before the discovery of the Nag Hammadi Codices, but in the Nag Hammadi Codices they are commonplace. See Robinson, "Codicology," p. 31; "Future," pp. 41-43; and now Turner, Typology, p. 53.) Other kollemata wider than a single sheet (i.e. 2 folios) have been delineated with varying degrees of certainty as follows (pages shown in brackets are missing pages): 43*, [24*] + 45*; 20* + [49*], 18* + [51*], 16*; 10 + [59*], 8 + 61*, 6 + 63* 4 + 65 (part); and 65*, 2 + 67*, [B] + C. Obviously the identification of material coming from a single kollema was also an important factor in the final pagination of the codex.

It has already been stressed that the pagination of Codex X is the minimum pagination needed to take into account all of the extant fragments, i.e. all fragments that were seen necessarily to represent separate leaves or folios. In fact, it is probable that Codex X was quite a bit larger than is reflected by the extant material. A reasonable hypothesis is that two rolls of papyrus were utilized in the construction of Codex X (cf. Robinson, "Codicology," p. 28; Facsimile Edition, p. xxi). The other Nag Hammadi Codices that are made up of two rolls are V, VI, IX, and XI (cf. Robinson, "Codicology," p. 28). Codex V has 94 pages, VI had 80, IX had 76, and XI has 74. Codices VI, IX, and X belong typologically together (see Robinson, "Construction," pp. 184-190). Using Codex IX as a conservative example, Codex X might be expected to have been made up of two rolls of 9 and 10 sheets respectively (see the introduction to Codex IX), and therefore to have contained at least 76 pages, 72 of them inscribed. But it should also be pointed
out that a standard roll of papyrus can be expected to yield a greater number of sheets the narrower they are cut. In fact Codex X is the narrowest of all of the Nag Hammadi Codices; the next narrowest is Codex V (see Robinson’s chart, “Construction,” p. 185). Hence one might reasonably conjecture a pattern similar to that of Codex V, in which the roll used at the outside of the quire yielded 10½ sheets, and that used at the middle of the quire yielded 13, for a total of 94 pages in all (cf. Robinson, “Future,” p. 53; Facsimile Edition, p. xix). Unfortunately we shall probably never know how much has been lost from Codex X.

The papyrus used in Codex X was obviously of very good quality when it first received writing, much better than Codex IX (cf. the introduction to Codex IX). I have found no instances of the scribe having to avoid cracks or damaged areas in the papyrus as he wrote. P. 3 shows a narrow break in the vertical fibers extending the length of the page, but the scribe wrote over it. At lines 11 and 12, the crack is wide enough so that part of the fourth letter of line 11 (مشاه) and line 12 (نه) occurs in the crack on the horizontal fiber beneath. Similar phenomena occur on p. 21*, lines 13-26, p. 25*, lines 3-4, and p. 38*, lines 2, 19-22. But in general it can be stated that the scribe had at his disposal a very high-quality papyrus upon which to write.

The fact that no kolleseis have been found in the extant material of Codex X may be an indicator of high-quality work in the manufacture of the codex. The stationer may have taken special care to construct it in such a way as to ensure that kolleseis would not occur in the writing space of the pages; the kolleseis may even have been trimmed away. (The Manichaean codices, also constructed with great care, have no kolleseis in them; see Turner, Typology, pp. 45-46, 49-50.)

2. Paleography

Codex X was inscribed by a single scribe. The hand can be described generally as a somewhat primitive version of the “Biblical Majuscule” type discussed by E. G. Turner (Greek Manuscripts, pp. 25-26; otherwise known as “Biblical Uncial,” cf. e.g. C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands, pp. 16, 24). The letters are majuscules, roughly bilinear (i.e. written between an upper and lower line notionally present to the scribe, cf. Turner, Greek Manuscripts, p. 3). As in the standard “Biblical Majuscule” style, γ and π extend
below the lower line, \( \phi \) and \( \psi \) above and below the lines. In addition the Coptic letters \( \varphi \) and \( q \) extend below the line, the letter \( \sigma \) above, and \( \dagger \) above and below. The hand is vertical, not slanted either to right or left. The letters are written rather large with bold and deliberate strokes. In general the appearance of the hand is pleasing to the eye.

Noteworthy characteristics of the lettering are as follows: the \( \alpha \) tends to be squared off at the top rather than extending upward, unlike the standard "Biblical Majuscule" style in this respect; the \( \lambda \) frequently shows the same characteristic. Also deviating from the "Biblical Majuscule" style is the mode of executing the \( e \) and \( c \): \( e \) is executed with three strokes, the top cap and the middle stroke rendered separately; similarly in the case of \( c \): frequently the top portion is rendered with a separate stroke.

The use of punctuation in Codex X is very sparing. The raised dot ("colon") is used rather frequently, not only to mark the end of a sentence, but also to divide clauses and even phrases. But its use is irregular; and it is sometimes difficult to make any proper sense of it at all, e.g. at 5.4: '\( \alpha \gamma \omega \ \nu \alpha i \omega n \) \( \rho \nu o \gamma \nu e \).

The only other punctuation used is the \textit{trema} or diaeresis. It is used only over the letter \( i \), and only in the word \( 2 \gamma \nu i \): e.g. \( N \gamma 2 \gamma \nu i \) (8,3), \( 2 \gamma \nu i \) (8,23), \( \omega \gamma 2 \gamma \nu i \) (31*,7).

The use of the superlinear stroke in Codex X is quite regular, though it is used less frequently, and with fewer variations, than in Codex IX. It is regularly omitted over \( o \gamma n \) and \( o \gamma \nu t e - \) (but see \( e \gamma \nu t e i c \), 8,17 and \( e \gamma \nu t h t h n \), 10,22). It is frequently omitted in other words where it would be expected, though it is not clear whether these omissions should be regarded as errors or as dialecticisms: e.g. \( \omega \gamma r p n \) (2,16; cf. \( \omega \gamma r p \) 4,19); '\( \gamma \)\( n \) (30*,24); \( c a \gamma q \) (31*,11; cf. \( c a \gamma q \) 31*,8; \( N \kappa \pi \omega \pi \gamma \) (37*,4; cf. \( N \kappa \pi \tau o \lambda \) \( \alpha \), 27*,22). There is latitude in the use or non-use of the stroke over the plural Definite Article \( n \). When the noun begins with a vowel the stroke is used or not seemingly according to whim: e.g. \( N a r - \gamma \nu t o c \) (25*,2; 27*,14; 32*,4), but \( \nu a i \omega n \) (5,4). The stroke is regularly used when the noun begins with a consonant.

The stroke over a single letter is placed directly over the letter, sometimes extending to the left or (less frequently) to the right. Over \( p \) it frequently extends beyond the letter on either side, with flourishes: e.g. \( \varphi o \gamma \alpha \epsilon i n \) (10,7).

The superlinear stroke is sometimes used to bind two or more
consonants together, and there is some variation in the way in which the stroke is rendered: e.g. $\text{TMA}_2\text{MN}_2\text{NT}$ (2,12); $\text{N}_2\text{MA}_2\text{NT}$ (3,4); $\text{MA}_2\text{P}$ (7,7). On $\text{MN}$ and $\text{2N}$ the stroke usually extends to the right of the letter preceding the vocalized $\text{n}$. In the transcription provided in this edition variations in the rendition of the superlinear stroke are not represented (for reasons of economy in printing); the stroke will appear over a single letter, e.g. $\text{TMA}_2\text{MN}_2\text{NT}$.

The superlinear stroke occurs twice over the sg. Definite Article (6,5 and 61*,2). There are no strokes or other marks used over vowel morphemes or phonemes. The one abbreviation found in Codex X, of $\text{ΠΝΕΥΜΑ}$ ("Spirit"), receives an extended superlinear stroke: $\bar{\text{ΠΝΑ}}$ (4,17 et passim). The superlinear stroke is not used to mark nomina sacra. The only extant examples would be $\text{ΒΑΡΒΗΛΩ}$ (8,28; cf. 43*,21) and $\text{ΓΑΜΑΛΙΗΑ}$ (64*,19). Superlinear strokes occur over the Greek vowels $\text{ΑΕΙΟΥΩ}$ at 26*,4, but the use of superlineation in the section of text dealing with vowels and consonants (from p. 25*; cf. tractate introduction) is quite inconsistent: see e.g. 28*,4: $\text{ΕΕΕ: ΙΙΙ: ΟΟΟ: ΥΥΥ: ΩΩΩ:}; 31*,23-27: $\text{BARA[α][B[ε[ε][ε]}$ etc. Finally, superlinear strokes occur over the three extant page numerals found in the middle of the top margin of pp. 3, 4, and 5 respectively.

Decoration occurs at the end of Codex X on p. 68* with the tractate title. The title, $\text{ΜΑΡΚΑΝΗΣ}$, is decorated with super- and sublinear strokes, and in the left margin a rudimentary paragraphus cum corone occurs: $\ulcorner$. A possible trace of a paragraphus, a straight line in the left margin, occurs at 55*,17; the initial letter in that line, $\epsilon$, is written larger than usual. This was probably a device meant to set off a new section of text.

Scribal errors abound in Codex X, many of them caught by the scribe himself, others escaping his notice. The scribe used a number of devices in correcting errors. At 6,22 writing the word $\text{ΑΡΦΕΝΕΡΓ}$ ε1 he wrote $\gamma$ after $\Phi$; he then crossed out the $\gamma$ with two diagonal slashes, marked it with three superlinear dots, and wrote the rest of the word. At 19*,20 writing the word $\text{ΟΥΕΕΤΘΝΕ}$ he wrote $\omicron$ after $\omicron$; he then crossed out the $\omicron$ and wrote $\epsilon$ above. In this case the mistake was probably corrected after the entire line, or perhaps the entire page, had been written. At 34*,22 writing $\text{ΕΨΩ}$ $\omicron$ he wrote 2 instead of $\omicron$; he subsequently crossed out 2 with a single slash and wrote $\omicron$ above. At 38*,26 writing $\text{ΠΩΛΕ}$ he wrote
πμας; he then crossed out μας with two slashes and wrote 2ας above. At 40*,13 writing ΠΠΑΤΚΡΑΔΩΚΙΜΑΣΕ he wrote the wrong suffix q after τ, then cancelled it with a diagonal slash and wrote κ above. In one case, at 9,4, the scribe wrote πρετικ and subsequently wrote c (3 sg. fem. suffix) above the q (3 sg. masc. suffix) without cancelling it.

The scribe has written in omitted letters above the line in several places: 4,20; 15*,3; 16*,14; 17*,20; 19*,20 (in addition to the correction already noted); and 30*,24. And in one case a whole word is added in this way: 'ΝΤΕΚΜΗ' at 25*,13. There are numerous cases where the scribe has written over one or more letters: I,I3.18; 3,21; 6,11; 7,1; 8,8.19.23; 9,8; 14*,22; 26*,25; 28*,16; 30*,2.8.24.28; 33*,6; 34*,29; 36*,22 (probably erroneously!); 41*,15; 42*,5; 68*,3. (For details see the notes.)

In the case of the errors left undetected by the scribe it is, of course, possible that he was simply reproducing mistakes already present in his exemplar (unless he is also the translator of the Codex). Manifest misspellings occur at 9,7 (omission); 27,13 (substitution, perhaps a dialecticism); 32*,20 (omission). An extra superlinear stroke occurs at 8,20: ΝΜΑΣ. A complicated case of dittography occurs at 30*,12-13: {驷ζυντακκελη Λυω}驷ζυντακκε, but the latter should probably be emended to <ce>驷ζυντακκε (3 pl. instead of 3 sg. masc. subject). Superfluous material has been editorially deleted also at 8,20; 28*,23; and 30*,12. Material deemed to have been erroneously omitted has been editorially supplied at 4,28; 5.1.19.23; 6.3.9 (perhaps a dialecticism); 7,17; 8,2; 9,21; 10,4; 25*,14; 27*,13; 30*,3.8; 31*,9; 32*,12; 33*,19; 34*,23; 40*,14; 41*,6; 64*,3; and 67*,17. Apparent errors of substitution requiring emendation occur at 5,22.23; 25*,23; 29*,12; 34*,2.3; and perhaps 8,20.22. (For details see the notes.)

It has been assumed that Codex X was written by the same hand as that of the greater portion of Codex I. Thus Doresse assigns Codex X (XII in his numbering system) and the first hand of I (XIII in his numbering system) to “writing 8” (Secret books, pp. 141-145). Krause, too, states that the first scribe of codex I also wrote Codex X (“Der koptische Handschriftenfund,” p. III, qualifying the statement with the adverb “wohl”; cf. Gnostische und hermetische Schriften, p. 9, qualified by “vielleicht”). This judgment is unquestionably wrong, and has been abandoned in
more recent discussions (cf. e.g. Robinson, "Codicology," pp. 17-18; cf. also Emmel, "Final Report," p. 27).

The similarities between the first hand of Codex I and that of Codex X are superficial. Study of the two hands turns up a number of important differences in the execution of certain letters. E.g. \( \alpha \) in Codex X is more square in shape, and is squared off at the top; in I \( \alpha \) is more angular, and not squared off at the top. \( \Delta \) in X is more upright; in I it is slanted more to the left. \( \epsilon \) in X is executed regularly with three distinct movements, the top portion formed with a separate stroke; \( \epsilon \) in I is usually written as a standard uncial. \( \kappa \) in X has both of its top members even on the upper line; in I it has its diagonal stroke regularly lower. \( \varsigma \) in X has its top part rendered as a separate stroke; in I \( \varsigma \) is more rounded. \( \tau \) in X frequently has extra ink at either or both ends of the horizontal member; in I this is not the case. \( \gamma \) in both codices is basically the same shape, majuscule; but in I it is frequently extraordinarily large. The body of \( \phi \) in X is diamond-shaped and broad; in I it is more round and not as wide. \( \phi \) in both codices extends above the line, but in I the the top part is slanted more steeply upward. The superlinear stroke in I is not as uniform as in X, and is not written as far above the line as in X. The scribe of I uses the "apostrophe" and the circumflex stroke; both features are absent from X. Line fillers and slash marks to separate passages are employed in I (e.g. both occur at 13,25), not in X. I has elaborate decoration between tractates 2 and 3 and between 3 and 4, quite unlike the modest decoration occurring at the end of Codex X. In general, the hand of Codex X is more regularly bilinear than that of I. The letters are more uniform, written more deliberately, and with broader and heavier strokes.

In summary, it must be concluded that the hand of Codex X cannot be identified with that of any other codex in the Nag Hammadi Library. It is quite similar (except in superlineation) to the hand of the "Gnostic Treatise" (on parchment) from Deir el-Bala'izah in Upper Egypt (Text no. 52 in Kahle, Bala'izah, vol. I, pp. 473-477, see plate I,1). This hand is referred to as "square uncial of the fourth century" by P. Kahle (Bala'izah, vol. I, p. 473).

On paleographical grounds a fourth-century date can be posited for Codex X. (A fourth-century date has consistently been maintained from the beginning; see Doresse, Secret Books, p. 141; and Krause, Gnostiche und hermetische Schriften, p. 9.) There is nothing in the codicological evidence, discussed above, that would count against a fourth-century date.
3. Language

The single tractate in Codex X, Marsanes, is a Coptic translation of a Greek original. (There is no reason to doubt the general scholarly consensus that all of the Nag Hammadi tractates have been translated from Greek into Coptic; cf. e.g. MacRae, “Nag Hammadi,” in IDBSup, p. 613). The dialect of Codex X is Subachmimic (A²), a dialect found, with individual variations, in two other of the Nag Hammadi Codices. (The other A² tractates in the Nag Hammadi Library are Pr. Paul I,1; Ap. Jas. I,2; Gos. Truth I,3; Treat. Res. I,4; Tri. Trac. I,5; Interp. Know. XI,1; and Val. Exp. XI,2). A glance at the Index of Coptic Words will enable the reader to perceive the basic differences in vocalization between A² words and S words, for all entries are listed under the S forms found in Crum's Coptic Dictionary. In general terms, the language of Codex X resembles especially that of Gos. Truth (I,3) and the other texts in the Jung Codex except I,5, which has a sub-dialect all its own.

The A² dialect never achieved standardization, and therefore shows many variations. It is possible to group the various sub-dialects of A², according to vocalization patterns as found in the various texts and groups of texts written in A². R. Kasser has prepared a preliminary unpublished analysis of the various A² subgroups represented by the Nag Hammadi A² documents, the A² Acts of Paul, the A² Gospel of John, and the Manichaean texts (Psalms, Kephalaia, and Homilies), and presents in this study a thorough comparative analysis of the A² vocabulary of the tractates in Codices X and XI. This study will be published in C. Hedrick, ed., Nag Hammadi Codices XI, XII, and XIII.

In what follows I shall not attempt to present a complete grammar of Codex X. Rather I shall survey those features shown in the language of Codex X which show divergences from what might be expected of a A² document, and call attention to other special problems in the language of Codex X deserving of mention.

As has already been indicated, the A² dialect varies greatly from text to text; so what appears to be a non-A² intrusion in a particular text may turn out, with further evidence available, to be well within the bounds of the dialect. Nevertheless, on the basis of our present evidence, there are some interesting divergences in the phonology of Codex X from what would be expected in a A² text. There is one case of what appears to be a Fayumic (F) vocalization: nei for A² nāe (67*,20). The other divergences from A²
are Sahidicisms: ἡμάτε (56*,17 for ε), ἡμαγ (17*,15 for ε), κόν (7,11 ο for λ), κιοοορ (33*,4 loss of final ε), τττν (6,11; Α is τττνε or ττττν, which occurs at 5,8). The last two cases are examples of a general tendency observable in the vocalizations in Codex X, viz. dropping of final ε: e.g. ἐἀεεγ (10,18) and ντωτν (10,20), both of which can also be taken as Sahidicisms, though they are attested in other Α texts (according to Nagel, Untersuchungen, pp. 123, 87). Another case of the loss of final ε is a hitherto unattested form: ἀι εγ (41*,16 for Α Αι εγ, Σ Αι Αι). Other apparent Sahidicisms are κηθ (65*,19 Α usually καιαθ) and τουτων (5,12; 32*,14; the usual Α form τουταθ probably occurs at 28,25).

The Sahidicisms in Codex X go beyond merely the occurrence of a few Σ vocalizations. E.g. at 1,13, the Sahidic Ν is found prefixed to a negated verb (cf. Σ Ν ... ΑΝ): ενεμακι εν (cf. Gos. Truth I 26,20; 37,32). At 9,21 the Σ form ΑΝ- is used for the First Perfect Α plural instead of the usual ΑΖΝ- (otherwise regular in our text). At 14*,16 the Σ form of the Definite Article (used with certain nouns expressing time) occurs: Ν εΑΙ ι ω Ν instead of ΝΑΙ ι ω Ν. The loss of Π before the Greek verb at 30*,7 (cf. 10,25; 66*,3) may be a Sahidicism, or simply a mistake. It is also possible that the use of the Active form of the Greek verb υποτάσσεται (e.g. 39*,22 γυποτάκε) should be regarded as a Sahidicism. (The Greek verbal ending -εται, for Middle and Passive voice, is not normally used in Sahidic; see Böhlig, “Griechische Deponentien.”) It therefore appears that the language of Codex X has undergone considerable Sahidic influence.

There are other peculiarities in the language of Codex X that cannot be traced to dialectical interference. ζωτε is used for ζωτ at 27*,21 (cf. Gos. Truth I 38,2). The word ζιν at 40*,18 is either a new word, or a hitherto unattested variant of ζιν (it is translated as the latter).

Some noteworthy features of the orthography of Codex X include the following: dissimilation of μπ, resulting in ΜΠ (4,22-23 [bis]; 6,25); use of Ψ for πε (ΔΨ 42*,17; 63*,18; 2ΑΨ 10,13; 17*,16); possible syncopation at 27*,20 (or else a mistake: πόγ<ογ> ογαε); double Ν before the Indefinite Article (27*,18; 28*,12; 30*,15-16; 33*,20 40*,1); possible elision of τ before Α at 32*,12 (or else a mistake: <Τ> ΔΑΥΑ; cf. ταυα 32*,16); doubling of consonants, such as 2ΑΤΤΣΤ (7,1 hitherto unattested) and ωιανττε (7,17.27 also unattested).
Probably the most noticeable feature in the orthography of Codex X is its remarkable internal inconsistency. Full evidence is found in the Index of Coptic Words, but some noteworthy examples are δαξβ† (19*,21, etc.) and δαξφ† (26*,23); ψββιαιαιειν† (6,29; 28*,23) and ψββιαιαιειν† (25*,23; 30*,12, a mistake?); and the feminine form of the word for “three”: ψαμντε (7,17. 27); ψαμντε (4,16; 7,23); ψαμτε (6,19 etc.).

Orthography of Greek words is such as one might expect in a Coptic text, or, for that matter, in a Roman or Byzantine Greek text. Thus ἐ for έ is frequent, though not consistent (see Index of Greek Words). Aspiration is added to ἀδρατς (αδρατος, frequent in Coptic texts of all dialects). In contrast to the other A texts in the Nag Hammadi Library (except I,5) ὀ is not nasalized as Ναι. The Greek word οἶνος is rendered without aspiration in all cases, οιον (20*,17; 30*,22; 34*,19). The aspiration in ινα is rendered with ω: ωινα (8,22; 41*,15; this is regular in A texts).

Attention has already been drawn to the orthographic inconsistencies in the Codex, and other peculiarities of the language which serve to add to the difficulty of reading the text. But the greatest difficulties in the language of Codex X have to do with morphology and syntax.

An especially difficult problem in the morphology of Codex X is presented in the hitherto unattested form ατογ. The instances are: τωρπι Νατογχασ “the first Unbegotten” (4,19); Νατογ χπαγ “the unbegotten ones” (6,24); and Νατογχπαq, “the One unbegotten . . .” (7,18). The translations demanded by the contexts in these passages presuppose that the anomalous form ατογ- is a variant of, or somehow related to, the privative adjective ατ. Normal uses of the privative στ, also with the word χπο, occur as well: Νετοει Νατχπαγ, “those who are unbegotten” (5,3-4); cf. πετε Νπογχπαq “the Unbegotten One” (6,3). What, then, is ατογ-?

Early in the study of Codex X I came to the view that this anomalous form may be an archaizing “negative Relative” construction, taking the cue from the observation made orally to me by A. Böhlig that the privative στ is itself derived from the Middle-Egyptian negative Relative ‘ιωτς (cf. W. Westendorf, Koptisches Handwörterbuch, p. 13; cf. A. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, p. 152). Could it be that ατογ- should be regarded as a newly-discovered negative Relative with suffix -ογ, on the analogy of ετογ-? Νατογχπαq
would thus mean, literally: "the one which not they beget him."
In normal Coptic one could render the positive form as \( \text{πετογκπο} \ \text{ηνακ} \). A normal negative construction yielding the meaning of "unbegotten" (\( \text{αγέννητος} \)) would be \( \text{πέτε ηπογκπακ} \) (Perfect), a form which also occurs in the text (6,3). It is possible that the addition of an impersonal plural ending -\( \text{ογ} \) to \( \text{ατ} \)- was felt to carry more adequately the passive meaning of "unbegotten." (\( \text{ατκπο} \), on the other hand, would mean "not begetting.")

But from what is known of Coptic grammar (and not everything is known!), the suffix -\( \text{ογ} \) cannot be attached to \( \text{ατ} \). Thus Wolf-Peter Funk, in consultation with Peter Nagel, has proposed that we should understand \( \text{ατογ} - \text{κατακλω} \) as an Achmimicism, involving the Causative Infinitive form \( \text{τρογ-} \), \( \text{ατογ-} \) plus \( \text{ατ} \)-, with the loss of a \( \text{τ} \): \( \text{ατογκπακ} < \text{ατ-τογ-κακ} \) (see Funk's recently published paper, "'Blind' oder 'Unsichtbar': Zur Bedeutungsstruktur der verbaler negativer Adjective im Koptischen," in \( \text{Menschenbild in Gnosis und Manichaismus} \) [Halle-Wittenberg, 1979], pp. 62-63). This solution, at least, works within the theoretical limits of Coptic grammar as currently understood. But I have not found any examples of such a form as \( \text{αττρογ-} \), nor is there any particular reason to look for an "Achmimicism" in Codex X. Thus Funk's solution must remain tentative at best. (I have been informed, through my student Diana Fulbright, that H.-J. Polotsky has no other solution to offer, but feels the difficulty of Funk's solution. B. Layton is also dubious of Funk's explanation, and suggests that we may have an entirely new form to deal with in \( \text{ατογ-} \).)

Another difficult form is found at 55*,17: \( \text{εταγκκελεκωει} \), translated "(after) I was silent." It looks like a hybrid combination of First Perfect \( \text{ακω} \) with BA II Perfect \( \text{ετακω}, \) possibly with a Past Temporal (\( \text{Temporalis} \)) meaning, as in Bohairic (see note to 55*,17). In any case, this form, whatever it is, looks very strange to me.

Another possible morphological difficulty is present at 5,8: \( \text{νταντν} \). It is translated "the likenesses," but the preposition \( \text{α} \) following may indicate that the form should have been \( \text{εγνταντν} \), "they resemble." The text seems to be corrupt at that point.

Syntactic problems, even to the extent of apparent violations of grammatical rules, are also found in the language of Codex X, contributing to the overall impression received in reading the text that it has suffered considerable corruption in transmission. At 2,25 it appears that \( \text{αυω} \) is made to function as \( \text{μν} \). At 7,22 either
something is lost from the text or ἢδι (which is ordinarily used to introduce a post-verbal subject) is being pressed into service as an equivalent of έτε πεει πε. A similar problem may occur at 8,11 (see note). At 7,6 it appears that κεογεε πε is used in the sense of ογν κεογεε, “there is another . . .”.

It was stated at the beginning that Codex X, like all the tractates of the Nag Hammadi Library, was translated from Greek. The difficulties found in the text overall may partially be attributable to a translator’s misunderstanding of a difficult Greek text. (The most obvious case of such a phenomenon in the Nag Hammadi Library is the Coptic version of the short passage from Plato, VI,5: Plato Rep., rendering in a hopelessly fractured translation Republic 588B-589B). Our translator may also have had a deficient knowledge of Coptic grammar!

There are some passages in the text of Codex X which are obvious cases of “translation Coptic,” or in which the Greek text is rendered without adequate translation, and others which can only be understood with recourse to a hypothetical Greek original. For example, the section of Marsanes beginning on p. 25*, dealing with speculation on the significance of the Greek alphabet, is full of Coptic locutions attempting to render technical terms of Greek grammar (see notes for details). Similarly, at 30*,16-18 there is a section of text which renders technical terms from Greek musicology (technical terms whose Coptic translation obfuscate rather than clarify their meanings; see notes). Isolated cases of Coptic locutions obviously rendering Greek terms are: κεε λποιγε = κατατιθέναι (2.13-14); βαλσμητ = ἀπλοῦς (5,7); πεε ἄπογχαμα = ἀγήνητος (6,3; cf. also πατογχαμα discussed above); 2ά2 νοματ = πολύμορφος (25*,6). The Greek terms αἰσθητός κόσμος and νοητός κόσμος are assumed bodily into the text without the use of the connector η (5,18-19,24-25; 34*,20; 41*,2-3; 5,22; 41*,5-6; cf. 4,6-7). There is one possible case of άγω rendering a Greek adversative καί (2,24). And a frozen genitive plural is found at 22*,26. Other evidences of “translation Coptic” are noticeable throughout the text.

In sum, the language of Codex X is quite complicated in a variety of ways, and it must finally be admitted that others will very likely come to a much better understanding of it than I have been able to thus far.
INTRODUCTION TO X, I: MARSANES


According to the most plausible reconstruction of Codex X, this fragmentary codex contains a single tractate whose title, Marsanes, occurs on the last page at the end of the tractate. The surviving material from Codex X has been assigned a minimum pagination of 68* inscribed pages, comprising pages from the first part of the codex, the middle part, and the last part. (On the use of the asterisk [*] to indicate uncertainty of pagination see the codex introduction.) From this minimum number of pages, 14 are lost (pp. 11-12, 23*-24*, 47*-54*, and 59*-60*), and many of the remaining pages consist only of small fragments. Moreover it is likely, on the basis of codicological analysis and comparison with other codices, that Codex X originally contained at least 72 inscribed pages (see codex introduction for discussion). This would mean that the tractate Marsanes originally comprised at least 2072 lines (the average number of lines per page is 29), and may in fact have been considerably longer. In this respect, as in others, Marsanes shows features in common with Zostrianos (VIII: I).

The number of lines completely preserved from Codex X is a scant 117. 1004 additional lines are partially preserved (including lines with as little as a trace of a single letter). Of these, 447 have been completely restored by scholarly conjecture. Given a conservative estimate of 2072 lines originally, the total number of complete lines remaining, whether extant or restored, is 564, some 27%, or less, of the total content of the tractate. Taking into account the partial lines left, one can estimate that at least 59%, and probably much more, of the tractate is totally lost. From this it is evident that only a very imperfect picture of the contents and meaning of Marsanes is possible to attain. Therefore this introduction must be regarded as, at best, a tentative and imprecise statement.

The best-preserved pages occur at the beginning (I-10) and the
middle (25*-42*) of the codex. One can therefore get a better picture of the contents of these sections than of the other parts of the tractate. Since so many pages are missing from the last half of the codex one must also entertain the possibility that there may have been more than one tractate in Codex X. (The Berliner Arbeitskreis arrived at an estimate of 3 tractates, "Die Bedeutung der Texte von Nag Hammadi," pp. 72-73; for additional discussion see the codex introduction). However, the material preserved in the first part of the codex is entirely consistent with what we might expect to be associated with the gnostic prophet Marsanes, whose name comprises the title partially preserved at the end of the codex (see below). Furthermore, one can find considerable stylistic consistency in all extant portions of the codex, as well as consistency of vocabulary, suggesting that the codex did, in fact, contain but a single tractate.

The title is partially preserved on one of the fragments of p. 68*. Seven letters are preserved in whole or part, set off by sub- and superlinear strokes. Another fragment preserves the margin, with paragraphus cum corone serving as additional decoration. The final four letters of the title are quite clear: ANHC. The tail of a p is also clear, and traces of two other letters are preserved: P.ANHC. The title is obviously a proper name, as can be seen from the ending, "-anes." The two faint letter traces can be restored as A and C. There is room for an additional letter in the lacuna, or at most two: APÇANHC. The one proper name known from extant sources that fits is "Marsanes." Thus the title has been restored accordingly: [MAPÇANHC.

Who is Marsanes? In the untitled tractate of the Bruce Codex, there is an extended discussion of the heavenly entourage of the highest God and the triple-powered Monogenes, in which an interesting parenthetical comment occurs (see Cod. Bruc. Untitled, ch. 7). It is stated that it is impossible to speak of divine things with a "tongue of flesh," but there are certain great ones (GENNO6) who excel in their ability to speak the word of revelation, and who thus make it possible for others to learn about him (i.e., the triple-powered Monogenes). The following passage is part of this parenthetical comment:

"The powers (δόναμις) of all the great aeons (αἰῶν) worshipped the power (δόναμις) which is in Marsanes (MAPÇANHC). They said 'Who is this who has seen these things in his very presence, that
on his account he (i.e. Monogenes) appeared in this way!' Nicotheus (ΝΙΚΟΘΕΟΣ) (also) spoke of him (i.e. Monogenes) and saw him, that he is that One. He said, 'The Father who surpasses every perfect being (τέλειος) is, and has revealed the invisible (διάφορος) perfect (τέλειος) Triple-Power (τριδύναμος).’ Each of the perfect (τέλειος) men saw him and spoke of him, giving him glory, each according to (κατά) his own manner.” (My translation.)

Marsanes and Nicotheus, therefore, are referred to as “great ones” and “perfect men” who have seen heavenly verities and have revealed them to men. Nicotheus, in fact, is quoted, indicating that the author of the tractate in the Bruce Codex was dependent upon a document attributed to Nicotheus, an “apocalypse of Nicotheus” (cf. Schmidt, *Gnostische Schriften*, pp. 601-602). Marsanes must also have been one of that author’s sources. Is it too much to suggest that he had read our tractate? As we shall see, the subject matter of Marsanes is closely related to that of the untitled tractate of the Bruce Codex.

Moreover, Epiphanius, in his account of the “Archontics,” mentions among the prophets honored by those Gnostics “a certain Martiades and Marsianos, who had been snatched up into the heavens and had come down after three days” (μαρτάδην τινα καὶ μαρσιανόν, ἄρπαγέντας εἰς τοὺς οὐρανοὺς καὶ διὰ ἡμερῶν τριῶν καταβηθήκοτας, *Haer.* 40.7.6). It is virtually certain that “Marsanes” and “Marsianos” are one and the same (so Schmidt, *Gnostische Schriften*, p. 602; cf. Baynes, *Coptic Gnostic Treatise*, p. 85, n. 5; Puech, “Plotin et les gnostiques,” p. 90; Elsaas, *Neuplatonische und gnostische Weltablehnmung*, p. 36).

Thus, in gnostic tradition, Marsanes (Marsianos) is a gnostic prophet who is credited with a heavenly journey (Epiphanius) and with visions of great and wonderful things, thus receiving the homage of heavenly beings (Cod. Bruc. *Untitled*). Such information accords perfectly well with the experience claimed by the putative author of our tractate, who refers to himself and his visionary experiences in the first person in various places in the document (see e.g. 6,18; 7,1; 14*,15-18; 16*,3; 18*,16; 55*,17; 64*,2; 66*,17; etc.). Either he is himself named “Marsanes” and is writing in his own name, or the author of our tractate is writing in the name of a well-known prophet, purporting to report his revelations and visionary experiences. The product is an apocalypse which, in turn, is used by other Gnostics including, possibly, the author of the untitled tractate in the Bruce Codex.
It should be remarked that Jean Doresse, in an early article ("Trois livres gnostiques," p. 138) mentions a "canon" of writings belonging to the "Gnostics" (or "Sethians," "Archontics") known to Epiphanius in the fourth century on the basis of his personal investigations (Doresse cites Epiph. Haer. 26.2,8,12,13; 39.5; 40.2,7). This "canon" included seven books attributed to Seth, seven others called Allogenes, the Books of Ialdabaoth, a Great Symphony and a Small Symphony, an Ascension of Isaiah, an Apocalypse of Adam, the Gospel of Eve, an Apocalypse of Abraham, a book attributed to Moses, a book on the Generation of Mary, a Gospel of Philip, the Interrogations of Mary, a Gospel of Perfection, and, finally, the works of the prophets Marsianes (sic) and Martiades.

At the end of his article—presumably written before he knew of any other codices in the Nag Hammadi library besides I and III (cf. Secret Books, pp. 116-119)—Doresse remarks on the importance of the manuscript (i.e., Codex III) containing Ap. John, Gos. Eg., Eugnostos, and Soph. Jes. Chr. (he does not discuss the fifth tractate, Dial. Sav.). He then makes the following "prophetic" remark:

"Bien des espoirs sont actuellement permis, et l'on ne serait peut-être étonnés qu'un instant si quelque nouveau hasard ramenait au jour, hors d'une jarre ensevelie depuis quinze siècles, d'autres volumes cachés par les gnostiques d'Égypte, qu'il s'agisse d'une Apocalypse d'Adam, ou d'un traité du prophète Marsianes, ou — qui sait —, d'écrits plus hermétiques encore" (ibid., p. 160).

Doresse mentions Marsanes (sometimes spelling the name "Marsianes") again in Secret Books (cf. pp. 46, 82, 86, 109, 114) and remarks that the revelations of Marsanes and Martiades are still lacking, but one might hope that they may some day be found (pp. 159, 252). (He does not repeat, and is probably tacitly withdrawing, the suggestion that he made in his article in the Crum Festschrift: that Marsanes and Martiades are alternative names for Zostrianos and Zoroaster; see "Les apocalypses," p. 262.) It is now clear that Doresse had good grounds for hope! Though he did not realize it, the tractate he refers to in his book as tractate no. 44 (Secret Books, p. 197) is that hoped-for revelation of Marsanes.

The name "Marsanes" is probably of Syrian origin, as Schmidt had suggested many years ago (see Schmidt, Gnostische Schriften, p. 602). The alternate from "Marsianos" should be construed as a variant Graecization of the original Syriac name. Schmidt did not attempt to provide an etymology of the name, but it might be
suggested that the first part of it (mar) is the Aramaic/Syriac word for "master."

Another suggestion has recently been offered by C. Elsas, who locates the name "Marsanes" in the Elchasaite tradition. Elsas calls attention to the name of one of Elchasia's sisters, "Marthana" (µαρθάνα, cf. Epiph. Haer. 19.2.12; 53.1.5), and derives the three names, "Marthana," "Marsanes," and "Marsianos," from the same Aramaic phrase: mar'dha (a)na (= "I am rebellious"). These names, according to Elsas, reflect the revolutionary zeal of the Elchasaite sect (see Elsas, Neuplatonische und gnostische Weltreligion, pp. 36-37). I do not find this suggestion convincing, though Elsas is correct in locating the origin of the name in a Syrian milieu.

In that connection it should be remembered that Epiphanius located the "Archontic" Gnostics in Palestine, and it is among these Gnostics that he found the tradition pertaining to the prophet Marsianos (= Marsanes; see Haer. 40.1.1; 40.7.6). (On the Sethian-Archontic provenience of Marsanes see discussion below.) The name "Marsanes" may, of course, be a fictitious or assumed name, on the order of "Barcabbas" and other such names of gnostic prophets (so Schmidt, Gnostische Schriften, p. 602). (Cf. also the name of the Chaldaean magus, "Mithrobarzanes" [µηθροβαρζάνης] in Luc. Nee. 6. There is no connection between Marsanes and the "Markianos" [µαρκιανός] mentioned in Eus. Hist. Eccl. VI.12 contra Elsas, p. 36, n. 116, following Doresse, "Les apocalypses," p. 256.)

As has already been indicated, Marsanes is an example of the genre, "apocalypse." However, it is not an apocalypse of the Jewish or Christian type, in which the history of the end-times is of primary concern (but see e.g. 10.18). Yet it does share with the Jewish and Christian apocalypses an emphasis on the revelation of "mysteries" or "secrets" "hidden" to all except an elite group. And, like the Jewish and Christian apocalypses, it contains an account of visions and a heavenly journey. (On these features of the Jewish and Christian apocalypses see P. Vielhauer's comments on "apocalyptic" in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, New Testament Apocrypha, vol. 2, pp. 582-600). Porphyry (Vit. Plot. 16) refers to certain "heretics who had abandoned the ancient (i.e., Platonic) philosophy (αἰσχυνων δὲ ἐν τῆς παλαιᾶς φιλοσοφίας ἀνηγμένοι)," and who produced "apocalypses" (ἀποκαλύψεις) of Zoroaster, Zostrianus, Nicotheus, Allogenes, Messus, "and others of this sort" (καὶ ἄλλων τοιούτων). H.-C. Puech, discussing this statement, refers to the kind of "apocalypses"
that Porphyry mentions as "un écrit d'un genre bien déterminé," and defines the genre as a revelation disclosed to a visionary, or a small group of privileged adepts, of sublime mysteries which are to be transmitted only to initiates ("Plotin et les Gnostiques," p. 87). This description fits our document perfectly. And, as we shall see, there is good reason to believe that Marsanes should be included in Porphyry's reference to "others of this sort," whom the "heretics" credited with "apocalypses."

Marsanes contains, in addition to the usual "revelation" and "vision" language, passages of a paraenetical character. Such paraenesis is, in fact, typical of the genre, "apocalypse." (See Vielhauer's remarks in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, New Testament Apocrypha, vol. 2, p. 587). In the paraenetical sections the plural "you" and "we" are used, indicating that the document was written for a specific group or sect. This group is already in possession of gnosis. Thus there is no need for the author of our document to recount in full detail the gnostic myth; it is sufficient only to allude to the salvation of Sophia, for example (4,2)), or to the masculinization of the Virgin Barbelo (9,1-2), without going into detail. Indeed, in the section dealing with the thirteen "seals" (2,14-4,23) the author repeatedly states that his readers have already been informed on these matters. Thus, what our document provides that is new to the intended audience is an account of additional revelatory experiences, and additional information on matters of concern to the author and his group.

The paraenesis is sometimes included as part of the revelational material proper, as e.g. in the section on the thirteen "seals," wherein the author exhorts his community to keep themselves from the "passion" that is part of bodily existence in the "sense-perceptible world" (ἀλθοθητος κόσμου; see 2,19-26). Sometimes the paraenesis is inserted as blocks which interrupt the flow of the discourse, as e.g. in the short injunction to "bear fruit" and to become detached from the things of this world, at 26*,12-17, or the long injunction against sin at 39*,18-41*,7.

The content of Marsanes can be described in general terms as an account of visionary experiences involving a revelation of the levels of being and their natures, of the descent and ascent of a savior (though the term "savior" does not occur), and of the possibility of ascent for those who achieve gnosis. More specificity can be attained in the case of the first part of the tractate (pp. 1-10), and of its
middle section (pp. 25*-42*). From the remaining fragments of the first and last pages one gets the impression that the document is introduced and concluded with an encouraging statement on the rewards of gnosis.

After an exordium on the benefits of knowing the Father (1,1-2,?), there is an interesting (though very fragmentary) passage dealing with thirteen "seals," in which each seal corresponds to a different level or aspect of being, from the lowest to the highest (2,12-4,23). Thus the first three seals deal with the "worldly" (κόσμιος) and "material" (ὕλικός) levels, characterized by corporeal existence. The fourth and fifth, apparently, relate in some way to "conversion" (μετάνοια, 3,15), the sixth to "partial" "self-begotten" (αὐτογενής) and "incorporeal" (ἀσώματος) entities, the seventh to the "self-begotten" (αὐτογενής) power, the eighth to the first-appearing "mind" (νοῦς) and the "intelligible world" (κόσμος νοητός), the ninth to a power whose description is lost in a lacuna, the tenth to the virgin Barbelo, the eleventh and twelfth to the "Invisible One who possesses three powers" and the "Spirit" who is without "being" (οὐσία). Finally, the thirteenth seal relates to the unknown "Silent One," doubtless a reference to the supreme God. These seals are mentioned in such a way as to suggest that the basic mythological referents are known to the readers, by previous revelation. The mythological allusions are intelligible by comparison with other Sethian-gnostic documents, esp. Ap. John, Gos. Eg., Zost., and Allogenes (on the "Sethian" character of Marsanes see below).

The following passage (4,24-5,26) begins with an identification-formula, "I am he who has [understood] that which truly exists . . . .," and is probably to be taken as a statement of the gnostic prophet Marsanes himself. Marsanes refers to the knowledge he has gained by means of a meditational ascent (see esp. 5,17-22), knowledge of the "intelligible world" in all of its aspects. Remarkably, this knowledge also includes the insight that "in every respect the sense-perceptible world is [worthy] of being saved entirely" (5,24-26); from this statement we can see that the radical dualism characteristic of Gnosticism is being attenuated in a monistic direction (see below).

Next, the descent and ascent of a savior figure, "the Self-begotten One" (αὐτογενής), is referred to; he is said to have "saved a multitude" (6,15-16). The saving activity of the Self-begotten One is paradigmatic of the saving work of Marsanes himself, for Marsanes also functions as a kind of "savior" (see below).
In a series of questions Marsanes presses his enquiry, which itself seems to function as an intellectual ascent, to the "kingdom of the Three-Powered One" (6,18-19) and beyond, to the realm of the supreme Silent One (7,8) who manifests himself in a divine being referred to as the "Three-Powered One," whom Marsanes and his community bless and praise, together with the denizens of the heavenly world (8,1-12; see notes to the text).

Further search leads Marsanes to the male virgin Barbelo, whose "division" (i.e. feminization) from her primal masculine state is reversed by her masculinization, "becoming male," and her "withdrawal" from duality (8,13-9,28). This is treated as a paradigm for the salvific and contemplative experience of gnostic humanity: "We all have withdrawn to ourselves. We have [become] silent, [and] when we come to know [him, that is,] the Three-Powered, [we] bowed down ... (and) blessed him ...” (9,21-27).

The ascent of a savior figure, designated here the "invisible Spirit" (9,28: 10,19), is then treated, and it is clear that his ascent is paradigmatic of the ascent of those who attain knowledge (9,28-10,29+). In this passage the gnostic prophet Marsanes addresses those "[who dwell in these] places," i.e. in this lower world, and invites them to stake their claim to the heavenly world and the "great crown" which is their reward: "It is necessary [for you to know] those that are higher than these, and tell them to the powers. For you will become [elect] with the elect ones [in the last] times ... Run with him (i.e. the "Invisible Spirit") [up above], since you have [the] great crown ...” (10,13-23).

Unfortunately the subsequent material is broken with lacunae, and the extant pages following are so fragmentary that little can be determined regarding their content. At least two pages (11-12) are totally lost. On p. 13* the discussion focuses upon the supreme God, "the One who is, who is silent, the One who is from the beginning, [who] does [not] have being (οὐκ)" (13*,17-19). P. 14* apparently relates some ecstatic experiences of Marsanes: "I [was dwelling] among the aeons ... I have come to be among those that were not [begotten]...” (14*,15-18). On p. 18* Marsanes seems to claim that he has seen and known the Father (18*,16-17).

The middle section of the tractate contains a very interesting discussion involving the letters of the alphabet and their combinations. The letters and letter-combinations are related, on the one hand, to the various "shapes" (σχήμα) of the soul, and on the other,
to the task of "calling upon" or "naming" the "gods and the angels."

It is not possible to state where this discussion begins in the tractate, or what kind of transition is made from the earlier section to this one. One can surmise that this section contains information that is deemed important for the "ascent" of the gnostic adepts. The occurrence of the verb δομαξεων and the noun δομασια at 19*,18-19 may indicate that this discussion has already begun on that page. On pp. 21* and 22* there occur such terms as ζφδιον ("signs of the Zodiac"), ψυχή ("soul[s]"), σχημα ("shape"), terms characteristic of the discussion found in the better-preserved pages from p. 25* on. (Pp. 23*-24* are altogether missing.)

On p. 25* we find certain "powers" or "angels" described as theriomorphic and polymorphous, and it is clear that the "signs of the Zodiac" are here being discussed (25*,1-8). Various kinds of "sound" (cMH, "voice") are associated with their "names" (8-14). This passage reflects a considerable knowledge of Graeco-Roman astrological speculation, according to which the signs of the Zodiac are classified variously as "human" shaped or "animal" shaped, and assimilated to the consonants of the alphabet, classified as "voiced," "semi-voiced," and "voiceless" (see Bouché-Leclercq, L' astrologie grecque, pp. 149-150; Dornseif, Das Alphabet. pp. 83-89; and notes to the text). Such speculations are known to have been utilized by the gnostic "magician" Marcus, a Valentinian of Asiatic, or possibly Syrian, origin (Iren. Haer. 13-21; on Marcus see esp. Leisegang, Die Gnosis, pp. 326-349, and Dornseiff, Das Alphabet, pp. 126-133).

The discussion then moves to the various "shapes" (σχημα) of the soul, "spherical" (σφαιρων) shapes associated with various combinations of the seven vowels (25*,1-26*,12), all of which is to be understood as reflecting current speculations on the Psychogonia in Plato's Timaeus (35A-36D; see notes for details). A paraenesis then follows (26*,12-17), in which Marsanes' audience is exhorted to exercise self-control, "receive [the] imperishable seed," and "bear fruit."

One of the interesting features of this tractate is its quasi-learned discussion of those aspects of Greek grammar having to do with the letters of the alphabet and their combinations. These discussions show considerable familiarity with the technical work of the Greek grammatists, notably Dionysius Thrax (2nd cent. B.C.) and his
later commentators, and tell us something of the educational background of our gnostic author. (Cf. Böhlig, "Die griechische Schule," pp. 16-17; for details see the notes.) Of course, the technical knowledge reflected here is completely ancillary to the religious concerns of the author and his intended audience. Similar use is made of the Greek alphabet by the gnostic "magician" Marcus, mentioned above.

This technical discussion apparently begins at 26*,18 (though it is anticipated earlier in the tractate, e.g. at 22*,24-25 and 26*,6-7). Vowels, diphthongs, semi-vowels, and consonants are given preliminary classification, and various groups are regarded as "superior" to others. The value judgments presented here are not ad hoc, but reflect the speculations of the ancient grammarians (see notes for details). The letters of the alphabet, in their various combinations, are said to constitute the "nomenclature (βοημασία) of the [gods] and the angels" (27*,13-14).

This discussion is interrupted by another brief paraenesis (27*,21-23: "Do not keep on [sinning,] and do not dare to make use of sin"), after which it resumes, with additional instruction on the various "shapes" of the soul (cf. 25*,1-26*,12) related to various combinations of vowels (27*,23-30*,2). In this discussion all eleven of the Greek diphthongs are listed (28*,6-8; cf. notes), and the technical distinction between the five prefixed (προτακτικά) vowels and the two post-positive (υποτακτικά) vowels used in the formation of diphthongs is observed (28*,28-29*,1; cf. notes).

The various classifications of the consonants are treated next (30*,3-31*,11), followed by discussion of various combinations of vowels and consonants. Examples are given which are obviously taken from actual school exercises in antiquity (see esp. 31*,22-29; cf. notes). The purpose of the knowledge of these details concerning the alphabet is stated at 32*,3-5: "in order that you might [collect] them, and be separated from the angels." It is obvious that the various letters of the alphabet are here understood to have their counterparts in the angelic world; in order for the adept to ascend beyond the spheres of the angels he or she has to know their secrets. This knowledge may also include the ability to chant the various combinations of vowels and syllables during the ascent. Similar doctrines were held by other Gnostics in antiquity, especially the Marcionians (Iren. Haer. I.13-21; see above, and for details see the notes).
But our tractate would not be complete were it only to deal with the letters of the alphabet; it is also necessary to know the essentials of the numbers, a subject dear to ancient Pythagoreans and Platonists. So at 32*.5 there begins a discussion of arithmology, treating the various numbers from the monad and the dyad to the dodecad (33*.4+). In this section one can see the influence of Pythagorean tradition, and parallels to similar speculations found in Philo of Alexandria and in Macrobius are of special interest (see notes for details).

Unfortunately the material becomes more fragmentary at that point. At 33*.18-21 one can see traces of a discussion concerning the various punctuation marks used in Greek grammar. At 34*.19-23 there is reference to “the temple [which measures] seven hundred [cubits]” existing “within [the] sense-perceptible world.” The ancient Stoics regarded the entire visible universe as a temple, and this idea, documented especially in Philo of Alexandria and in Cicero’s account of the “Dream of Scipio,” is probably reflected here in our text (see notes for details).

An especially enigmatic section occurs at 35*.1-6, where “the [forms of the ] wax images” and “emerald likeness” are mentioned, in connection with the “generation of the names.” It is known that waxen images and emerald stones were among the devices used by ancient magicians, and it is possible that our text is referring here to the ritual use of these items by the gnostic community for which it was written. The “generation of the names” may also belong to a magico-ritual context. The “Chaldaean” theurgists used in their rituals a magical top, called the “Iynx,” by which they “bound” the spheres, each of which corresponded to one of the vowels of the alphabet (see Lewy, *Chaldaean Oracles*, pp. 249-252). It is not inconceivable that magical devices were used by our Gnostics in conjuring up the “names” of the gods and the angels. (See below for further discussion of the ritual references in *Marsanes*.)

At 36*.28-37*.2 the following sentence occurs: “If one knows him, he will [call] upon him.” Perhaps God the Father is meant here, or another divine being. In the following context, fragmentary as it is, letters of the alphabet and their various combinations are again mentioned, and their actual utterance (“they were pronounced openly”—39*.1-2), for the apparent purpose of “naming (δνομαζεων) the angels” (39*.5).

At this point in the text a lengthy paraenetical passage occurs
(39*,18-41*,16 ?), containing warnings against “cast(ing) aspersions [on] the mysteries” (39*,23-24) and the commission of sin. The readers are urged to “bear fruit” (39*,21-22; cf. 26*,15), and to “examine” (δοκιμάζειν) certain people to see who is “worthy” to receive revelation (40*, 21-22; cf. 40*,13-14). Warnings of judgment against sinners are also included here (40*,5-9; 40*22-24 ?), and promises of “reward” (40*,2-3) for the worthy.

The next section (41*,18-42*,30+), also very fragmentary, discusses the number of souls, disembodied and embodied, in relation to the number of angels. A pronouncement of blessedness is apparently given to one who is engaged in cosmic meditation, “gazing at the two (sun and moon) or . . . at the seven planets or at the twelve signs of the Zodiac, or at the thirty [-six] Decans” (42*,1-6). The meaning of this passage seems to be that meditation on the heavens leads to knowledge of God, a notion documented in late Platonic texts, but surprising for a gnostic document (see notes for details).

Pages 43*-46* are too fragmentary to make any sense of at all. “Divine Barbelo” is apparently named at 43*,21; revelation (44*,4) and salvation (44*,23) are referred to; and a “voice” and some “names” are mentioned (46*,20-21). There is a substantial loss of material at this point (at least eight pages, 47*-54*), and such material as is left in the codex thereafter is in exceedingly fragmentary condition. (Pp. 59*-60* are totally lost.) On p. 55* Marsanes is apparently recounting a visionary experience (cf. 57*,22; 63*,4-6; 63*,19-22; 64*,2-5), and there is reference to a baptism of some sort (55*,20; cf. 66*,1-5). Marsanes’ visionary experience includes reference to certain heavenly personages who “[spoke] like the angels” (63*,3-4). One of these is mentioned by name, Gamaliel (64*,19), an angelic figure known from other Sethian-gnostic sources (see below).

The tractate closes the way it begins, with encouragement to “those who will know [him]” (68*,17; cf. 68*,1), referring most likely to knowledge of God the Father (cf. 1,11-25).

There can be no doubt that Marsanes is to be classified as a “gnostic” document, in the full technical sense of that word. To be sure, we have already noted certain “monistic” tendencies in the tractate, indicating an attenuation of the radical dualism characteristic of Gnosticism. But this must be seen as part and parcel of the evolution and development of ancient Gnosticism as a whole. Marsanes,
indeed, is one of a number of Nag Hammadi tractates which fit into the developmental scheme first delineated by Hans Jonas, indicated in the subtitle of the second volume of his major opus, *Gnosis und spätantiker Geist*: "Von der Mythologie zur mystischen Philosophie" (more on this below; cf. Pearson, "The Tractate Marsanes," p. 384).

*Marsanes* has rightly been classified among those Coptic gnostic documents which reflect a “Sethian” gnostic system (see Schenke, “Gnostic Sethianism,” and cf. Pearson, “Jewish Elements in Gnosticism,” p. 152). The following tractates are included in this category: *Ap. John* (NHC II,1; III,1; IV,1; BG 2; cf. Iren. *Haer.* I.29); *Hyp. Arch.* (NHC II,4); *Gos. Eg.* (NHC III,2; IV,2); *Apoc. Adam* (NHC V,5); *Steles Seth* (NHC VII,5); *Zost.* (NHC VIII,1); *Melch.* (NHC IX,1); *Norea* (NHC IX,2); *Marsanes* (NHC X,1); *Allogenes* (NHC XI,3); *Trim. Prot.* (NHC XIII,1); and *Cod. Bruc. Untitled*. In broad terms the Sethian-gnostic “system” includes the following elements: the figure of Seth, son of Adam, who functions both as a heavenly being and as a savior, and whose spiritual descendants constitute the gnostic elect; a primordial divine triad of Father, Mother, and Son; four “luminaries” (φωςτηρες: Harmozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and Eleleth), and other angelic beings subordinate to them; and an apocalyptic schematization of history (see Schenke, “Das sethianische System”). The Sethian system also includes a Sophia (“Wisdom”) figure, but she occurs in numerous other gnostic systems as well.

Although, as has been noted, *Marsanes* does not go into detail regarding the essentials of the gnostic myth—prior knowledge of these matters is assumed—it is not difficult to find specific features in *Marsanes* which relate, in general, to the Sethian system and to which parallels in other Sethian texts can be found. To be sure, the underlying “system” is highly developed in this tractate, with considerable proliferation of the posited levels of being; but even this is a feature which *Marsanes* has in common with certain other Sethian texts, especially *Allogenes* and *Zostrianos*. Thus, whereas in *Ap. John* the original divine triad of Father, Mother, and Son can more easily be seen (FATHER = Monad = Invisible Spirit, etc.— II 2,25-4,26; MOTHER = Barbelo = Ennoia, etc.— II 4,26-6,10; SON = Monogenes = Mind = Autogenes = Christ, etc.— II 6,10-7,30), in *Marsanes*, as in *Allogenes* and *Zostrianos*, there are interposed several additional levels of divine being (and non-being!).
The "system" of Marsanes, whose closest parallel is that of Allogenoses, can best be determined from the first ten pages of the tractate, especially the passage dealing with the thirteen "seals" (2,12-4,23; see above, and notes to the text). The highest God, although he can be called "Father" (1,23), is essentially unknowable and transcendent, characterized best by "silence" (see 4,20-22; cf. esp. Allogenoses XI 60,28-61,22). Between him and Barbelo (the "Mother" in the original Sethian triad, there is interposed another divine entity, whose relation to the supreme God is expressed in the designation "Invisible Spirit" (4,15-17; cf. Ap. John II 2,33, where this is a designation for the supreme Father himself), and whose relation to lower levels of being is expressed in the phrase, "who possesses three powers" (4,15-16; cf. 6,19 and note), something that is said of Barbelo in Ap. John (see esp. BG 27,19-28,2). The counterpart in Allogenoses to the "Three-Powered One" is called "the Triple-Power" (πιστόθηκα, XI 45,13 et passim; cf. note to 6,19). Beneath Barbelo (4,11; 8,28; cf. 43*,21) in the chain of divine being is a figure whose name is lost in a lacuna (4,8; a figure called "Kalyptos" or "Hidden One" would fit in here, according to the scheme found both in Allogenoses and in Zostrianos; see e.g. Allogenoses XI 45,31 etc. and Zost. VIII 13,3; 18,10 etc.), "mind" (νοῦς, 4,3) and the "self-begotten" (αὐτογενής, 3,26) power, whose equivalent in Allogenoses has the same name, "Autogenes" (XI 45,11; cf. Ap. John II 7,11-30). In Marsanes this figure, "the Self-begotten One," assumes a saving role in a descent to the lower world (5,17-6,16), and his role may be understood as paradigmatic of Marsanes' own role as savior-prophet (cf. 8,18-20; 9,19-21). The tractate Marsanes seems here to have truncated the original Sethian system, wherein salvation is mediated through Seth (cf. Ap. John II 8,28-9,24 where it is by the "will of Autogenes" that the perfect Man Pigeradamas and his son Seth are emanated).

Thus one problem in identifying Marsanes as a "Sethian" document is posed: i.e. the lack of any reference, at least in the extant material, to the figure of Seth. This may be due to the loss of material in which the name "Seth" may be presumed to have occurred. Or, what is equally plausible, we should think in terms of the underlying system of the tractate, and the features it displays in common with other tractates identified as "Sethian." The tractate with which it has most in common, Allogenoses (XI,3), bears the name of an epithet of Seth, "Allogenoses" (for discussion see Pearson, "The
Figure of Seth,” p. 486); in that tractate the gnostic author assumes the saving-revealing role of Seth, as a kind of “incarnation” of Seth the Savior. “Zostrianos” assumes a similar role in the tractate that bears his name (see Pearson, “The Figure of Seth,” p. 497), and it is not out of the question that “Marsanes” is assuming the same role in our tractate, even though the extant material does not contain the name of Seth. In any case, as a prophet-revealer Marsanes is certainly to be regarded as a gnostic “savior” (see Schmithals, Apostle, pp. 114-197). It appears to be a constitutive feature of Sethian gnosticism that Seth the heavenly Savior can manifest himself in a variety of earthly figures, such as Jesus Christ, “Allogenes,” “Zostrianos,” or in this case, “Marsanes” (cf. Pearson, “The Figure of Seth,” pp. 496-500). Moreover it must not be forgotten that it was precisely in a Sethian (“Archontic” = Sethian) group that Marsanes was revered as a prophet (Epiph. Haer. 40.7.6; cf. discussion above).

An additional mythological detail which relates our tractate to other Sethian-gnostic documents is the occurrence in it of the angelic personage, Gamaliel (64*,19). Gamaliel is mentioned in the following tractates, in addition to Marsanes, all of which fall into the “Sethian” category: Apoc. Adam; Gos. Eg.; Melch., Trim. Prot., Zost., and Cod. Bruc. Untitled (cf. note to Melch. IX 5,18 and discussion in the introduction to IX,1). Gamaliel is one of several angels subordinate to the four luminaries (φωστήρες, mentioned above), and is related especially to Harmozel, the first luminary (Gos. Eg. III 52,21-22). He is one of the four “receivers” (παραλαμβάνεις) of the race of Seth (= the gnostic elect), whose function is to receive the souls of the elect into eternal life (Gos. Eg. III 64,22-65,1), thus serving as “helpers (βοηθός) to those who believed in the light-spark” (Cod. Bruc. Untitled, ch. 8). It is precisely the role of “receiving” (παραλαμβάνειν) the souls of the elect that is doubtless attributed to the “angels” (necessarily including Gamaliel) mentioned at 65*,1-3 (see note).

One of the features of Sethianism noted above is the apocalyptic schematization of history. While this feature is more marked in some Sethian tractates than in others (esp. in Apoc. Adam and Gos. Eg., with their schema of the three-fold judgment of flood, fire, and end-time), it is not entirely absent from Marsanes, wherein one does see an eschatological thrust. E.g. at 10,18 there is a reference to “the last times,” and the context (though fragmentary)
treats of the eschatological rewards of the elect. Similarly at 40*,1-9 eschatological rewards and punishments are referred to (cf. also 40*,22-24).

Of the texts falling into the "Sethian" category, some are Christian, and the earliest of them (at least typologically) show a very strong Jewish coloration (see Pearson, "Jewish Elements in Gnosticism"). Marsanes, on the other hand, shows positively no Christian elements or influence, and such items of Jewish origin that may be found in it are certainly to be reckoned to the pre-history of the document. (The few biblical parallels cited in the notes are not to be attributed to direct use of the Bible by the author; such "parallels" as there are should be understood phenomenologically, not necessarily genetically.) In this respect, as in others, Marsanes is closely related to such tractates as Allogenies (XI,3), Steles Seth (VII,5), and to a large extent, Zost. (VIII,1). Indeed, what holds these documents together, in addition to their "Sethian" coloration, is their philosophical, specifically Platonist, tendency. If anything, Marsanes probably shows the strongest and most consistent Platonist coloration of the Sethian documents just mentioned (as is well known, Valentinian Gnosticism is also heavily influenced by Platonist philosophy, but I must omit reference to the Valentinian texts here), to the extent that it might plausibly be suggested that Marsanes reflects a considerable degree of discussion between Gnostics and Platonist philosophers, such as we know took place in Rome in the days of Plotinus (Porphyr. Vit. Plot. 16; Plot. Enn. II.9; cf. Pearson, "The Tractate Marsanes"). What follows is necessarily only a bare outline of the facts; this subject obviously deserves a far more detailed discussion.

One of the basic doctrines of Middle Platonism is the distinction between the "intelligible world" (κόσμος νοητός) and the "sense-perceptible world" (κόσμος αἰσθητός). The Middle Platonists used the term κόσμος νοητός to designate the totality of Plato's intelligible "Ideas" (this terminology is first attested in Philo of Alexandria, but is probably not original with him; see Baltes, Timaios Lokros, p. 105; and cf. Dillon, Middle Platonists, pp. 158-159). This doctrine and its terminology are part and parcel of the thought-world of Marsanes (see 4,6-7; 5,18-19,22,24-25; 34*,20; 41*,2-6). In Marsanes, as in Platonic philosophy in general, the "intelligible" realm is the realm of true being.

In Marsanes one also encounters a level of divine reality clearly
regarded as above and beyond "being." The expression for this level is "non-being" (ΑΤΟΥΓΙΑ = ἀνοῦσιος; see 5.14 and cf. 4.15-18; 6.3-5; 7.13-15.17-19; 13.16-19). The same expression occurs in other gnostic documents, Sethian (Allogenes, Zost., Steles Seth, Cod. Bruc. Untitled) and Valentinian (see e.g. Hipp. Ref. VI.42). Though the term may well be a gnostic coinage it is based on an idea found already in Plato, that "the Good is not being" (οὐκ οὖσιας ὄντος τοῦ ἀγαθοῦ), but is "beyond being" ἐπέκεινα τῆς οὐσίας, Resp. VI 509B; on this passage and its influence in the history of Platonism see Whittaker, "ΕΙΠΕΚΕΙΝΑ ΝΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΟΥΣΙΑΣ"). Plotinus refers to his First Principle, "the One," as "beyond being" (ἐπέκεινα οὖσια) and "non-being" (μὴ οὖσι; Enn. I.7.1; V.6.6; V.4.2; VI.7.40,42). Thus Marsanes is following an established philosophical, i.e. Platonist, tradition in the use of the language of "non-being" to express the notion of transcendence. (For additional references and discussion see Pearson, "The Tractate Marsanes," pp. 381-384.)

An important feature of Neo-Platonic philosophy is its tendency to organize reality into triads, and even triads within triads. Plotinus, as is well known, organized his whole philosophy around three first principles (ἕρμα), "the One" (τὸ ἐν), "Mind" (νοῦς), and "Soul" (ψυχή); he criticized the Gnostics for positing more than three (see esp. Enn. II.9.1-3). The multiplication of triads is found in such later Platonist writers as Proclus (see esp. his Theology, and Dodds' admirable commentary thereon) and others. Now Marsanes' system, as has already been seen, is developed out of the Sethian triad of unknown Father (= the transcendent, "non-being" realm), Mother (Barbelo, symbolizing the intelligible realm), and Son (the Unbegotten One), whose salutary work brings the lower world into relation with the divine. But as we have also seen, there are more than three levels of reality posited, the most important of which is that of the "Three-Powered One" (πα τωμάτε ῥδαμ; see 6.19 and note), a being who seems to mediate between the unknown supreme God and the intelligible realm of Barbelo, itself probably understood as triadic. (For an interesting analogy see fr. 27 of the Chaldaean Oracles [ed. des Places]: παντὶ γὰρ ἐν κόσμῳ λάμπει τριάς, ἥς μονᾶς ἄρχει. Damascius [De Princ. 43] interprets this oracle to mean that the one transcendent Father is prior to the Triad [ὅ ἐν ποιήσεως τῆς τριάδος].) The Coptic term πα τωμάτε ῥδαμ (the same figure occurs in Allogenes under the name πισωμπτδομ, "the Triple Power," XI 45,13 et passim) is
transparently based on the Greek adjective τριδύναμος (a term which occurs untranslated in Cod. Bruc. Untitled and in other gnostic texts; cf. note to 6,19). This term, used mythologically in gnostic sources, is a technical term in the language of late Platonism, and is used both of the human soul (e.g. Hierocles) and of God (Marius Victorinus). The usage in Marius Victorinus is of key importance; I cite Adv. Arium IV.21: “τριδύναμος est deus, id est tres potentias habens, esse, vivere, intellegere” (“God is triple-powerful, that is he has three powers: Existence, Life, and Intelligence”). Victorinus, a Christian theologian, relates “Existence” to the Father, “Life” to the Son, and “Intelligence” to the Holy Spirit (cf. Hadot, in Marius Victorinus, Traites theologiques sur la Trinite, ed. P. Henry, vol. 1 [SC 68], p. 82). More importantly, this passage in Marius Victorinus, with its triad of “Existence, Life, and Intelligence,” has been shown to be among those portions of Victorinus’ writings that are based on Porphyry’s lost commentary on Plato’s Parmenides (see Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, esp. vol. i, pp. 293-294 and vol. 2, p. 48). Now although the triad, “Existence, Life, and Intelligence,” does not occur as such in Marsanes, it does occur in the closely-related tractate Allogenes, precisely as a designation for the “Triple-Power”: “He is Vitality (ον εις εστι) and Mentality (τενεινε = νοησις) and That Which Is (παν όλον παλαιον εστι το δευ της ες τι νοσης, XI 49,26-28). The same triad, or variations thereof, occurs in Steles Seth and in Zost., and an analogous triad occurs also in Marsanes itself, at 9,16-18 (γνώσει, ὑπόστασις, ἐνέργεια; see note to 9,16-18; for discussion of the Neo-Platonic triad in relation to Steles Seth, Zost., and Allogenes see Robinson, “The Three Steles of Seth,” esp. pp. 133-141; cf. also Tardieu, “Les trois stèles de Seth,” esp. pp. 559-564). Thus we have in Marsanes, and in the tractates related to it, with their use of the “Triple-Power” terminology and their speculation on intellectual triads, a very strong affinity with the Platonist schools of late antiquity, notably the school of Plotinus himself (whose pupil Porphyry was). It is probable that the very term τριδύναμος, used by later Platonists, was originally derived from the language of the Gnostics. (This may also be true of the triad of “Existence, Life, and Intelligence”; cf. Robinson’s remarks in “The Three Steles of Seth,” p. 141.) We can easily see here evidence of a considerable interaction of Platonist scholars and Gnostics.

In its treatment of the nature and destiny of the human soul,
Marsanes can be seen as essentially a Platonist work, and thoroughly conversant with late-ancient speculation on Plato's dialogues, especially the Timaeus. The "spherical shape" of the soul is mentioned several times in the tractate (see 26*,1; 28*,1,14); this notion is based on speculation on the Psychogonia in the Timaeus (35A-36D; see note to 26*,1). On p. 25* there is an enigmatic and fragmentary passage which seems to reflect Numenius' special teaching on the descent of the soul into the world of generation (see Macrobr. In Somn. I.10-12, based essentially on Numenius, according to Dodds, "Numenius and Ammonius," p. 8, and de Ley, Macrobius and Numenius). The well-known Platonist doctrine that embodiment dulls the intellect (Plat. Phaed. 79C, 72E; cf. Macrobr. In Somn. I.12.7-11; Plot. Emn. II.9.6) is taught at 41*,17-19. On the same page the following context discusses disembodied souls and their abode, in a way reminiscent of Plato's "Myth of Er" (Resp. X 614A-621D) and later Platonists' speculations thereon (cf. e.g. Macrobr. In Somn. I.11-12).

In general, the vocabulary of Marsanes is full of technical terms derived from Platonic philosophy. Some examples include the use of the term "incorporeal" (ἀσωματικόν) as an attribute of the intelligible (νοητόν) realm (see 3,8-9 and note, 3,20; 5,13,21; 36*,20); "simple" (απλός) as a divine attribute (see 5,8-9 and note); "activity" (ἐνέργεια) to express the way in which a higher level of reality relates to lower levels (see 7,16,23; 9,18; cf. note to 7,2-19), "sameness" (ταυτότης) and "difference" (ἐντόστης) as qualities built into the world (see 4,27-28 and note); and "division" (μετάνοια) as a property of lower levels of being (see 2,25 and note). And there is a possible allusion to the famous passage in Plato's Timaeus 41D on the "mixing bowl" of soul at 5,9-II (cf. note).

In his important treatise "Against the Gnostics" Plotinus criticizes certain Gnostics known to him and members of his school for adding to the store of knowledge derived from Plato certain additional categories not attested in genuine Platonic tradition, such as "exiles" (παρακαταγωγές), "impressions" (ἀντιτυπα), and "repentings" (μετάνοια). The last-named term, μετάνοια, occurs in Marsanes at 3,15 (cf. note, with references also to Zost. and Cod. Bruc. Untitled). Interestingly enough, some of the doctrines condemned by Plotinus are absent from Marsanes, notably those doctrines which are most characteristic of the radical dualism of early Gnosticism, i.e. the myth of the fall of Sophia and the doc-
trine of the evil creator (cf. Enn. II.9.4-5 and 10-11; there is a possible allusion to the "salvation of Sophia" at 4,2 but no trace of the wicked or foolish demiurge). Moreover one can see in *Marsanes* a definite movement away from the dualism characteristic of early Gnosticism, in the direction of a more monistic understanding of reality. In my view this movement is itself traceable to the influence of late-ancient Platonism, and is probably to be attributed to the "give-and-take" that may be expected to result from actual discussions between Gnostics and Platonist scholars. Examples in *Marsanes* of what might be taken to be concessions to Platonic monism are the remarkable passage on p. 5, conceding the "salvation" of the sense-perceptible world (traceable to Plat. *Tim.* 41A-42A and later discussions thereon; see 5,24-26 and note), and the positive valuation given to cosmic contemplation on p. 42* (traceable to Plat. *Tim.* 90A-D; see 42*,1-7 and notes) of the sort actually recommended by Plotinus (see e.g. Enn. II.9.16 and III. 8.11; the latter belongs to the four tractates, nos. 30-33, originally composed as a single work by Plotinus to counter aberrant, including gnostic, doctrines). In short, it seems that the author of *Marsanes* is "bending over backwards" to make his teaching as palatable as possible to Platonist readers!

Nevertheless *Marsanes* is and remains a gnostic religious document, not primarily a Platonist philosophical one. We have already adumbrated its "Sethian" features; there remains only to attempt to recover something of its original setting. This involves the following question: Is *Marsanes* addressed to members of a "school" or to members of a religious congregation? Though the answer to this question is by no means unambiguous—e.g. the material on the alphabet discussed above, reflecting the influence of grammatical training received in ancient schools, and of course the massive influence of Platonic philosophy just discussed—there are discernible allusions in the text of the tractate to certain religious rituals presumably practised by its readership.

It must be acknowledged that the study of Sethian-gnostic ritual is still in its infancy. H.-M. Schenke has taken some impressive steps forward in his article, "Gnostic Sethianism," wherein he discusses two prominent rituals, a baptism (for which he posits *Gos. Eg.* as an initiation text) and a "cultic ascension" ritual (for which *Steles Seth* is an aetiology). In *Marsanes* there are a number of passages which can be taken to allude to a baptismal ritual.
A baptismal “washing” is clearly referred to at 66*,1 (cf. a possible reference to “living water” at 65*,22; cf. 55*,20 and see notes), and in the same context the terms “seal” (σφραγις) and “sealing” (σφραγίζων) occur. The use of the “seal” terminology at 2,12-13 and following, and at 34*,28, may also imply a baptismal context, though one could equally well posit an “ascension” ritual for the material beginning at 2,12-13, with a “sealing” ceremony connected to each of the various levels of the ascent. “Baptism” in this context, therefore, would be part of the larger ritual of “cultic ascent,” as seems to be indicated in Zostrianos (see Zost. VIII 5,14-7,22 et passim).

An “ascent” ritual (cf. the analogous ἀνασκαφή ritual of the “Chaldaeans,” on which see Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, pp. 177-226), posited for Marsanes’ community, might include the following elements, in addition to those just mentioned: hymns or acclamations of praise (for which Steles Seth provides the best analogy: see esp. 8,4-12), alternated with sacred silences (cf. 8,14-25), and invocations of the “names” of gods and angels, symbolized by the chanting of voces mysticae (see 19*,18-20; 28*,12-13.17-22; 30*,16-18; 36*,28-37*,2; 38*,16-17; and notes to these passages).

Other possible rituals alluded to in the text of Marsanes include items properly classified as “magic.” At 36*,1-6 there is a very interesting but enigmatic passage alluding to the use of waxen images and emerald stones, presumably in a ritual context (see discussion above). The closest parallels to this are found in the magical papyri and in the Chaldaean “Oracles” (cf. notes to this passage). Now while it is well-known that the later Neo-Platonists, from the time of Iamblichus on, were powerfully influenced by the theurgical art of the “Chaldaeans,” even the pre-Plotinian philosopher Numenius apparently engaged in such arts, especially the fabrication of magical images (ὢδραματις; cf. fr. 1 [des Places] and Dodds, “Numenius and Ammonius,” p. 10). It is therefore not surprising to find this sort of thing reflected in a gnostic text. (A less likely magic ritual, that of “conjunction,” may be alluded to at 2,14-16; see note.)

The overall impression received from a study of Marsanes is that ritual action was part and parcel of the gnosis experienced by the community to whom it was addressed. The “mysteries” referred to in the text would therefore have included not only secret doctrines but secret practices (see 39*,24 and note; cf. 68*,11). These “mysteries” were not to be contemned (see the warning at
Those who were to be admitted to them were subject to an initiatory "testing" (δοκιμάζειν; see 40*.,13-14 and note) and preliminary instruction (cf. 40*.,14-19 and note).

In conclusion, it has long been assumed that the Gnostics combatted by Plotinus in Rome in the early third century belonged to the same basic "family" of Gnosticism as the Sethians and "Archontics" encountered by Epiphanius in the fourth century (Haer. 39 and 40; cf. Puech, "Plotin et les gnostiques," pp. 83-84; cf. 110-111; and Schmidt, Gnostische Schriften, pp. 602-664; the "Archontics" are obviously a branch of Sethian Gnosticism; cf. Puech, "Archontiker," RAC I, 635). In our tractate from Codex X we now have the "Apocalypse of Marsanes" posited by Schmidt and others on the basis of the references in Epiphanius and the Bruce Codex (cf. discussion above). It is also possible that this document should be included in the "others" mentioned by Porphyry (Vit. Plot. 16; cf. discussion above). The name "Marsanes" probably reflects a Syrian background for its author, though not necessarily for the document's own provenience; it would be foolhardy, therefore, to assign Marsanes to any specific locality in the Roman world. It is possible that Marsanes was known to the author of the anonymous untitled tractate in the Bruce Codex, which Schmidt dated at the end of the second century (cf. Gnostische Schriften, p. 664); Marsanes would therefore have to be somewhat earlier. More conservatively, Marsanes might be dated to the early third century, or roughly the time of Plotinus and Porphyry. Perhaps more could be said if the document were more completely preserved.

The translation that follows is, in many places, overly literal and "wooden," but the fragmentary state of the MS. and the corrupt state of the text has militated against the production of a more readable translation. Future attempts will perhaps rectify this obvious deficiency.
[Σ]
(9 lines missing)

[θ]
(9 lines missing)

10 [. ] ΙΚΩ[ 
12 άντη[γ] άν oγήτ επ[θ]οβή 
ενεταικέν εν Ροθ[τ]ή
14 Νάπαα[α]γ· νεντα[γ]ξι
τηνεν κανατ ιεν Ρ[ν]ογ
16 θεκε εφακτι ετβ[ε] ογ
20 yπομονήν γωγ [ν]α
18 θανεκε ρητογ Ρ[ν]ε
εγ· μπρελααγ[ε άε Ν]
20 ζερτ[ρ] πλανεε[ε] [αγ]ω
μπρεφμεεγ[ε ζη ηέ]εq
24 ωτ γαρ αξι πηθρ[κ] [αγω]
26 αγω α[π]ρων[ζ] Ρ[α]γ
28 en[...] νετξω.[

[β]
(9 lines missing)

10 [ ± 13 ] ...\[ 
N[... ]ντα[...]γ Ρωρ[π]
12 τμ[α]ζμντωάμαν άε Ν
σφαρίκ αγκω εμας

1,10 Probably a Greek adjective, perhaps ΚΟΣ/[Μ]ΙΚΩ(\C, 
“worldly’”; cf. 2,18.
1,12 “him” : God. Cf. 68*,17.
1,13 Corr. ά over Ν in ΠΑ\CΙ.
1,14-15 “Those who have received you”: The gnosis\nphetic prophet (Marsan\nres) seems here to be encouraging his followers in their mis\nsionary activity. Cf. Matt 10:40 par.
1,16 “reward” : Cf. 40*,2-5.
1,18 Corr. Χ over ά in ΑΝΕ\XE.
1,20-21 Lit. “and let him not think . . .”
1,22 A Greek word with the prefix dfω- was in the text here.
1,23 “The great Father” refers to the supreme God. Cf. “the great 
1,24 ΠΗΘΡ[κ] : “The All” is a technical reference to the totality of 
[1]
(9 lines missing)

10 and a [reward]. They [came to know;] they
12 found him with a pure heart,
(and) they are not afflicted by him
14 with evils. Those who have received
you (pl.) will be given their
16 choice reward for
endurance (ὑπομονή), and he will
18 ward off (ἀνέχειν) [the]
evils from them. [But (δὲ)] let none
20 of us be distressed (λυπεῖσθαι) [and]
think [in] his
22 heart that the great
Father []
24 For (γὰρ) he looks upon the All [and]
takes care of them all.
26 And [he] has shown to them
his []
28 . . . Those that [

[2]
(9 lines missing)

10 [ ]
12 But (δὲ) as for the thirteenth
seal (σφραγίς), I have established it,

---
1,27 Perhaps πενθέκελεγςις, "his command."
1,28 Probably not κυρίασμα, "say," for the form κυρίασμα is used
elsewhere in this tractate; cf. 34*18.
2,12-4.23 On this passage see the tractate introduction.
2,12-13 "the thirteenth seal": The various "seals" referred to in what
follows are possibly to be understood as magical names associated
with angelic inhabitants of the various realms. Cf. Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, pp. 32-33. In the Books of Jeu
such seals are shown as diagrams in the MS., and are also
treated in connection with a ritual of "sealing" (σφραγισμός);
see e.g. I Jeu, chs. 38-41, and 2 Jeu, chs. 44-52. Cf. also Pist.
Soph., chs. 25, 86, etc., and esp. 138. In Marsanes, as in the
Books of Jeu, the "seals" may also be associated with a
(baptismal) ritual; cf. 66*1-5. Cf. also the "five seals" in
Trim. Prot. XIII 49,27-32. The "thirteenth seal" probably
[Nag Hammadi Codex X,1]

16 Ν[α]παγκιος· τῷαρπ με[ν] Ρ[α]ς[ι]κιος· Α[λ]
18 [ἡ]μ[α]τε εγώοον ΡΝκος [μ]ικος· ΜΝ ΡΥλικος· Α[λ]
20 τ[α]με θνε αραγ ατρετ[ν] Α[... Ν]τηνκωμα· Αγω
22 [ογ]λα[γα]με Ραικεθθ[ν] Ρ[θ].[.] Ρνηταθταν Ρ

κωος [μ]ινια π[']

τη[γ]ακικις ΡΝν[.]

![Text-based image content](image-url)

corresponds to the highest heavenly realm, which in *Pist. Soph.* is called the “thirteenth aeon” (*passim*). Cf. “the world of the Thirteen” referred to by Zosimus of Panopolis, according to Scott, *Hermetica*, vol. 4, p. 143. In *Pist. Soph.* the exiled Pistis Sophia must undergo thirteen “repentances” (µε.ν[ωναία) before being restored to the thirteenth aeon, chs. 30-60. Contrast *Gos. Eg.* III 63,18-64.4; *Zost.* VIII 4,25-28; etc.; where the “thirteen aeons” are regarded as part of the lower world.

2,13-14 Κως Ἀπιθ = κατατιθέναι.

2,14-16 When the Gnostic attains to the highest level of reality, the level of the “thirteenth,” he has achieved the very extremity of *gnosis*, and is assured of the eschatological “rest.” The experience treated here probably involves contemplation and meditation. On contemplation and its benefits in Gnosticism and in Platonism see e.g. Zandee, *Terminology*, pp. 33-38. An alternative way of understanding the expression ΠΤΑΥ ὙΤΗΝΩΚΙΣ is to take ΤΑΥ as a translation of a technical term, “Conjunction” (σύντασις), referring to a magical ritual whereby an adept gains supernatural power. In the “Chaldaean” system of theurgy, “conjunction” is achieved through certain rites and invocations of inarticulate magical names—such as seem to be referred to extensively later in this tractate.
together with [the] summit of
knowledge (γνώσις) and the certainty
of rest (ἀνάπαυσις). The first (+ μὲν)
[and the] second and the
third] are the worldly (κοσμικὸς)
and the material (οὐκετήριος). I have
[informed] you concerning these, that you should
[ ] your bodies (σώμα). And
[a] sense-perceptible (αἴσθητον) [power (δύναμις)]
will [ ] those who will rest,
and they will be kept (τρέψιν)
[from] passion (πάθος) and division (μερισμός)
of the union. The fourth (+ δέ)
[and the] fifth which are above,
these] you have come to know
[ divine]

He exists after the [ and the nature (φύσις) of the [ ]

(esp. pp. 19*-39*). On the Chaldaean "Conjunction" see Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, pp. 228-238. For a well-known example in Graeco-Egyptian magic see PGM IV.778-798.

The first stage of ascent involves askesis.

κοσμικὸς and ὀυκετήριος appear to be used synonymously here. This is a specifically gnostic use of κοσμικὸς, without parallel in the Platonic tradition. Cf. 18*,21-22.

The author is building on prior instruction. Cf. also 2,28; 3,4-8.

Perhaps ἀρπάζωνε, "guard your bodies."

Perhaps [κ]ναζοποιεῖ, "will impose upon," in which case ἀγω in line 24 should be understood adversatively, presupposing an adversative αὖ in the Greek original.

Or: "but they will be kept . . ." Cf. the preceding note.

μερισμός: "Division" is the property of lower levels of being, according to gnostic and Platonic categories. See e.g. Zandee, Terminology, pp. 23-24. Cf. also note to 3,20-22.

τῷμε: This probably refers to the union of the earthly self with its heavenly counterpart.

The superlin. stroke is visible. Perhaps "the gods" instead of "divine."

Perhaps τῆς[γ]υικὴς θανατοῦ, "the divine nature."
Perhaps \( \alpha N[\epsilon e1 \), "of these (things)."

3.8-9 \( \alpha T C W M A = \alpha \delta \sigma \omega \mu \alpha \tau o\); cf. 3.20-21. "Incorporeal" is equivalent to "intelligible" (\( \nu o\gamma \tau o\)\) in Platonic thought; see e.g. Numenius fr. 7 (des Places ed.), of "being" (\( \tau o \ \delta \nu \)).

3.15 \( \mu e \tau \alpha \nu \alpha i o\): "Conversion" is apparently to be understood as the first step in the return of the gnostic soul to its place of origin. \( \mu e \tau \alpha \nu \alpha i o\) and \( \pi a \rho o\kappa \gamma o\) (variously translated as "exile" and "transmigration") are gnostic technical terms which occur together in Zost. (VIII 5,24-27 et passim) and in Cod. Bruc. Untitled (ch. 20). Plotinus criticized the Gnostics known to him for their use of these terms; Enn. II.9.6. For discussion see esp. Puech, "Plotin et les Gnostiques," pp. 108-109.

3.16 The reference is to those Gnostics associated with the prophetsavior Marsanes. Cf. 8,2. For discussion see tractate introduction.

3.17 \( \eta e T O Y H 2\): Perhaps the Greek word \( \pi a \rho o\kappa e i \) is in the background here. Cf. note to 3.15.
that is, the one who [  
[ ] three. And [I have]  
[informed] you of [  
in the three [  
by these [two. I have]  
informed] you concerning [it, that it]  
is incorporeal (-σώμα) [  
[  
and after [  
within [  
every [ ] which [  
your [ ]. The [fifth.]  
(+ δέ) [concerning the] conversion (μετάνοια) [of]  
those that are within me, and  
concerning those who dwell in that place.  
But (δέ) the sixth,  
concerning the self-begotten ones (αὐτογέννητος),  
concerning the incorporeal (ἀσώματον) being (οὐσία)  
which exists partially (κατὰ μέρος),  
together with those who exist in  
the truth of the All [  
for understanding (ἐπιστήμη) and  
assurance. And the [seventh.]
The "third perfect" "self begotten" power may be taken as equivalent to the divine Autogenes, the "son" in the Sethian-gnostic triad of Father, Mother, and Son. Cf. e.g. Ap. John II 7,11-30; and Norea IX 28,6 (and see introduction to IX,2). Cf. also 5,27-28.

For the reconstruction of the lacuna see 5,16. One might also be tempted to restore the text of 4,1-2 to read: πτερον ὑπάρχοντα θεονομον, "concerning the salvation of (the gnostic aeon) Sophia"; for the form ὑπάρχοντα see Kasser, Compléments, p. 79.

For the appearance of "mind" (νοῦς) in gnostic myth see e.g. Ap. John II 6,33-7,4. Cf. also Zost. VIII 18,5-6: "the great male invisible perfect Mind, the First-Appearing One..." On the masculine nature of the νοῦς, cf. Testim. Truth IX 44,2-3 and note. Cf. also 31*,17-18.

The second superlin. stroke is visible.

Cf. 3,8-9 and note.

πνοοιτος: The "intelligible world" (νοητοςις κόσμους) is equivalent to the immaterial world of the "Ideas" in Middle Platonism. Whereas Plato used the term ζωον νοητον
concerning the self-begotten (αὐτογενής) power (δύναμις), which [is the]
[third] perfect (τέλειος)

fourth, concerning salvation
[and] wisdom (σοφία). And (δὲ) the eighth,
concerning the mind (νους) which is
[male, which] appeared
[in the beginning,] and (concerning) the being (οὐσία)
[which is incorporeal (-σώμα)] and the
[intelligible (νοητός)] world (κόσμος). The ninth,
[which] appeared [in the]
[beginning. The] tenth, [concerning]
[Barbelo, the] virgin (παρθένος) []
[The eleventh] and [the]
[twelfth] speak of the

("intelligible living being") for the immaterial "pattern" of
the material world (cf. Tim. 37D), later Platonists used the
term κόσμος νοητός, and included in the designation the totality
of Plato's intelligible "Ideas." The earliest attestation of the
distinction between two "worlds," νοητός and αδοκτός ("sense­
perceptible") is Philo of Alexandria. See e.g. Op. Mund. 15-17,
24; cf. Baltes, Timaios Lokros, p. 105. Here the Middle-Platonic
"intelligible world" has been incorporated into the gnostic
system of Marsanes. For discussion see tractate introduction.

BARBHOU: For the reconstruction, cf. 8,28-29. Barbelo is the
II 4.36-5.11. Barbelo is sometimes referred to as a "male virgin"
in gnostic texts related to Marsanes; see e.g. Steles Seth VII
121,21. She is also called, simply, "the Virgin Barbelo," Zost.
VIII 63,7 et passim, and is designated "triple-male," Zost. VIII

A trace of the superlin. stroke is visible. ΠΑΙΚΩΝ: Perhaps
this refers to the "Aeon of Barbelo"; cf. 8,28 and Allogenes XI
46,34 et passim; Zost. VIII 14,6 et passim.
"Invisible" (ἀδόρατος), "Spirit" (πνεῦμα), "non-being" (ἀνοῦσιος), "unbegotten" (ἀγέννητος) are all designations for the supreme God in gnostic sources. On the system of Marsanes see the tractate introduction.

It is not clear how the "three powers" are to be construed here. In Gos. Eg. "three powers" emanate from the Supreme God: Father, Mother, and Son; see Gos. Eg. III 41,7-11; cf. III 44,10-12. Later on in Marsanes the "third power" is referred to; see 8,18-19; cf. 3,26-27; 9,19-20; 20,15-16. On the term "three-powered" see 6,19 and note.

For discussion of this hitherto unattested form see the grammatical section of the codex introduction. However the form is to be construed grammatically, the meaning is clear: "unbegotten." The expected construction, ἀτούχασσα, occurs at 5,3-4. "The first Unbegotten" (fem.) referred to here is difficult to identify; perhaps this is an oblique reference to a divine feminine entity such as the "First Thought" (ἠνωνία) of the Invisible Spirit in Allogenes XI 64,35-36.

Here, as in many other gnostic texts, "silence" and "unknowability" are the most important attributes of the supreme
Invisible One (ἀδρατος) who possesses three powers (δύναμις) and the Spirit (πνεῦμα) which does not have being (οὐσία), belonging to the first Unbegotten (fem.). The thirteenth speaks concerning [the] Silent One who was not [known], and the primacy (καταρχή) of [the one who] was not distinguished (διακρίνειν).

For (γὰρ) I am he who has [understood (νοεῖν)] that which truly exists, [whether (εἴπε)] partially (κατὰ μέρος) or (εἴπε) [wholly], according to difference (διαφορά)

[and sameness], that they exist from the [beginning in the] entire place which is eternal (αἰώνιον), <i.e.> all those that have come into existence whether (εἴπε) without (χωρίς) being (οὐσία) or (εἴπε) with being (οὐσία), those who are unbegotten, and the divine aeons (αἰῶν)

---


4,24 "I" here probably refers to Marsanes, the prophet-revealer of the tractate; cf. 2.13.19; 3.4.7.16.

4,27-28 "Sameness" (ταὐτόν) and "Difference" (διαφέρων) are qualities built into the World Soul according to Plato Tim. 35A. Cf. Plutarch's commentary on this passage, De animae procreatione in Timaeo, esp. 1012d-1013a. In Neo-Platonism the usual terms are ταὐτότης and ἑτερότης; cf. e.g. Plot. Enn. VI.2.21, where these terms are used to describe Mind (νοῦς). It is assumed that here διαφορά = ἑτερότης and that ωωωωω = ταὐτότης.

4,28 There is not enough room in the lacuna for the article; it is assumed that it was erroneously omitted by the scribe.

5,2-3 "without being": This phrase implies utter transcendence, in the sense of "beyond being," and reflects a Platonic philosophical background. Cf. 5.14; 6.3-5; 7.13-19; and notes. For discussion see Pearson, "The Tractate Marsanes," and tractate introduction.

5,3-4 ΛΤΞΠΛυ: Cf. note to 4,19.
NAG HAMMADI CODEX X, I

ΤΕ ΜΗ ΝΑΓΗ[Ε]ΛΟΣ. ΔΥΨ
6 ΨΤΧΗ ΕΥΡΗ ΟΥΜ[ΝΤ]
ΒΑΛΣΜΗ. ΔΥΨ ΝΣ[ΒΚΩ Ν]
8 ΨΤΧΗ. ΝΤΑΝΤΗ Α[ΝΠΑ]
ΠΑΟΥΗ. ΔΥΨ ΜΗ[ΒΚΩ Α]
10 ΖΟΥΤΑΤΟΥ ΜΗ ΝΕΤΕΙΝΕ
ΑΡΑΓ. ΕΤΙ ΔΕ [. . . . ΤΟΥ]
12 ΤΙΑ ΤΗΡΕ Ν[. . . . ΕΤΤΝ]
ΤΩΝ ΑΤΟΥ[ΓΙΑ ΝΑΤΣΩΜΑ]
14 ΜΗ ΤΑΤΟΥ[ΓΙΑ Α[ΟΙΠΟΝ]
ΔΕ ΆΠΧΩΡΗ ΤΗΡ[Ζ ΟΥΧΕ]
16 ΕΙ. ΜΗ ΤΗΝ ΤΑΤΜΟΥ Ν
ΤΕΤΑΜΕΥ. ΑΞΙΑΙΑΚΡΙΝΕ·
18 ΔΥΨ ΑΞΙΠΝΩ ΆΘΑΝ ΡΝΑΙ
ΣΕΝΤΟΣ ΚΟΣΜΟΣ. <ΑΞΙΑΓΝΕ> ΚΑΤ[Α]
20 ΜΕΡΟΣ ΆΠΤΟΠΟΣ ΤΗΡΩ

5.7 ΒΑΛΣΗΤ may also be translated “simple” (ἄπλοις). Cf. lines 8-9. The superlin. stroke on ΒΚΩ is visible. “soul garments”: The soul is regularly portrayed as a “garment” (ἐνθάμα, ΒΚΩ) in gnostic literature. See e.g. Gos. Mary BG 15,8; Allogenes XI 58,29; Auth. Teach. VI 32,4. Here the term “soul-garment” may refer to something akin to the “vehicle of the soul” (ἐνθάμα τῆς ψυχῆς) in late Platonism, on which see Dodds, Proclus: Theology, pp. 313-321. According to Proclus the “vehicle” of the soul descends by the addition of “garments” (χιτώνες) of increasingly material substance; see Theology, Prop. 209.

5.8 ΝΤΑΝΤΗ: The following preposition Α may presuppose a verb form, ΕΥΤΑΝΤΗ. “likenesses”: Cf. the Neo-Platonic doctrine of the soul as a “likeness” (ἐκόνων) of the mind (νοῦς), Plot. Enn. V.1.3.

5.8-9 ἄπλοϊς: “Simplicity” is a divine attribute according to Platonic tradition. E.g. Numenius applies the adjective ἄπλοις to the supreme God (πρωτός θεός), fr. 11 (des Places ed.) and Prop. 127 of Proclus’ Theology reads: “All that is divine is primordially and supremely simple (ἄπλοϊς) . . . .” Dodds, pp. 112-113.

5.9-11 Perhaps there is an allusion here to the “mixing bowl” (κατατήρ) of Plato’s Timaeus 41D; cf. 35A.

5.13 ΑΤΣΩΜΑ: Cf. note to 3,8-9.
5.14 ΑΤΟΥΣΙΑ = ἀνθρώπος, a predication of divine transcendence;
together with the angels (διγγελας) and the 
souls (ψυχη) which are without guile 
and the soul-(ψυχη) [garments,] 
the likenesses of [the] 
simple (απλοιων) ones. And [afterwards they] 
have been mixed with [those that resemble] 
them. But (δε) still (ενι) [the] 
entire being (ουσια) [which] 
imitates the [incorporeal (-σωμα) being (ουσια)] 
and the unsubstantial (-ουσια) (fem.). [Finally (λοιπαν)] 
(+ δε) the entire defilement [was saved] 
together with the immortality of 
the former (fem.). I have deliberated (διαπρεπεν) 
and have attained to the boundary of the sense-per­
ceptible (αδεθητος) 
world (κοσμος). <I have come to know> part by part 
(κατα μικρος) the entire place (τόπος)
NAG HAMMADI CODEX X, I

\[\text{NTOYCIA} \ \text{NATCWA}: \ \text{AYW}\]

22 \text{PNOHTOC KOSMOC} \ \text{A<2I>}

\text{COUYNQ} \ <\text{A2ICAYNE}> \ \text{2H PTP<A> PAI}

24 \text{AKRYNE: } \text{XE PANTUC PIAY}

\text{CHTOS KOSMOC} \ \text{QH[PW]}\]

26 \text{APROGOYEI} \ \text{[TH]<PQ} \ \text{[XE]}

\text{HPILO EEIXEX[E APAY]}\]

28 \text{TORENC: W}[

\[\ldots]\]\\\text{WPH[E}

\text{<5>}

\text{KAT[A] MEROC APA MA YRH}

2 \text{AQT API TALIN AQI API}

\text{YPN <A2AL> 2H PTE APOYNAQ}

4 \text{EMTHEQ OYCIA ANEG E}

\text{TE PINA [N]E: PEI ETWO}

---

5.21-22 Cf. note to 3,8-9.

5.22 One would expect \text{PNOHTOC RKOCHOC}; but cf. also 41*5, 2\text{<2I>}: MS. reads \text{AQ}, "he."

5.23 MS. reads \text{PTREOF}, "he." In support of the emendation cf. 5,17.

5.24-26 This is a remarkable statement for a gnostic text, and reflects an attenuation of the radical dualism of early Gnosticism; for discussion see Pearson, "The Tractate Marsanes." That the sense-perceptible world is capable of "salvation" is a doctrine whose background is to be found in Platonic philosophy, and one Platonic theory that the purpose of the soul's descent into the material world is "for the perfection of the All" (\text{eic teledosin tov pantos}). See e.g. Calvisius Taurus, \text{apud Stob. I.378,25 ff. (Wachsmuth ed.)} and cf. Plat. \text{Tim. 41A-42A}. For discussion see e.g. Kiibel, \text{Schuld und Schicksal}, pp. 15-27. The Platonic theory in \text{Tim. 41A-42A} includes reference to the demiurgic activity of the lesser gods. In \text{Marsanes} this salvific demiurgic activity is attributed esp. to the "Self-begotten One." See 5,27-6,16 and notes.

5.27-6,16 The "salvation" of the lower world is attributed to the descent of the "Self-begotten One" from the higher realm of the Unbegotten, non-being Spirit.
of the incorporeal (\(-\sigma\omega\mu\alpha\)) being (\(\omega\upsilon\sigma\iota\alpha\)), and

22 \(<I>\) have come to know the intelligible (\(\nu\omicron\gamma\tau\omicron\zeta\)) world (\(\kappa\omicron\delta\sigma\mu\omicron\zeta\)).

\(<I>\) have come to know>, when \(<I>\) was deliberating (\(\delta\iota\alpha\chi\varphi\omicron\lambda\iota\nu\epsilon\iota\nu\iota\)),

24 that in every respect (\(\pi\alpha\nu\tau\omicron\omicron\zeta\)) the sense-perceptible (\(\alpha\lambda\omicron\theta\gamma\tau\omicron\zeta\)) world (\(\kappa\omicron\delta\sigma\mu\omicron\zeta\)) is [worthy]

26 of being saved entirely. [For]

28 I have not ceased speaking [of the]

Self-begotten (\(\alpha\omicron\tau\omicron\omicron\gamma\epsilon\nu\nu\zeta\)) One, O [ ] became [ ]

\(<6>

part by part (\(\kappa\alpha\tau\alpha\ \mu\epsilon\rho\omicron\zeta\)) the entire place.

2 He descended; again (\(\pi\alpha\lambda\iota\nu\)) he descended

\(<\text{from}>\) the Unbegotten One

4 who does not have being (\(\omega\upsilon\sigma\iota\alpha\)), who is the Spirit (\(\pi\nu\epsilon\upsilon\mu\alpha\)). That one who exists

5,27-28  "the Self-begotten One": Cf. 3,26-28 and note. For an understanding of the role of this divine personage one should compare what is said of his counterpart ("Autogenes") in Allogenes XI 46,11; 51,26; 58,12. But whereas Autogenes in that tractate seems to be included in the "Aeon of Barbelo," in Marsanes he seems to be more intimately related to the "Three-Powered One," as the "third Power"; see 8,18-20 and cf. 3,26-28. Autogenes is credited with a demiurgic role in Ap. John II 7,10-8,28 and Gos. Eg. III 50,17-25, and with a role in eschatological revelation in Gos. Eg. ("by the will of the divine Autogenes," III 68,15-16); these mythological details are part of the assumed background in Marsanes. For further discussion see tractate introduction.

5,28 The transcription and translation presuppose a vocative address here. Cf. 10,12-13.

6,1 Cf. 6,20-23.

6,2 The subject is the "self-begotten One"; cf. 5,28.

6,3 \(\pi\epsilon\tau\epsilon\ \eta\nu\omicron\gamma\chi\pi\alpha\nu\) = \(\delta\ \alpha\gamma\epsilon\nu\nu\tau\omicron\zeta\). Cf. notes to 3,19 and 4,15. In Marsanes the "unbegotten" level is superior to the "self-begotten."

6,4 Cf. notes to 5,2-3 and 5,14.

6,5 "the Spirit": cf. 4,17; 9,29; 10,19.
That One who exists before all of them"; This is doubtless a reference to the supreme unknown God. Cf. e.g. Steles Seth 124, 18-21: प्र एर न्यून ओन्तुस एश ओन्तुसः एश ओन्तुसः प्रमूर्ति प्रमूर्ति एवः "the really Preexistent One really existing, being the first eternal One."

"The divine Self-engendered One" is probably to be identified with "the Self-begotten One" mentioned at 5, 27-28. ओऽकोयः ओऽकोयः (also at 3, 19) and ओऽकोयः ओऽकोयः (3, 26; 5, 27-28) are virtually synonymous.

In Platonic thought the realm of "being" (είδωλα) is the "intelligible" (νοητάς) realm. Cf. note to 3, 8-9.

Corr. The second न over ढ.

There may be a reference here to Marsanes' saving-prophetic role. Cf. the role attributed to Zostrianos in Zost.; for discussion see tractate introduction.

Three interpretations are possible: 1) The clause एश ओऽकोयः ... ओऽकोयः may be taken as a scribal gloss, and translated, "he (Marsanes) is showing that he has saved a multitude." 2) The statement refers to the salvific role of the Unbegotten One; cf. 5, 24-28 and notes. 3) The verbs are to be emended to ए<λ> दालपिय and ए<λ> दालपिय, and the passage translated, "[I] am showing that [I] have saved a multitude." Cf. note to 6, 14-15.


"seeking the kingdom": Cf. Matt 6: 33.

"Cf. 7, 17-18.23-24.27-28; 8, 5.11, 19-20; 9, 8-9.20-21.25; 15, 1, 1-2. According to Coptic grammar the normal literal translation of this phrase is, "the one belonging to (that which belongs to) the three powers," but in Marsanes
before all of them reaches
[to the divine] Self-engendered One (ἐντογέννητος).

8 The one having
[being (ὁδοτα)] searches
10 [ ] and he exists
[ and] he is like
12 [ ] and from
[ ] dividing
14 [ ] I became
[ ] for many, as it is manifest
16 that he saved a multitude.

But (δὲ) after all of these things
18 I am seeking the kingdom
of the Three-Powered One,

it clearly means “the one who possesses three powers.” Cf. 4.15-16: ΠΕΤΕ ΟΥΝΤΕΥ ΖΑΜΝΤΤΕ ΝΑΥΝΑΜΙΚ, “the . . . One who possesses three powers”; also 10.9-11; 14.23-24. Perhaps one should see behind the Coptic text an ambiguous Greek phrase, such as δὲ τῶν τριῶν δυνάμεων, wherein the genitive case admits of either a “subjective” or “objective” meaning. The phrase used here occurs also in the BG version of Ἁρ. Ἄντ. John, where it applies to Barbelo: “She became a First Man, that is, the virginal spirit, the triple male, the one with the three powers (πα τῷομτε φῶν), the three names, the three begettings . . .”; BG 27.19-28.2. In Marsanes “the Three-Powered One” is a divine entity above Barbelo, but apparently below (or somehow distinct from) the Unknown Supreme God; cf. esp. 15.1-2. “The Three-Powered One” in Marsanes has an exact counterpart in Allogenes, under the name ΠΙΤΗΜΝΤ-ΔΟΜ, “the Triple Power”; XI 45.13 et passim. The Greek equivalent τριδύναμος occurs not only in gnostic texts—in the Coptic text of the Bruce and Askew Codices (in both of which the term τριδύναμος also occurs), and in Hippolytus’ description of the Peratic gnostic system, Ref. V.12—but also in late Platonist writers. Unfortunately there is no agreement in the literature as to how the designation “triple-powered” or “triple-powerful” is used. E.g. it can be used of the supreme God, as in Steles Seth 121,31-32; of Barbelo, as in Steles Seth 121,32-33 and Ἁρ. Ἄντ. John II 5.8 (cf. BG 27,21-28,1); of Monogenes = Christ in Cod. Bruc. Untitled ch. 4 et passim; of Christ in the Peratic system described by Hipp. Ref. V.12 (τριφύης . . . τρισώματος . . . τριδύναμος ἀνθρωπος); of the “self-willed” Authades and other hostile powers in Pist. Soph. ch. 29 et
Questions of a similar nature occur at the beginning of Zostrianos at VIII 2,24-3,13. Cf. the philosophical questions attributed to Moses by Philo, Op. Mund. 54.

Perhaps before ἈΒΑΛ one should read: <ΠΑΧΕΕΙ ΧΕ>, "I said."

Corr. A Υ was written in the MS. between Ρ and Ε in ἈῠΡΕΝΕΡΕΙ, then cancelled with three superlinear dots and crossed out with two diagonal strokes. On the ἀνάφων of the Three-Powered One see 7,2-3 and note.
which has no beginning. Whence
did he appear and
act (ἐνεργεῖν) to fill the
entire place with his power? And
in what way did the unbegotten ones
come into existence, since they were not begotten? And
what are [the] differences (διαφορὰ) among the [aeons
(αἰών)]?
[And] as for those who are unbegotten,
how many [are they]? And in what respect
[do they differ] from each other?

<7>

When I had inquired about these things
I perceived that he had worked (ἐνεργεῖν)
from silence. He exists
from the beginning among those that
truly exist, that belong to the One who
exists. There is another, existing
from the beginning, belonging to the One who
works within (ἐνεργεῖν) the Silent One.
And the silence [  

6,22-23 “to fill the entire place”: Cf. Eph 4:10.
6,24 ΝΑΤΟΥΧΠΑΥ = ΝΕΤΕ ΗΠΟΥΧΠΑΥ (6,27) = ΝΕΤΟΕΙ ΝΑΤΧΠΑΥ (5,3-4). On ΝΑΤΟΥΧΠΑΥ see note to 4,19.
7,1 Corr. ρ over ι. The form 2ΑΤΤΣΤ, with double Τ, is hitherto unattested.
7,2-19 The activity (ἐνέργεια) of the Three-Powered One is to be understood as rooted in the silence of the unknown, silent supreme God; indeed it appears that the Triple-Powered One is defined as “the energy of that One” (7,16-17) whose realm is silence. Cf. Allogenes 53,9-31. According to Plotinus the soul (ψυχή) is the “activity” (ἐνέργεια) of the Mind (σύνεσι). In similar fashion the Triple Powered One is here regarded as the ἐνέργεια of the Unknown Supreme God. Plotinus also states that the One (his Supreme God) is his own ἐνέργεια (Εμν. VI.8.12); in Marsanes the Three-Powered One, as the ἐνέργεια of the Supreme God, seems to be seen as a separate hypostasis. For further discussion see tractate introduction.

7,6 One would expect οὐ ν κεόυε. Perhaps the text should be emended accordingly.
"brother": This is a very uncertain rendering, for the form is S rather than the expected A3 form CAN. See the grammatical discussion in the Codex introduction.

Perhaps <NETWoop> should be added before 2ATEZH, "the one who exists before . . ." Cf. 6,5-6 and note; 8,9-10.

Either something has been omitted before Ν6Ι or Ρ6Ι must be translated (anomalously) in the sense of ΕΕΕ πεει ΠΕ.

That the supreme, silent God should "reveal" the Three-Powered One seems to imply a reversal of roles! But cf. the following passage from Cod. Bruc. Untitled, ch. 7: "The Father exists, surpassing every perfection. He has revealed the invisible triple-powered, perfect one." For discussion see tractate introduction and Pearson, "The Tractate Marsanes," p. 376. Cf. also Allogenex XI 61,19-20, where the Unknown God is
for (γάφ) the [ ] is [a] brother.

12 That one [works (ενεγείκ) from] the [silence which belongs to the Un-]
14 begotten One among [the aeons (αλών), and from] the beginning he does not have [being (οὖςία)].
16 But (δέ) the energy (ἐνεργεία) of that One <is> the Three-Powered (δύναμις) One, the One unbegotten [before] the Aeon (αλών), not having [being (οὖςία)],
20 And (δέ) it is possible to behold the supremacy of the silence of the Silent One,
22 < . . . > i.e. the supremacy of the energy (ἐνεργεία) of the Three-
24 Powered. And the One who exists, who is silent, [who is] above the [heaven revealed [the Three-]
28 [Powered, First-]
Perfect (τέλειος) One. [When he
<8>
to the powers (δύναμις), they rejoiced.

2 Those that are within me were perfected together with all the
rest. And they all blessed the Three-Powered,

called the "Mediator of the Triple Power."

7,28-29 ΠΩΛΡΤ ΝΤΕΛΕΙΟΣ: Cf. 8,7.
8,1 Or: "the powers rejoiced." In that case the ά in ΑΝΔΥΝΑΜΙΚ is not a preposition but a First Perfect prefix, which is resumed in ΑΥΤΕΛΗ. The "powers" referred to here are probably angelic or divine beings, as in Corp. Herm. I.7,26,27,31.
8,2 Part of the final π is now broken off from the MS., but it is completely attested in an early photograph.
8,2-3 "Those that are within me": This phrase may refer to the inner faculties of Marsanes' soul. Cf. e.g., Ps 102 (103):1, πάνα τά ἐντός μου, and Corp. Herm. I.30-31. But it may, by implication, refer to the gnostic adherents of the prophet-savior Marsanes. Cf. 3,16 and note.
8,4-12 The offering up of hymns of praise to God is characteristic of gnostic and Hermetic piety. Cf. e.g. Steles Seth VII,5 (passim); Corp. Herm. I.30-31.
6 ἕνογει ὑει ἐτε πει 
7  ὐ[π]ῳρῃ Ὄηελειος· εγ
8 [ἐμο]υ αρ λη οτουβο' πμα 
9 [θηρ]ῃ ἐγςμου ἀπξαεις π[ή]
10 [ἐτσωοο]ν ζατερν ἀπθηρῃ 
11 [. . .] η[ῳ]ματε ῥδαμ· μ
12 [ ± η]νοιψ[ι]
13 [σε ± ιο]ς] ζωωτ
14 [ἀγ]ω ἐνβο[ψ] [αν] ἄτουτ 
15 [εει]ψ[ε] χε πως ἀφογκα
16 ῥωογ. ἐνβνοεἰ ῥογαγ 
17 ναμις εὐανθεις ᾲμε[γ]
18 [ζη]ς ὀνταειο' θμαζωματε 
19 [Ῥ]δαμ ἔντε πα τῳματε ῥ
20 ῥδαμ· εας[βνοε]ι ᾲμα[ψ] {ἀγω} 
21 παξες νηει χε καρπκ·
22 ωιμα χε νεκαμε νκπωτ 
23 ἄκει ἀρπη ωπαει· ἀλλα 
24 ερινοει ῥπειει χε νεκκα 
25 [παιναμις] [αρ] χμήν ᾲβαλ 
26 [ἀπαι εκχι μ]αειτ ηςη· ζο[γη]

8,8 Corr. 2 over 1 (or the first stroke of a Ν).
8,9 “The Lord” evidently = “The Three-Powered One.”
8,11 Perhaps 2[Ρβι πα τ]ηματε ῥδαμ, in which case Ρβι 
8,12-13 was used in the same way as is possibly the case in 7.22 (see 
8,14 note), i.e., as equivalent to ΕΤΕ ΠΕΕΙ ΝΕ. Or perhaps read 
8,15-16 [ἀγω] at the beginning of the line; ἀγω would then be 
8,17 understood as translating an epexegetical κα in the Greek 
8,18-19 original.
8,19 Corr. ἄτ over Μ.
8,20 Perhaps ἱμα<ει>, “me.” The second superlin. stroke on
one by one, who
is [the] First-Perfect (τέλειος) One,
[blessing] him in purity, [every]where praising the Lord
[who exists] before the All,
[the] Three-Powered.
[their worship]
myself,
and I will still go on]
inquiring] how (πῶς) they had become silent. I will understand (νοεῖν) a power (δύναμίς) which I hold in honor. The third power of the Three-Powered,
when it (fem.) had perceived (νοεῖν) him, said to me, “Be silent in order that (οὐχ) you might {not} know; run, and come before me. But (ἀλλά)
know (νοεῖν) that this One was [silent], and obtain understanding (νόημα).”
For (γάρ) [the power (δύναμις)] is attending [to me, leading] me into

Silence is a prerequisite for higher revelation: Cf. e.g. Allogenes XI 60,13-18. Cf. also 55*,17ff.
The translation assumes that the negative Third Future form Ν ΕΚ is a mistake for a positive form, ΕΚΛ-. On the other hand the text may be correct as it stands, thus stating that Marsanes cannot and must not know the supreme God. Cf. Allogenes XI 60,8-12.

Knowledge of the supreme God is really knowledge of his “silence” and unknowability. Cf. Allogenes XI 59,4-67,35.
Marsanes is reaching a stage in his contemplative ascent comparable to that of Allogenes in Allogenes XI 58,7-59,3. The “Aeon which is Barbelo” (cf. “Aeon of Barbelo,” Allogenes XI 59,3) is apparently to be understood as a hypostatization of the knowledge—or self-knowledge—of the Unknown Supreme God, or, perhaps, of the Three-Powered One. Cf. 9,3-4 and note.
“the power”: Cf. 8,18-19 and note.
Part of the final ε is now broken off from the MS.; it is more fully attested in an early photograph.

“Barbelo the male Virgin”: Cf. 4,11 and note.

In gnostic thought “becoming male” is a metaphor of salvation, in the sense of reintegration. This idea is widely attested esp. in Valentinian Gnosticism; see e.g. Exe. Theod. 21.1-3; 79; Heracleon fr. 5; and the same notion is found in Gos. Thom. 114. This idea is derived ultimately from speculation on Gen 1:27 and 2:21-23; cf. Gos. Phil. II 70,9-22. In this passage the myth of the emanation of Barbelo from the supreme God “Man” is reflected; cf. esp. Ap. John II 4,26-5,11. “Becoming male,” and theories of “masculinity” and “femininity” comparable to the gnostic ones, occur in the philosophy of Philo of Alexandria. See e.g. Quaest. in Ex. I.8; Quaest. in Gen. II.49; for discussion see Baer, Male and Female, pp. 45-80.


MS. reads Ἀρέτα, with C written above θ, which is not cancelled.

Perhaps there is something missing from the text after Ἡμευ, i.e., an object of the verb.
[the Aeon (αὐ̣δών) which] is Barbelo, [the] male [Virgin (παρθένος)].

<9>

For this reason the

2 Virgin (παρθένος) became male, because she had been divided from the male. The

4 Knowledge (γνῶσις) stood outside of him, because (ὁς) it belongs to him.

6 And (δὲ) she who exists, she who sought, possesses (it), just as

8 the Three-Powered One possesses. She withdrew (ἀνοχωρεῖν)

10 from them, from [these] two [powers], since she exists [outside of]

12 the Great One, as she [who is above [who is silent, [who has]

this [commandment (ἐντολὴ)])

16 to be silent. His knowledge (γνῶσις)

and his hypostasis (ὑπόστασις)

18 and his activity (ἐνεργεῖα)

9,8 Corr. q over c.

9,8-12 Gnostic salvation involves withdrawal into the self; cf. 9,21-22. Barbelo’s experience is paradigmatic, although it is not clear from this passage exactly what Barbelo is withdrawing from.

9,11 ᾽ΗΠΒΛΑ: The reconstruction is based on what is said in 9,4. But perhaps one should read [ῬΩΥΝ], “within,” if the context deals with reintegration.

9,12 “the Great One”: Presumably a reference to the supreme God. Cf. 1,23 and note.

9,15-16 Cf. 8,21.

9,16-18 It is possible that the knowledge (γνῶσις), hypostasis (ὑπόστασις), and activity (ἐνεργεία) of God are meant to constitute a triad comparable to the triad of Existence (διαφωτιζεῖται), Life (ὢν = ζωή), and Mind (νοῦς) in Steles Seth VII 125,28-32; of Existence (διαφωτιζεῖται), Knowledge (ζωὴ), and Life (ὢν) in Zost. VIII 15,2-12; or of Existence (ΠΗ ΕΤΕ ΠΑΙ ΠΕ, etc. = τὸ δύο), Life (ὢν = ζωή), and Mentality (μνήμη = νοσίς) in Allogenes XI 49,28-38. Such triads belong to a Platonic philosophical background. Cf. e.g. the triad of τὸ δύο, ζωή, and νοῦς in Proclus Theology, prop. 103; cf. also note to 6,19. For discussion, with further references, see the tractate introduction.
ne ἡ ταξισθημεῖν ἐκ τι [ἀγь]
20 ἡμίκε ἡ πα τωματ[ε Ρ]
δαμ. <χε> ἀναν τηρν ἀν[πα]
21 μαρχρθι νεν· ᾠρ[ῳ]
πε ἐνκαραε[ιτ ἀγῳ Ρ]
24 ταρσαγων[ῃ η ἐτε πεει πε]
πα τωμ[τε ὅδημ ἀγῃ]
26 παστὴ ᾠρ[... ᾠρ]
[c]μου ἀραγ[]
28 ἀχων η
ἀβαλ· π[.... πεἰνα]

<1>

Νασοπατον ἀγωντ ᾠρ
2 ἵ απερτοποικ· ἀπις τηρ[ζ]
δωλαν ἀβαλ· ἀπις τηρ[ζ] 8[α]
4 ἀβαλ· γα<ντ> qμεετε ἀπσα[ρε]ν
παλιν ἀπι ἄβαλ ἀγρεπμ[α]
6 [τηρζ] ρ ὦγειν· ἀγω ἀπις
[τηρζ] ρ ὦγειν· ἀγω ἀγγη ον
8 [τη ρ]πνων ῥωματ[η]
[πεἰνα] ἡταναμικ ἦπε
10 [τε ουντ]εφ ῥμεγ ῥτωα
[μη ηδαμ· ογ]μακαριον π[ε]
12 [. .... πα]χεν χε ω νη
[ἐτωοπον ρη ν]εειμα· ραψ

9,18 Cf. note to 7,2-19; also Allogenes XI 48,35.
9,19 “the power”: Cf. 8,26; 8,18-19 and note.
9,21-22 ἀνπαναρχρθι: The S prefix ἀν- is used here, instead of ἀο οσθομοι, as in 9,22. On “withdrawal” cf. note to 9,8-12 and Allogenes XI 59,14.19.36; 60,19.
9,24 For the restoration cf. 8,6-7.
9,25-27 Cf. 8,4-12 and note.
9,29 For the restoration cf. 10,19-20.
9,29-10,7 This passage, which concludes an account of a visionary experience, portrays the retreat of the Three-Powered Invisible Spirit to his proper transcendent “place,” and what remains in view is impenetrable light. Cf. the opening words of a Syriac Valentinian hymn preserved by Epiphanius, Haer. 36.6.10: “That Celestial Light came to be in every place...”; see Newbold, “A Syriac Valentinian Hymn,” p. 4, for text and translation.
are those things of which the power (δύναμις)
of the Three-Powered spoke, <saying>,
“We all have withdrawn (ἀνεχωρεῖν) to ourselves. We have [become]
silent, [and]
when we came to know [him, that is,]
the Three-Powered, [we]
bowed down; we [ ; we]
blessed him [upon us.” [the] invisible (ἀφορατον) [Spirit (πνεῦμα)]

<io>

ran up
to his place (τόπος). The whole place
was revealed; the whole place unfolded
<until> he reached the upper region.
Again (πάλιν) he departed; he caused the
whole place to be illuminated, and the whole
place was illuminated. And [you] (pl.) have been given
the third part of
[the spirit (πνεῦμα)] of the power (δύναμις) of the One
[who possesses] the three
[powers.] Blessed (μακάριον) is
[ ] He said, “O [you]
[who dwell in these] places, it is necessary

10,1-2 **πώς ἄρη: This expression, and its equivalent at 10,19.20-21.26-27, probably translates the Greek word ἀνεχωρεῖν, used at 9,9.21.**

10,4 **ὡς <NT> ζημεέτε: The MS. has ζημεέτε, which can be read as a Habitual form of the verb: “he (usually or habitually) reaches”; but this makes no sense.**

10,7-29 This passage constitutes part of an exhortation, whose conclusion occurred in a lost portion of the MS. For discussion see the tractate introduction. Marsanes here addresses his gnostic congregation, as at 1,14-28.

10,9 The reconstruction presupposes that the context refers to a life-giving endowment bestowed upon the elect, such as the “power and spirit of life” referred to in Ap. John II 26,9-10.

The transition to the 2 sg. form of address is anomalous; the text is doubtless corrupt. The 2 pl. form resumes at 10,20.

**NETXACI**: Probably “those (places) that are higher,” i.e., the higher spheres of the heavens.

“tell them to the powers”: This may refer to magical names or formulae given to angelic inhabitants of the astral spheres. Cf. note to 2,12-13; and the “passwords” used in Marcosian Gnosticism according to Iren. *Haer.* I.21.5. Cf. also notes to 19*,-18-20.

“elect ones”: One of the designations for the gnostic community used in Sethian-gnostic sources. See e.g. *Zost.* VIII 4,17; *Melch.* IX 10,17.

**N2A€€Y**: A S form.

The “withdrawal” or “ascension” of God from the world is paradigmatic of—indeed, consists of—the withdrawal of the gnostic elect from the world. Cf. also 9,8-12.21-22 and notes.
[for you to know (νοεῖν)] those that are higher than these, and tell them to the
powers (δυνάμεως). For you (sg.) will become [elect] with the elect ones
[in the last] times, [as] the invisible (ἀδρατον) Spirit (πνεῦμα)
[runs] up above. And you [yourselves], run with him [up above], since you have [the] great crown which
[ ] But (δὲ) on the day [ ] will beckon (νεοῦν)
[ ] run up above [ ] and the sense-perceptible (ἀοιθητός)
[ ] visible [ ] and they

I3*

(I4 lines missing)

the perception (νόησις). He is for
ever, not having being (οὐσία),
in the One who is, who is silent,
the One who is from the beginning,
[who] does [not] have being (οὐσία)
] part (μέρος) of [ ] indivisible. The [ ]

---

10,20 The first two letters Νά are now broken off from the MS. but are attested in an early photograph.
10,25 νεοῦ is very uncertain.
10,27-28 ΝΑΙΟΣΤΟΣ: Apparently a plural form; elsewhere in the tractate it is always singular.
11-12 At least two pages are missing from the MS. Pagination in what follows is uncertain, as indicated by the use of the asterisk. See codex and tractate introductions.
13*,15 νόησις: Only here in the tractate.
13*,15-19 The reference is probably to the supreme God. Cf. 4,20-24; 7,2-29 and notes.
22 [.....]mεεγε χρ[αλ] Ρογ[ης]  
[.....].mαμ.[.....].ε π[ης]
24 [.....].σ[.....]μα2ψ[ι]
[τε ± 10] γαρ
26 [ ± 13] οικ
(3 lines missing)

14*  
(14 lines missing)

16 άν νε[α]ίων [νε]ει ητα20[γ]  
ηπαύ εγκω[ε] ημαει α2[ι]
18 ωπε: άν νε[τ]ε απο[γ]χπαγ[η]  
άλλα νεειψ[ο]οπ ά2 ηπ[πα]
20 ηνων εει[...].[...]απ: αγω νε[ι]
22 [τ]ωάμτε ραυνα[μικ]  
24 τωάμτε ο6]αμ: μ[τωάμτε η]  
αυ[μαμ]ικ
26 άπ ]
(3 lines missing)

15*  
[. πετκαραειτ άπ ια]
2 [τω]αμτε ο6]αμ [  
[. π]ετε' ματεq πνο[η] άμεγ]  
[.....].α ά2 ηπ[η]
(6 lines missing)

12 [ ± 7] ].
[. α]ρε[ει 2ουν [  
14 [ .] άπνον[η∫  
(± 15 lines missing)

13*24 "ninth": Perhaps a reference to the ninth heaven or "world," as e.g. in Disc. 8-9 VI 52.5-6: θα2ψιτε. Cf. 18*.2.
14*,15 οεειψοοτ: The reconstruction is based on 14*,19.
14*,18 οετε άπογχπαγ: Cf. 6,27.
14*,20 A superlin. stroke occurs over the second letter trace after the lacana.
14*,20-21 Probably either άη/ηιαq or άη/ραq. "(to) him."
14*,22 Corr. α over ο in ωάμτε.
consider a [ninth] for (γάρ) [ ]

I4*
(14 lines missing)

I was dwelling among the aeons (αἰών) which have been begotten. As I was permitted, I have come to be among those that were not [begotten]. But (ἀλλά) I was dwelling in the [great]

Aeon, as I [And [ [the] three powers (δύναμες) [the One who [possesses] [the] [three] powers. The [three] [powers (δύναμες)
and [ ]

(3 lines missing)

I5*
[the] Silent One and the Three-Powered One [ [the] one that does not have breath (πνεῦμα). We took our stand [ [ ] in the [ ]
(6 lines missing)

we entered [ ]

breath (πνεῦμα) [ ]

(± 15 lines missing)

---

15*,3 ΠΕΤΕ ΜΗΤΕΩΝ ΠΝΟΗ ΡΩΜΕΥ: The reconstruction is based on 16*,1. The meaning, however, is not clear, but perhaps we should understand this expression as analogous to ΠΕΤΕ ΜΗΤΕΩΝ ΟΥΚΙΔΑ ΡΩΜΕΥ, “not having being,” i.e., beyond the realm of “being” and the “breath” of life. Cf. notes to 5,2-3.14.
15*,14 Cf. 15*,3; 16*,1. But perhaps ΠΝΟΗ ΤΟΣ (Ν)ΚΟΣΜΟΣ. “the intelligible world.” Cf. 5,22; 41*,5.
16*
[ετε] ματεq πνων ἀm[εγ]
2 [αγω qω]οοπ 2η ουματ[...
3 [.... ὧ]ρ' αγω αζινεγ
4 [ ± 8]τρ ατν[α]6 η
(6 lines missing)
12 [ ± 7]εc αρμε[...]
14 [ ± 11] ου' α'ε[...]
(± 15 lines missing)
17*
2 [.....] ετβε εγ [α]ν γνωσι[ε]
[.....]ατζαινε αγω [...]
4 [ ± 7] qρκιανανε[γε]
[.....]τρεκωψυνε
(1 line missing)
8 [ ± 9] α]γω [.]
[ ± 10] ετβε
10 [ ± 9] . 2η [.]
(3 lines missing)
[ ± 7] ὃ μεταμαγ
16 [..... 2α]ψ δε ατρεογ
[ ± 8] ματεq εινε
18 [ ± 9] ο απιογει[...]
[ ± 9] ω[ο]οπ 2ατε
20 [2η] ± 8] ι'μεεγε ε[...]
[ ± 8] χι[η] νωμαρη[...]
[ ± 10] ]ηυ αβ[αλ]

16*,3-4 Perhaps αζινεγ / [απιωτ, “I saw the Father.” Cf. 18*,14-16 and note.
16*,5 I.e., the Father? Cf. 18*,16-17; 1,11-12. The superlin. stroke is visible.
16*,12 Perhaps ματ]εc αρμε[ε, “not having (fem.) an end,” i.e., “limitless.”
MARSANES 16*,1-17*,23

16*
[who] does not have breath (πνοή),
2 [and he] exists in a [completely]. And I saw
4 [ ] him to the great (fem.)
[ ] they knew [him]
(6 lines missing)
12 [ ] limit [
[ ] and [I
14 [ ] alone
(± 15 lines missing)

17*
[ ] is active (ἐνεργεῖν)
2 [ ] why, [again], (does) knowledge (γνώσεις)
[ ] ignorant, and [
4 [ ] he runs the risk (κυνδυνεύειν)
[ ] that he become
(1 line missing)

8 [ ] and
[ ] on account of
10 [ ] in [

(3 lines missing)

[ ] Those
16 [ ] But (δέ) it is necessary that a
[ ] does not have form
18 [ ] to this one
[ ] exists before
20 [ ] the thought
[ from] the beginning
22 [ ] the one that
[ ]...

16*,14 Or “self.”
17*,2 Or emend to add the def. art.: <Τ> ἡμως[ίς].
17*,19-20 Perhaps ετῷω[οι] πατε/[
2] [ν]ηρηρή, “who exists before the All”; cf. 8.9-10.
17*,20 Perhaps qF] ἐνθέευε, “he remembers.”
24 [ ± 13 ] ιειε[ ]
25 [ ± 14 ] εεεα[ ]
26 [ ± 14 ] .κο[ ]

(3 lines missing)

18*

νειει ά[ ]
2 νευ ά[... ] 2ν Ψίτε[ε ... έε]
[β]δομας ηνοχος[ζ]
4 [ο]γ άνο ογγογ ή[ ]
3 άνο άνη[ε] ε[ ]
6 [....].[ ]
[...].ή[ν][ ]
8 [....]μαα[ ]
[...].ρο[ν][ ]
10 [....].τβ[ ]

(3 lines missing)

14 .επ[.] αγω [. . . . ΗΝΗ]
3α άα οραμ[πε ... η][ ]
16 ταπινεγ αν[ιωτ άγιογ]
3ων άγω ά[ ]
18 άα έ[ ]
νερικον [ ]
20 άα άνη[ε]
2μαω[ικος]
22 [ν]κομ[ικος]
πε[ ]
24 [λ]οιπ[ον]
ντο[ ]
26 [ . . ][ ]

(3 lines missing)

18*,4 Cf. 10,24.
18*,14-15 “after many years”: Cf. Allogenes XI 58,8 “one hundred years.”
18*,15-17 Cf. 16*,5; 1,23; 40*,26.
... and [after] many years
when I saw the [Father I came to] know him, and [many [partial (μερικον) [for ever [the material ones (υλικος) [above [in addition (λοιπον) [
19*

(12 lines missing)

[± 7 ]. ἐ ἐϕ[  
14 [.....] ὑ ὄ ν. [  
[..... τ]βαλ 2ὴ Ν[  
16 [..... τ]ὑ ὄ ν ἀν[ε]τ[τ]  
[.....] ἡ τοῦ ἐ  
18 [.....] ἐ πιονομάζε  
[Ἀμα γ]ψ τογονομ[α]  
20 [κια ἐρι Μ]ණτ[θ'] ὑ[θ'] [θ] ἑ[τ] [τ]θ[θ]  
[η ε τε[τ]ἀδάκβ ἄτ[ο]γ]  
22 [.....] ἡ τογγυπ[ο]ι[ο]  
24 [± 10 ]]. ][  
[± 11 ]]. ]  
(± 4 lines missing)

20*

(12 lines missing)

[.....][.] ἁ Ν. [  
14 [.....] ἐ ηνπ [  
[. τ] ι[α]γοντ[ε Ναγνα]  
16 μις θμταπ[ε ά Νια]  
και[ο]ς ακχοο[ο]ι[ο]  
18 2ὴ Νε[ε]ι Μ[  
Μ] ἰ τετε Μ[νοε]

19*,17 "them": Cf. note to 19*,18.

19*,18 ἐ πιονομάζε: The form is Imperative. The object is probably “the angels” or “the gods and the angels.” Cf. 39*,5-6; 27*,13-14. “Naming,” or “calling upon,” the gods and the angels involves not only knowing their names but being able to pronounce their names correctly in chants or incantations. This is clear from what follows in the tractate. The purpose of this exercise is to effect the ascension of the soul past the astral barriers inhabited by these “gods” and “angels.” For important parallel material see Pist. Soph. chs. 98, 109, 130; and the Books of Jeu chs. 37, 40, 43. In the Jeu texts “seals” (αφοικτις) and ritual “sealing” (αφοικτικε) are involved. Cf. note to 2,12-13.

19*,19-20 ὑμωμα: Cf. 27*,13; 30*,8; 31*,4. The word can also be translated “language,” but it is here clearly related to the verb
19*

(12 lines missing)

[ ] he [ ]

14 [ ] . . . [ ]

[ ] out of [ ]

16 [ ] into those that [ ]

[ ] them into [ ]

18 [ ] name (δνομακείων)

[them. And] (as for) their nomenclature (δνομασία),

20 [bear] witness yourselves [that you are] inferior to [their]

22 [ ] and their [hypostasis (ὑπόστασις).]

But (δέ) [in addition (λοιπόν), when (δει)]

24 [ ]

(± 4 lines missing)

20*

(12 lines missing)

[ ]

14 [ ] hidden [ ]

[ ] the] third

16 [power (δύναμις)]. The blessed (μακάριος) Authority (fem.) [(+ δέ)]

said [ ]

18 among these and [ ]

i.e. she who [does not have]

δνομακείων, discussed above. For comparable usages of the word in Gnosticism see e.g. Pist. Soph. chs. III, 141; in Hermeticism see e.g. Disc. 8-9 VIII 62,24; 64,1.3; and in magic see e.g. PGM XIII.211, 566.

19*,20 Corr. The first ε in ΟΥΕΣΕΤΗΝΕ is written above an Ο, which is crossed out.

19*,22-23 ὑπόστασις: The meaning here—in contrast to 9,17—may be "nature."

20*,15-16 "the third power": Cf. 8,18-19 and note to 4,16.


20*,18 Or "among these there is not . . ." Cf. 20*,20.
The papyrus is of poor quality here, and damaged, with some (vertical) fibers lost.

 đềιναῖον: Cf. 39*;28; 42*;5. But perhaps read ΔΣΨ[ΟΝ or ΔΣΨ[ΩΝ, “animals.” Cf. 22*;26; 25*;4; and note to 25*;1-4.

The letters after ΜΗ appear to be IC; but some vertical fibers are lost, and the reading is quite uncertain.

Perhaps ε]ΤΧΠΟ, “who (or which) acquire(s).”

κύλιςις: This word is used of the orbits of the astral bodies;
20 For (γάρ) there is not glory [nor even (οὖν) the one who [22 For indeed (καί γάρ) the one who [24 For (γάρ) [ [ (± 4 lines missing) 21* (± 12 lines missing)

14 [ ] and the [signs of the Zodiac (ζώδιαν)] [ ] and the [ ] 16 [ ] and [ ] 18 [ ] which do not have [ ] acquire for [ ] revolution (κύλισμα) 20 [ ] But (δὲ) [the] soul(s) (ψυχή) [ ] there [ ] 22 [ ] body(s) (σώμα) of this [ ] soul(s) (ψυχή) of heaven [ ] 24 [ ] around [ ] shape (σχήμα) [ ] 26 [ ] which is [ ] (± 3 lines missing) 22* (± 12 lines missing)

14 [ ] . . . [ ] 16 (± δὲ) there [ ]

---

cf. e.g. Aristot. Cael. 290A. Cf. the restored reading at 21*,14 and ΠΙΚΩΤΕ in line 24.
21*,20 Either δ(ε)ψυχή (sg.) or ΨΥΧΗ (pl.).
21*,23 ψυχή: Cf. note to 21*,20.
22*,15 After ΝΕΤΕ read either ΟΥΝΤΟΥ, "have," or ΜΗΝΤΟΥ, "do not have," as indicated by the correlative ΜΗΕΥ in line 16.
22. Possible readings are ζετπ-, "choose," ρετπ-, "join," or δετπ-, "overcome"; all are S forms, however, not A.
22. Cf. 25.6.11.25.
22. Perhaps ΝΕΝ [Ῥ/ΨΙΛΟΝ] ΝΕΝ ΝΑΣ[ΣΥ], "and the inaspirate and the aspirate (consonants)." For ψιλόν and δασό see 27.4-5. On the connection between the letters of the alphabet and the signs of the Zodiac see note to 25.1-4 and tractate introduction.
22. Cf. 25.4 and note. Note the Greek gen. pl. form.
23. At least two pages are missing from the MS. See codex and tractate introductions.
25. The context suggests that the reference here is to the signs of the Zodiac (cf. 21.14), on the one hand, and the letters of the alphabet, on the other. In Graeco-Roman astrology, the signs
...[,] all the likenesses

all the forms [they [and] become [themselves [and the [of animals (ζώων) [and the []

... (± 2 lines missing)

[ there. But (δικαία) their powers (δύναμις), which are the angels (ἄγγελος), are in the form (μορφή) of beasts (θηρίον) and animals (ζώον). Some among them are [polymorphous], and contrary to (παρά) [nature (φύσις)] they have [for their names which [They are [divided] and [according to (κατά) the []

of the Zodiac (τὰ ζώδια) are classified in various ways, e.g. as "human" shaped or "animal" shaped, or assimilated to the letters of the alphabet, as "voiced" (ΦΩΝΗΣΤΑ: Θ 8 Π ΠΠ ΠΠΠ), "semivoiced" (ΗΜΙΦΩΝΑ: Ω, ΩΩ) or "voiceless" (ΦΩΝΑ: ΩΩ = Π Χ). Cf. Bouche-Leclercq, L'astrologie grecque, pp. 149-150. According to the gnostic "magician" Marcus, the letters of the alphabet (and perhaps the signs of the Zodiac) are "angels" and "aeons"; see Iren. Haer. I.14.1-2. For discussion see tractate introduction.

A strip of (vertical) fibers is lost from the MS., resulting in the loss of part of the Υ on line 3 and part of the Ο in ΘΗΡΙΟΝ on line 4. ΡΗΜΟΡΦΗ ΝΗΘΡΙΟΝ: Cf. Ptol. Tetr. II.7 (LCL 80): τὰ θηριόδη (ζώδια), probably referring to Θ, Ω and Π (cf. LCL ed., p. 173, s. n. 5).

ΣΑΣ ΝΗΜΑΤ = πολύμορφος. Cf. Ptol. Tetr. IV.5 (LCL 183), also of signs of the Zodiac. Perhaps read instead [ΡΗ]ΝΗΜΑΤ = ἀνθρωπόμορφος; cf. Ptol. Tetr. II.7 (LCL 79). The ἀνθρωπό-μορφα ζώδια are Π, ΠΠ, ΠΠΠ, and ΩΩ.
The discussion here probably concerns heavenly counterparts of human language and voice. Cf. 31*,15-16.

The T in TTM12(91MNT is flaked off from the MS. K1T1 TIM12(91MRT: Seil. CXHM1, "shape" or "schema"? Cf. 25*,23.

Again "Marsanes" assumes prior instruction on the part of his audience. Cf. 2,19-20.28; 3,4-8; etc.

Though there would be room in a lacuna at the end of the line for up to 3 more letters, the syntax does not admit of additional material here. Perhaps there was a colon: THROY·.

"this division": Cf. 25*,9. The "division" referred to is probably the soul’s "division" from its simple state as an indivisible monad to its status in this world, i.e. its descent into materiality. The classic statement on this is Macrobius In Somn. 1.12, probably derived from Numenius (cf. Fr. 34, des Places). For discussion see tractate introduction.

"these regions" = this world; cf. 10,12-13 and note.

MS. reads [R]/PCXHMA EQWBB[E1A/E1]T, "the different shape." In what follows it is evident that more than one "shape" or "schema" is attributed to the human soul; but all...
[ ] and [form
12 [ ] But (δέ) these that are [aspects] of sound according to (ματά) the third
14 originate from being (οῦσα). And concerning these, all of
16 these (remarks) are sufficient, since we have (already) spoken about them. For (γάρ) [this]
18 division takes place again in these regions in (ματά) [the manner]
20 we have mentioned from the [beginning]. However (πλήν) the soul (ψυχή), on the
22 other hand, [has] different shape(s) (σχήμα). The shape (σχήμα) (+ δέ) of the soul (ψυχή) exists [in]
25 [this] form,
26 i.e. (the soul) that came into existence of its own accord. The shape (σχήμα)
28 (+ δέ) is [the second]

26*

spherical (σφαιρικόν) part (μέρος)

2 while the first follows [it,]

of these “shapes” are basically the same, i.e. “spherical.” Cf. note to 26*,1.
25*,24 The C in CHAΤ is now flaked off from the MS.; it is attested
25*,25-27 perhaps the reference is to the soul which, of its own volition, descends into the world of generation. Cf. Macrobius In Somn. I.11.12.
25*,26 The superlin. stroke is visible.
25*,28 “the second”: This reconstruction is far from certain; the entire passage is not altogether clear. Cf. 26*,5.
26*,1 μέρος: In contemporary speculation on the Psychogonia in Plato’s Timaeus (35A-36D) the human soul, as well as the World Soul, is made up of seven parts conceived as circular or spherical. Cf. e.g. Plut. De An. procr. 1028B (ἐπά μολμαί); Diog. Laert. III.68. ΦΑΙΡΙΚΩΝ: That the characteristic shape (σχήμα) of the soul is “spherical” is a common assumption in popular Platonism, based on the Psychogonia of the Timaeus. See e.g. Diog. Laert. III.71; Iambl. In Tim. fr. 49 (Dillon); Procl. In Tim. II.72.14; Theol. Prop. 210. The passages in Iambl. and Procl. deal with the soul’s immaterial “vehicle” (δχημα).
The seven vowels were symbolically related to the seven planetary spheres from ancient times; see e.g. Dornseiff, *Das Alphabet*, 32-60. Here it appears that different vowel combinations are symbolically related to the spherical "shapes" of the soul. The underlying assumption is that language and letters are functions of the soul; cf. Aristot. *Int.* 16a. Cf. esp. Theiler, "Sprache des Geistes," 304-311. "The self-begotten soul" seems to be distinguished from the soul "that came into existence of its own accord"; cf. 25*,26-27. The former is symbolically related to the full sequence of vowels; the latter, "the second schema," is signified by the deficient combination ΕΗΙΟΥ.

There seems to be something missing before ΑΒΑΛ ΖΗΤΝ. Lit. "those of the two voices" = Gk. ὠμογογοι. Cf. 28*,5-11, where the various diphthongs are listed.

ΩΨΠ: The ω is now lost from the MS.; it is attested in an early photograph.

"the imperishable seed": Cf. *Apoc. Adam* V 76,7: ἸΣΠΟΡΑ
ενιου, the self-begotten soul (ψυχή),
4 αετιουω.
[The] second schema (σχήμα).
6 ενιου, . . . by those [having]
two sounds (diphthongs), the first being
placed after them [ ] and [ ]
8 the light. [Control]
yourselves, receive [the]
10 imperishable seed (σπέρμα),
bear fruit (μαρπός), and
12 do not become
attached to your possessions.
14 But (ἀλλά) know that the oxytones
exist among the vowels
and the
diphthongs which are
16 next to them. But (δέ) the [short (βραχύ)]
are inferior, and the [ ]
18 are [ ]

ΝΑΤΤΑΚΟ, but there the reference is probably to the “seed of Seth.” Here the “imperishable seed” is the knowledge imparted by Marsanes.

26*,15 “bear fruit”: Though this is a common biblical expression (cf. e.g. Matt 3:8, John 15:8,16) it occurs also in non-biblical materials, as e.g. Corp. Herm. XIII.22.

26*,16 The second superlin. stroke is visible.

26*,18 ΝΕΤΞΑΙ: Lit. “those which are high.” The translation “oxytones” assumes that a technical term in Greek grammar was used. Cf. note to 30*,1-2.

26*,19-20 ΝΕΤΕ ΟΥΝΤΟΥ ΧΜΗ: Lit. “those which have voice”

26*,20-21 ΝΑ ΤΕΜΗ ΝΤΕ: Cf. note to 26*,6-7.

26*,22-23 ΝΒΡΑΧΥ: What is meant are the short vowels, τα βραχυ φωνήντα, i.e., ε and ο. For the terminology see Dionysius Thrax, Ars Grammatica 6 in Grammatici Graeci I.1 (ed. Uhlig). There are three kinds of vowels: βραχύ (“short”): ε and ο; μακρά (“long”): η and ο; διακονα (dual, either long or short): α, ι, and υ. Cf. 29*,24-28.
The first T in 21TOOTOY is written over a diagonal stroke; the scribe probably began to write something else. Most of the final T is broken off from the MS.; it is better attested in an early photograph.

Of the consonants, the “semi-vowels” are said to be superior to the voiceless consonants. Cf. Melampous’ commentary on Dionysius Thrax Ars Gram. 6 (A. Hilgard, ed. Scholia in Dionysii Thracis Artem Grammaticam, p. 42): δον ἔλαττον ἐστι (scil. τὰ ημύρων) τῶν φωνητῶν ἐν τῇ ἐκφωνήσει τῶν τελειῶν φωνήν ἐχόντων, τοσούτων εὐφωνίτερά ἐστι τῶν ἑλλων ἐνέα στοιχείων τῶν καλομέμενων ἀφώνων. Philo likens the vowels to the mind, the semivowels to the senses, and the consonants to the body: Quaest. in Gen. IV.117; cf. Congr. 150; Op. Mund. 126. Cf. also Marcus’ speculation on the letters of the alphabet, esp. Iren. Haer. I.14.5. The eight semivowels, according to the ancient grammarians, are ζ, ξ, ψ, λ, μ, ν, θ, and σ. (This classification differs from that of modern grammarians of the Greek language.)

Nete MnTouCmH MnHEy: Lit. “those which do not have voice” = τὰ ἀφώνα. The nine voiceless consonants are β, γ, δ, κ, λ, μ, π, τ, φ, and χ. Their “superiority” is presumably based on the idea that they have twice as much “power” (δύναμις). See Scholia (Melampous), p. 45.

NetKhB = τὰ δυτικὰ σύμφωνα, “the double consonants.”
by them. Those that [ 
26 [ ] since they are intermediate
[ ] The sounds of
28 [the semivowels (ημιφωνον)] are

27*

superior to the voiceless (consonants).

2 And (δὲ) those that are double are superior to the semivowels which

4 do not change. But (δὲ) the aspirates (δακτύλιοι)

are better than the inaspirates (ψιλόν) (of)

6 the voiceless (consonants).

And (δὲ) those that are intermediate will [accept]

8 their combination in which they are;

they are ignorant [of]

10 the things that are good. They (the vowels)

(+ δὲ) are combined with the [intermediates]

12 which are less. [Form] by (κατά) [form],

<they constitute> the nomenclature (δομακοία) of the [gods]

These are ζ, ξ, and ψ, also reckoned as "semivowels."

27*,3 

ΚΑΤΕΛΕΓΟΥΕ ΝΔΜΗ: Lit. "the ones of the half-voice"

τὰ ἡμιφωνα. Böhlig reads ΚΑΤΕΛΕΓΟΥΕ, "undivided," interpreting

ΚΑΤΕΛΕΓΟΥΕ ΝΔΜΗ as = φωνῆ διαφέρως, referring to Aristot.

Poet. 1456b; see "Die griechische Schule," p. 17. The context requires us to see here a reference to the semivowels.

27*,4-7

The nine ἀφωνα σύμφωνα are classified as "aspirate" (δακτύλιοι: θ, φ, and χ), "inaspirate" (ψιλό: κ, η, and τ), and "intermediate" (μέσα: β, δ, and γ). The aspirates are here regarded as "better" because they have more πνεῦμα ("breath" or "spirit"). Cf. Scholia (Melampous), p. 44.

27*,9-10

Note that the various letters of the alphabet are virtually personified, probably as angels. For a striking parallel, including the notion of these letters' "ignorance," see Iren. Ηαερ. I.14.1 (Marcus).

27*,10

"They" must refer to letters other than the intermediate voiceless consonants, for the latter are referred to in the next line. For combinations of vowels with the intermediate voiceless consonants see 31*,22-32*,3.

27*,11

The superlin. stroke on 2Ν is visible.

27*,12

"which are less": i.e., inferior to the aspirates; cf. 27*,4-6 and note.
14 νε μὴ Ῥαγχελος ὰ[γχο] 
15 ἓγετε τως ἀνοβε[ργ] 
16 κατὰ σχητὶν ἀλ[α] 
17 μονον ἐνοχ[τ]εγ ἦ [Ῥ] 
18 μεγ ἐνομοφρασια [ἐ] 
19 ἀναντες ἀνπεσω[πε] 
20 ἀτρέποντιω ζογ> ως ὅ[ἱ] 
21 ἀβελ· ἀρκωτε ἀφ φ[αβ] 
22 ἀπετλομα ἀτρεκ[ϝ] 
23 χρασθαι ἀπναβ[ι] †] 
24 ἄνα δε νεκ ε[τβε πνα] 
25 μὴτ ὀ[χμα] 
26 ητε τῆς[ὁχ· ρμάεω] 
27 μὴτ ὀ[χμα Ῥχψχχ] 
28 ϑοοπ []

28*

οὐσφαιρικὸν πε εἴογ
2 Ἴ[ρσωφ' γίνη] ὧτε ὦν 
3 ἴμ[μα[φ] Ῥζαπλουν[ν].
4 ἵ[δ οοο γγγ γωω] 
5 τα τε[εν νεωφο] 
6 ὁ[ραζεινε[ι] α] γ' 
7 [ε]ν ε' υ' ογ' ω' οι[νη] 
8 [γ]ι [ω] ἄγε[ι εγνυ' οιογ] 
9 [γτ]γ' [ετ] γ[τ] α[γ] 
10 [εεγ]ν' υ' οιογ' ω' γτ' 
11 [ετ] γέε[γ' οιογ' υ']

27*,13-14 <ΣΕΨΟΩΝ>: Cf. 30*,8. "They" refers, in general, to combinations of vowels and consonants. Such combinations make up the "nomenclature" of the gods and the angels. 

27*,19-21 Perhaps ἀνεκουσωπε = Greek ὧκα ἀξην: "it was not possible" (or "lawful") that <their> will should be revealed."

27*,22-24 Note the use of the 2 sg. pronoun here. Cf. 10,14-17 and note. 

27*,23-26 Here Marsanes takes up his previous discussion of the "shapes" of the soul; cf. 25*,21-26*,9.

28*,1 σφαιρικὸν: Cf. note to 26*,1.

28*,2-3 ητε ὦν γνόμ ο榇 γαπλουν: Lit. "those which there are simple sounds to them." The "simple" vowels are
and the angels (ἀγγέλοις), [not (οὐχ)] because (δὲ) they are mixed with each other
according to (κατὰ) every form, but (ἀλλὰ) only (μόνον) (because) they have
a good function (ἐργασία).
It did not happen
that <their> will was revealed.
Do not keep on [sinning,]
and do not dare (τολμᾶν) to
make use of (χρῆσθαι) sin. But (δὲ) [I]
am speaking to you (σγ.) [concerning the]
[three shapes (σχῆμα)]
of the soul (ψυχή). [The]
third [shape (σχῆμα) of the soul (ψυχή)]
is [

is a spherical (σφαιράκων) one, put
after it, from the
simple (ἀπλοῦν) vowels:

The diphthongs were
as follows: αἰ, αὐ,
εἰ, εὐ, ηῦ, οὐ, ωὐ, οἶ, ηὲ

υἱ, υἱ, αὐεῖ, εὐηῦ, οἰου,

[εἰεῦ], ηῦ, οἰου, ωὕ, γῦγ

here distinguished from the diphthongs. It is possible that
CMH here and in line 20 = φωνῆ, “vowel,” rather than
φωνῆ, “sound”; this is supported by the neuter ending on
ΣΑΠΛΟΥΝ. See Böhlig, “Die griechische Schule,” p. 17.

ΔΛΛ and ΗΗΗ appear to be inadvertently omitted; cf. 28*21-
22 for the entire list.

NA TCΜΗ ΚΝΕΤΕ: Cf. note to 26*6-7.

Although Dionysius Thrax (ch. 6, Grammatici Graeci, ed. Uhlig,
p. 10) enumerates only six diphthongs, his commentators
disagree, asserting that there are eleven (Scholia, p. 200 [anon.],
331 [Heliodorus]) or even twelve (Scholia, p. 40 [Melampous]).
All eleven are enumerated here, ending with ωὶ; Melampous
adds q, which could not be distinguished from αἰ in uncial or
majuscule writing.

The letter-combinations after ωι are probably secondary
additions, functioning as voces mysticae.
As in the case of the simple vowels enumerated above (28*,4; cf. 28*,21-22) the diphthongs are understood as tripled, presumably for mystical effect. It is possible that these vowel-combinations were meant to be chanted. Cf. the magical papyri, where mystical words are frequently directed to be uttered “three times” (τριπλεύς); see e.g. PGM IV.209, 2957, 3175, 3814, etc.

“male soul”: Cf. 28*,17-18. Perhaps the intellectual part of the soul is meant, i.e., the νοῦς (“mind”); cf. 31*,17-18 and 4,3-4. On “masculinity” in Marsanes see note to 9,1-3.

Cf. 27*,26-28*,4. Note that the set of three ω’s is tripled, perhaps indicating that the entire sequence of vowels is to be
three times for a male soul (ψυχή).

The third

shape (σχῆμα) is spherical (σφαιρικόν).

The second shape (σχῆμα), being
put after it, has
two sounds. The male soul’s (ψυχή)

third shape (σχῆμα)
(consists) of the

simple (ἀπλοῦν) vowels:

ααα, εεε, γγγ, ωωω, οοο,

υυυ, ωωω, ωωω, ωωω.

[And] this shape (σχῆμα) is different
[from] the first, but (δὲ)
[they resemble] each other

and they make some
[ordinary (πρόχειρον) sounds] of

this sort: αεη]ωω. And

from these (are made) the diphthongs.

So also the

fourth and the fifth.

With regard to them, they were not allowed to
reveal the whole topic,

but (ἀλλὰ) only (μόνον) those things that are apparent.

You (pl.) were taught

about them, that you should perceive (νοεῖν) them

_chanted, and the ω’s extended. Cf. PGM XIII.630-631: ἐπικαλοῦμαι σε, κύριε, φθικώ ύμνῳ σου τὸ ἄγνων κρ<ά>τος· αἰτήσοιω. For discussion see tractate introduction.

28*,23-24 ὁβδείαειτ: Space in the lacuna requires restoration of the extra ΕΙ; the same form occurs at 30,12.


28*,28-29*,2 αἰχου: These vowels are called προτακτικά by the grammarians because they stand in front of the ὑποτακτικά vowels i and u in order to form diphthongs. See Dionysius Thrax ch. 6 (Grammatici Graeci I.1 ed. Uhlig, p. 10) and Scholía, p. 38 (Melampous).

29*,1 Part of the Η is now broken off from the MS.; it is more fully attested in an early photograph. ΝΑ ΤΣΜΗ ΚΩΤΕ: Cf. 26*, 6-7 and note.

29*,7-8 Here the 2 person pl. is resumed. Cf. 27*,22-24 and note.
they”: Presumably the various angels identified with the letters of the alphabet. Cf. note to 27*,9-10. “Seeking and finding,” especially relating to self-knowledge, is a recurrent theme in gnostic and Hermetic literature. See e.g. Testim. Truth IX 69,1-4; Auth. Teach. VI 35,15; Disc. 8-9 VI 60,10-11; and for Mandaean parallels see Rudolph, “Coptica-Mandaica,” p. 199. Cf. also Gos. Thom. 2; Matt. 7:8.

MS. reads θΤΟΥ.

It is assumed that this verb has a passive meaning, though its form is active. The entire passage is obscure but it is probable that it involves speculation on the post-positive (and therefore “submissive,” ὀποτακτικά) vowels and consonants in various combinations. For the terminology see e.g. Scholias p. 38 (Melampous on ὀποτακτικά φωνήματα) and
in order that they, too, might
all seek and find [who]
they are, either (♂)
by themselves alone [ or (♂) by each other,
or (♂) to reveal [destinies]
that have been determined from the beginning,
either (♂) with reference to themselves alone [or (♂)]
with reference to one another, just as (οἶνος) [they]
exist with each other [in]
sound, whether (εἴτε) partially (κατὰ μέρος)
or (εἴτε) formally (κατὰ -). [They are]
commanded [to]

submit (ὑποτάσσεσθαι) or (♂) their
[part (μέρος)] is generated and
formal (κατὰ -). Either (♂) (they are commanded) by [the]
[long (μακρόν)] (vowels) or (♂) [by]
those of [dual time value (χρόνος), or (♂)]
by [the short (βραχύ) (vowels)]
which are small [

30*

or (♂) the oxytones or (♂) the
intermediates or (♂) the barytones.
And <the> consonants (σῦμφωνον)
exist with the vowels,
and individually (κατὰ μέρος)

p. 47 (Melampous on ὑποτάσσεσθαι σύμφωνα).
29*,24-27 Cf. note to 26*,22-23.
29*,26 ΝΑ ΠΙΡΟΝΟΣ ΚΝΕΥ: τὰ διχρόνα φωνῆντα.
29*,27 ΒΡΑΧΥ: Cf. 26*,22-23 and note.
29*,27-29 ΕΤΣΑΒΚ: A Coptic gloss on βραχύ.
30*,1-2 Here the discussion has to do with accent or pitch (τόνος).
ΝΕΤΧΑΙ: Lit. “those that are high,” = the oxytone.
ΝΕΤΖΝ ΤΜΗΤΕ: Lit. “those in the middle,” = the circumflex.
ΝΕΤΘΑΧΒ: Lit. “those that are low,” = the barytone.
In Greek terminology, τόνος (“pitch” or “tone”) is classified as
δ ὑψός τόνος, δ βαρύς τόνος, and δ περιστώμενος, or δ μέσος τόνος.
See Scholia, pp. 22-23 (Melampous) and 310 (Heliodorus).
30*,2 Κορρ. δ over ε.
30*,4-5 ΝΕΤΕ ΟΥΝΤΟΥ ΚΜΗ: Cf. note to 26*,19-20.
304
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6 [p]oc ceov[i]r espne ney
[ayw ceypotacce;
8 [c]ewoop i <t> onomacia
[n]arrheloc· ayw
10 [nc]ymfwonon ceyo
[on 2]api zapay oyaeto
12 [ay]w eywββ(i)eyei (qβ
[cy]potacce ayw) <ce> ḫy
14 [mp]otacce ῥννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννν
[ep] καλ η να tpe 2
20 [cm]h· neei thpoy ceβ
[cy]potacce ῥννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννννν
22 [cm]h νονλ· oion mo
[no]n νενκνβ νατων
24 [be ey]woon '2' να tpe
[we rm]h· ῥαςy αν
26 [μ]ψιλόν μν νε
[τ]ην τμντε ce]woon
28 [ν]nετε μντ]ου cmh· pa
[λ]ιν .... ce]βαλλαμντ
30 [μn] Νονερνυ· ayw cepaρς

30*.7 ἁγιτακε: Cf. note to 29*,22. Probably in the background here is the notion that certain combinations of vowels and consonants can bring into subjection (ὑποτάσσων) gods, angels, demons, etc. Cf. e.g. PGM XIII.744-746. Similar notions occur in the writings of late Platonism and Pythagoreanism; see e.g. Nicomachus apud Janus, Musici Scripторes Graeci, pp. 276-277; and see tractate introduction for discussion.


30*.13-14 MS. reads qṭ ᾁγιτακε. Perhaps here the word should be translated with an active meaning, “to bring into subjection.” Cf. 29*,22; 30*,7 and notes.

30*.16-18 Technical terms from Greek musicology are being used here,
they are commanded,
and they submit (ὑποτάσσειν).
They constitute the nomenclature (ὄνομασία)
of the angels (ἐγγέλος). And
[the] consonants (σῶμφονον) are
self-existent,
[and] as they are changed
<they> submit (ὑποτάσσειν)
to the hidden
gods by means of
beat and
pitch and
silence and impulse (ἑρμῆ).
[They] summon (καλεῖν) the semivowels,
all of which
submit (ὑποτάσσειν) to them with
one [accord]; since (οἶν) it is only (μόνον)
the [unchanging] double (consonants)
that co-exist with the semivowels.
But (δὲ) the aspirates (ἀθάνοι)
[and the inaspirates (ψυλόν)] and the
[intermediates] constitute
[the voiceless (consonants). Again (πάλω)]
[they] are combined
[to each other, and] they are separate

indicating that the adept who understands the mysteries of language also knows how to chant properly, thus bringing the gods and the angels into subjection. ψῆλαδε = πληγή (Lat. ictus), "beat." ἡξτούησειτ (cf. Crum 508b) = πυρήτος or τὸ πυρὸν, "pitch." For references see Janus, Musici Scriptores Graeci, Index.

---

30*,19 The superlin. stroke on Π is visible.
30*,23-25 The double consonants ζ, ξ, and ψ are also classified as semi­vowels. Cf. 26*,27-27*,2 and notes.
30*,24 Corr. Ν in ΖΝ over Μ. The scribe omitted the superlin. stroke.
30*,25-28 Cf. 27*,4-7 and note.
30*,29 Corr. The second Λ is written over Ο.
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\(\text{ἀνογεψ[\gamma]} \ceo\text{γες \text{ας}}\)

2

\(\text{νε \de \αμα} \text{γε \text{ες}}\)
\(\text{ποτας} \text{ες \text{εως τι} \de \[\nu]}\)

4

\(\text{ονομαςια} \text{\text{nαtсaь}ne}\)
\(\text{ce\text{w}πtε \de \text{nοy}еει \[\nu]}\)

6

\(\text{cнeи \[\nu]} \text{\text{οσм}nt. \[\nu]} \text{\text{g[\tau\alphaγ]}}\)
\(\text{h \το} \text{v. \[\nu]} \text{\text{c[\tau\alphaγες}} \text{\text{πρ}hi [\alpha]}\)

8

\(\text{сaψь \text{eпь}нtοу \text{снh \[\nu]}\)
\(\text{[\tauαп]лoвпν <\[\mu]> \text{нεε}ι \text{eтe \o}у[\text{nto}у]}\)

10

\(\text{[смh] ν \[\text{п}t[\varepsilon]} \[\nu] \text{πmа [\text{н}пмнt]}\)
\(\text{сaψь \[\text{t}рθсy} \text{\[m]ф[\text{\text{в}н]ı] \[\nu]}\)

12

\(\text{\text{ψарпн} \text{ареn} \[\nu]} \text{[\tauαei]}\)
\(\text{нε. \[\text{cеб}ā\[\lambdax]ε} \text{\[\nu]} \text{\[\text{λ}ψь \[\nu]} \text{[нνε]}\)

14

\(\text{σωc \[\text{εм[\text{н]}]tоу \text{o}уcиa [\[\nu]}\)
\(\text{[м]εнν \[\text{с}[\gamma]оεи \[\nu]} \text{\[нεине [\nu]}\)

16

\(\text{[тoуcиa [\nu]} \text{\[\nu]} \text{\[\gamma]пoψ[\text{x а]}\)
\(\text{тфyсιc [\[\nu]} \text{\[нpоyc [тh e]}\)

18

\(\text{тe \[\text{θαy[т te] \[\nu]} \text{etpн tm[нте]}\)
\(\text{\[\text{λψь \[ет]}[\nu]} \text{[и]} \text{[нαyn [\nu]}\)

20

\(\text{[нtнe} \text{\[пnoyeph[ny mn]}\)
\(\text{[нтe \text{о}uпtоu \text{cнh [mn]}\)

22

\(\text{нtрθсyμf\[wнi} \[\nu]} \text{[\tauαλ]}\)
\(\text{[и]нe \[\text{мeн} \[\text{βαραд[a]з}[\lambdaβα]}\)

24

\(\text{βερεδεξ[ε][φе [вилcнах]}\)
\(\text{[γhн]е} \text{[βιтдziεи} \text{[βοто]}\)

\(\text{31*}.1-4 \text{ Cf. 30*},6-9; 27*},9-10,13-14 \text{ and notes.}\)
\(\text{31*},5-9 \text{ Cf. 30*},6-9; 27*},9-10,13-14 \text{ and notes.}\)
\(\text{31*},9-10 \text{ I.e. the dipt}h\text{thongs. Cf. 26*},6-7 \text{ and note.}\)
\(\text{31*},10 \text{ Probably \[nм, for \[nм, “with,” or “and.”}\)
\(\text{31*},10-11 \text{ \[пмнtкаψь \[тpθсyμf\[wнi}: \text{Lit. “the seventeen which sound together,” i.e. the seventeen \[супффων.] Cf. \[31*},22; 37*},28; 38*},6,19; 39*},7 \text{ for the verb \[супффωνeι used in this way; the noun occurs at \[30*},3.10.}\)
\(\text{31*},14-15 \text{ \[мтoу \o}уcиa \[мme} \text{y: Cf. note to 5*,2-3.}\)
\(\text{31*},15-16 \text{ Cf. 25*},12-16.}\)
\(\text{31*},17-18 \text{ The mind (\[вoтс) is masculine by nature. Cf. 4*},3-5 \text{ and note.}\)
\(\text{31*},19 \text{ Here and at 32*},3-4 \text{ the 2 person sg. reappears. Cf. 29*},7-8 \text{ and note. This passage has the appearance of a school-master’s instruction to a student. Cf. note to 31*},23-27.}\)
\(\text{31*},20 \text{ \[нtнe } \text{\[пnoyeph:y: I.e., the same vowels combined with the consonants in order, such as in the examples below.}\)
from one another. They are commanded (+ δε), and they submit (ὑποτάσσειν), and (δε) they constitute an ignorant nomenclature (ὁνομασία).

And (δε) they become one or (η) two or (η) three or (η) [four] or (η) five or (η) six up to seven having a [simple (ἀπλοῦ)] sound, <together with> these which [have]
two [sounds], ... the place [of the] [seventeen consonants (συμφωνεῖν). Among]
the first names [some] are less. And
since (ὡς) [these] do not have being (οὐσία), either (η) [they] are an aspect [of]
being (οὐσία) [or (η)] they are divided [from]
the nature (φύσις) [of] the mind (νοῦς),
which [is masculine] (and) which is [intermediate.]
And you (sg.) [put] in
those that resemble each other [with]
the vowels [and]
the consonants (συμφωνεῖν). Some (+ μέν) are: βαγαδαζαβα,
βεγεδεζεθε, [βηγηδη]
ζηθη, [βιγιδζθι, βογο]

---

NΕΤΕ ΟΥΝΤΟΥ ΣΜΗ: Cf. note to 26*,19-20.
NΕΤΡΣΥΜΦΩΝΙ: Cf. 31*,10-11 and note.
Such combinations are found in ancient school exercises. See e.g. "Schreibübungen des kleinen Apollonius," pap. no. 147 in Wilcken, Urkunden I, p. 634; cf. Böhlig, Die griechische Schule, pp. 16-17. The first six columns (there are 29 in all) of little Apollonius’ writing exercise look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α</th>
<th>βα</th>
<th>γα</th>
<th>δα</th>
<th>ζα</th>
<th>θα</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>βε</td>
<td>γε</td>
<td>δε</td>
<td>ζε</td>
<td>θε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>βη</td>
<td>γη</td>
<td>δη</td>
<td>ζη</td>
<td>θη</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ι</td>
<td>βι</td>
<td>γι</td>
<td>δι</td>
<td>ζι</td>
<td>θι</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ο</td>
<td>βο</td>
<td>γο</td>
<td>δο</td>
<td>ζο</td>
<td>θο</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>υ</td>
<td>βυ</td>
<td>γυ</td>
<td>δυ</td>
<td>ζυ</td>
<td>θυ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω</td>
<td>βω</td>
<td>γω</td>
<td>δω</td>
<td>ζω</td>
<td>θω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dornseiff refers to a magical papyrus which has a similar table. See Dornseiff, Das Alphabet, p. 67.
The superlin. stroke is visible for at least four more letter spaces. For the restoration cf. the second of Apollonius' columns. Cf. also 32.2-3.

The full sequence would be: ꜱꜰꜰꜰꜰꜰꜰꜰꜰꜰꜰꜰꜰ

32.2-3 EknaCal[oy, “in order that you might know them,” would render a better meaning, but the form CayN- is grammatically impossible. Perhaps read EKNA<oy>oy.

Knowledge of the letters of the alphabet enables the adept to escape from the lower regions where the angels reside and ascend to God. Cf. Pearson, “The Tractate Marsanes,” p. 380, and tractate introduction.

32.4-5 ἔκναποτελεκτικόν: This word is here taken as equivalent to ἀποτελέσματα, “effects” or “results,” (opp. αἰτία, “causes”). Cf. e.g. Proclus Theology, prop. 18, 65, 71, 74, 98, 173; also Basilides, Hipp. Ref. VII.24.2. But perhaps a noun is missing, in which case the word, as an adjective, means “productive” or “final.”

Perhaps the meaning is that, of the numbers making up the universe, the triad (πψαμὰν = Ἑρμē) or “the (number) three” is “the first” (note fem. gender) to qualify as an “effect”
26 δοξάοι, [βυγνωνιζομεν.] 
28 the rest [βα[βεβημομουμε.]

32*

But (δὲ) the rest are
different: αβεβησι
βοβ, in order that you (sg.) might [collect]
them, and be separated from the
angels (Δγγελος). And there
will be some effects (αποτελεστικον).
The first (fem.) (+ μδν),
which is good, is from
[the] triad. It [
[ ] has need (χρεια) of [
[ ] their shapes (σχοιμα). <The> dyad (δυας)
(+ δκ) and the monad (μονας)
do not resemble anything, but (αλλα)
they are first to exist.
The dyad (δυας) [(+) μεν]], being divided,
is divided [from the] monad (μονας), [and]

(1 + 2 = 3); the monad and the dyad would then be under-
stood as “causes.” Cf. 32*,12-18. The whole passage, extending
to somewhere on the fragmentary next page, is an affectation
of “arithmology,” of the type dear to the Pythagoreans and
later Platonists. A key text in Plato gave a profound impulse
to this kind of speculation, Tim. 53B: The Creator, in bringing
the elements out of chaos into order “first shaped them by
means of forms and numbers (πρωτον διςχηματισατο ελθει
τε και αρθμοις).” Philo preserves extensive examples of
Pythagorean number-speculation; on these see Staehle, Die
Zahlenmystik. On the relation between arithmology and
“alphabet-mysticism” see Dornseiff, Das Alphabet, pp. 61-63;
Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, pp. 239-240. Of the triad, Philo says
e.g. that it is the first of the odd numbers (Op. Mund. 13), and
the first number to consist of beginning, middle, and end
(Questa. in Gen. II. 5; cf. III. 3); the triad among numbers and
the right-angled triangle are “the foundation of the knowledge
of all things” (Quaest. in Gen. IV.8).

32*19-20 περταγ: I.e., “the (number) four,” or tetrad. The triad has already been mentioned at 32*9. On the tetrad in relation to the four elements see e.g. Philo Op. Mund. 52; Vit. Mos. II.88; etc.

32*20-21 πματςιου: Lit. “the fifth” = η πεντάς, “the pentad” or “the (number) five.” Τωτ = δυνάμεια, “concord” or “harmony.” The interval of the fifth is an important aspect of musical harmony. Cf. e.g. Macrob. In Somn. I.6.43-44. For Philo the number 5 is predominantly the number of the senses, hence of sense-perception. See e.g. Op. Mund. 62; Vit. Mos. II.81-82; Quaest. in Gen. IV.110; etc.

32*21-23 πματςαγ: Lit. “the sixth” = η ἕξας, “the hexad,” or “the (number) six.” According to Philo it is a “perfect” number. See e.g. Op. Mund. 13-14, 89; Leg. All. I.2-4.

32*23-24 πματςαγή: Lit. “the seventh” (Gk. ἕξαςωμος); here = η ἕξαςωμας, “the hebdomad,” or “the (number) seven.” “Beauty” is only one of the manifold attributes of the number 7. See Philo’s lengthy discussion, Op. Mund. 89-128, esp. 107; cf. Vit. Mos. II.209-210. See also Macrob. In Somn. I.6.1-82.
[it] belongs to the hypostasis (ὑπόστασις).
But (δέ) the tetrad received (the) [elements (στοιχεῖον)],
and the pentad
received concord, and the
[hexad] was perfected by
itself. The
[hebdomad (+ δέ)] received beauty,
[and the] ogdoad
[received ] . . .
[ ] ready
[ ] greatly.

And the [decad revealed]
the whole place.
But (δέ) the eleven and the
twelve] have traversed
[ ] not having [

And the . . .

I line missing)

32*,25 ΠΗΝΑΓΨΜΟΥΝ: Lit. “the eighth” (Gk. διήηοςος); here = ἡ διήηοςος, “the ogdoad,” or “the (number) eight.”
32*,27-29 In one of these lines there was undoubtedly a reference to the ennead, the number 9.
33*,1-2 ΠΗΝΑΨΜΗΤΗ: Lit. “the tenth” = ἡ δεκάς, “the decad,” or “the (number) ten.” The number 10 is tied to “revelation” also in Philo, both scriptural and arithmetical; see esp. Decal. 18-31. As the “supremely perfect” number, it contains all other numbers in itself.
33*,2-3 ΠΗΝΑΨΜΙΤΟΥΗ: Lit. “the eleventh” = ἡ δεκεκάς, “the (number) eleven.” Philo does not discuss the number 11.
33*,3-4 ΠΗΝΑΨΜΙΤΟΝΤΑΥΣΩ: Lit. “the twelfth” = ἡ δεκακάς, “the (number) twelve.”
33*,6 Corr. ς over ε; the scribe had begun to write ε but omitted the top of the ε.
33*,7 Either Ε[ΣΤΕ ΟΥΝ]ΤΕΤΕΓ, “which has,” or Ε[ΣΤΕ ΜΗΝ]ΤΕΤΕΓ, “which does not have.”
10 [...] meγ[i
12 αβαλ 2[η
[...]ν[.]
14 [...] λογ[.]
[p]εν ν[.]
16 οτ[.]
ερητ x[e ...]αι[... Π]
18 αρξεκο[αι Α]πο[οξω]пι<ζε> Ρμαγ· αβαλ 2[ιτοο]
20 τη Ρνοομαιεί[η] [Μη]
ογιτιμή· Απε[ττ]
22 των ΜΗ πετοει ν[α]
ξε· τεε! [τε] Θε []
24 Ρνογκία []
βαλ νε[]
26 Ρρκτο[ιξιοι]
δε 2η Φ[γ]
34*
[ογα]λαβ η κατα ογσω
2 [τη] ερ' ω' οοπ 2αριγαρα<γ>·
[αγ]ω ε<γ> ωοοπ ωξ νογ
4 [ερη]γ 2η ογάπο η [2η] ογ
[μετ]ογ Αγ[ω κατ[α
6 [...]χπ[ο ....]ΜΝτεγ
[...].[.......]ω· νεξ[ι
8 [...] ± ι0 ]εγ.ι
(2 lines missing)
[ [...] ± ι2 ]Μ[α
12 [...] ± ι0 ]ογατ
[ [...] ± ι0 ]ωι[.]

33*,13-14 Perhaps αγγελία λογ, "angel(s)." Cf. 32*,5.
33*,18-19 αποξωμπι<ζε> : Instead of αποξωμειων, "withdraw," απο-
χωμπιων, "separate" is meant, as indicated by the object
Ρμαγ.
33*,20-21 The reference here is probably to punctuation marks, σηματ.[
Cf. Dionysius Thrax, ch. 4.
promised that [to separate (ἀποκρυψτειν)] them by means of

a mark [and]
a point (πτυχή), the [one which]

[quarrels] from the one which is [an enemy].

Thus [of being (οἴσσα)]

... [the letters (στοιχεῖον)
(+ δὲ) in [a holy

34*]

or (ὅ) according to (κατά) a [bond]

existing separately.

[And] <they> exist with each [other] in generation or (ὅ) [in]
[birth. And] according to (κατά) [generation] they do not have [these]

(2 lines missing)
Perhaps ἄγγελος, “angel(s).” Cf. 33.13-14 and note.

Perhaps ἔγει, “which is one.”

“the temple”: The entire visible universe is referred to as God’s “temple” in “Scipio’s Dream,” as reported by Cicero (Resp. VI.9-26, esp. 15). On this concept, probably derived from Stoic philosophy, see Macrobius In Somn. I.14.2. The same idea is found in Philo Spec. Leg. I.66. At Vit. Mos. II.82 the same symbolism occurs, but the κόσμος ὁ θεός, “the intelligible world,” is designated as the “Holy of Holies.” Cf. note to 4.6-7.

Perhaps “seven hundred cubits” is symbolically related to the seven planetary spheres. This cosmic temple, with its measurements, is analogous to the eschatological temple of Ezek 40-42; cf. Rev. 11:1.

ὀψεὶ<ε> πό: A “river” beside a temple would reflect a typically Egyptian conception. Cf. also the river of water flowing from Ezekiel’s eschatological temple, Ezek 47:1-12; cf. Joel 3:18; Rev 22:1. The MS. reading is intelligible as it
one speaking [the] riddle (αἰνεύγμα). Because (οἷον) within [the] sense-perceptible (αἰσθητός) world (κόσμος) there exists the temple [which measures] seven hundred [cubits], and a river which [ ] within [ ] for ever, they [ ] three [ ] to the four [ ] seal(s) (σφραγίς) [ ] clouds [and the] waters, and the [forms] [of the] wax images, [and] some emerald (σμαράγδις) likenesses. For the rest, I will [teach you (sg.)] about them. This is [the] generation of the names. That (fem.) which [was not] stands: οὐ̣ εἴ̣ πο̣, "one gate." But in support of "river" cf. 35*,1, "waters."

A superlin. stroke is visible above the last letter in the first lacuna.

σφραγίς: This term may carry a baptismal meaning here. Cf. 66*,1-5; 2,12-13 and note.

Corr. Α€ over Μ.

This passage may refer to cultic magical rituals utilizing stones, images, and other objects, such as were practiced by the "Chaldaean" theurgists. On "Chaldaean" magic ritual see Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, pp. 227-257.

For examples of the use of wax images in magic see e.g. PGM IV.296-300ff.; 2360-2373; 2380-2383ff.; 2943-2948ff.

For the use of emerald stones in magic see e.g. PGM V.239-240ff.

"This is the generation of the names." Perhaps this statement refers to magical rituals utilized in order to conjure up the names of the gods and the angels. Cf. the Chaldaean "Iynx," a magical top, on which see Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, pp. 249-252.
The translation here is very uncertain, and lack of context prevents adequate interpretation.

35*,18-23 The translation here is very uncertain, and lack of context prevents adequate interpretation.

35*,18 ἀπιπ: Or "laden."

35*,19 ὑψώ: Or "equalized."

35*,20 λόγος: Perhaps the divine Logos is meant. Cf. e.g. Gos. Eg. III
generated [from the]

beginning []

(2 lines missing)

[12

[ ]

[14

[with regard to []

[16

[ (+ δέ) []

[18
time(s), when (ὁς) [confined.] when (ὁς) spread out, when (ὁς) [diminished.]

[20

But (δέ) there exists the gentle [word (λόγος),]

and (δέ) there exists another

[22

word (λόγος) which [approaches]

being (οὖσία) []

[24

in this [manner

... [

[26

And he [

the difference (διάφορά) [

[28

and the [

[36*

the all and a [

[2

the [undivided] beings (οὖσία)

and the power (δύναμις) [

[4

having [a]

share (κοινωνία) in [the joy]

[6

separately and [

[ ] whether (ἐξέτε)

[8

(2 lines missing)

[ ]

49,16-22.


36*,6 There is room in a lacuna between ΠΡΑΧ and ΜΝ for an additional letter, or perhaps a colon.

36*,8 Perhaps ΚΙΨΜΛ, "body" or "(in)corporeal"; cf. 36*,19-20.
The reference is probably to the Father. Cf. 1,11-27.

The word "hypostases": Only here in the plural. Perhaps the meaning here is "existent (divine) beings."

Corr. The scribe seems (erroneously) to have written Ο over ά in -CTACIC.
Knowing God (cf. 1,11-12; 68*,17) implies "calling upon" (ἐπικαλεῖν) him, which, in turn, implies knowledge of his mystical name(s). Cf. Nicom. apud Janus, Musici Scriptores Graeci, pp. 276-277; PGM XIII.630-631 (quoted in n. to 28*,17-22) et passim; Pist. Soph. chs. 136, 142; I Jeu ch. 6 et passim; 2 Jeu ch. 46 et passim.

Perhaps ἄτομοι, "non-being." Cf. 5,14 and note.

38*

εγ[φο]ον 2αρι[αραγ·


[ ± 9 ο]γαια

8 [ ± ιι] [. .].

(2 lines missing)

[ ± ιι] . δε [ ± ιο] γωμπ[ε]

[ ± ιο] νογ[ε]

14 [ ± ιι] η δε [. .]γα[. . . 2αρι]αραγ[γ]


20 [αγ]ω ςαντ[ρο]γ ςαρτ κα [τα] πμα τηρ[γ· αγω 2ν

22 [ογν]ητατςαγνη κατα

37*,21-22 ηα τςμνή κητε· Cf. 26*,6-7 and note.
37*,22-23 ηα τςμνή Ρραπλογν· Cf. 28*,2-3 and note.
37*,28 netργυμφωνι· Cf. 31*,10-11 and note.
16  
o (η) according to (κατά) [those that] have
duration (χρόνος). And [these]
either (η) are separate from [them]
18  
or (η) they are joined to one another,
or (η) with themselves, either (η) [the]
diphthongs, or (η) the
simple (ἀπλοῦν) [vowels], or (η) every [  
20  
or (η) [  
or (η) [  
22  
[exist] just as (κατά) [  
[exist] (+ δέ) . . . [  
24  
the [consonants (συμφωνεῖν)  

38*

they exist individually
2  
until they are divided
and doubled. Some
4  
[(+ δέ)] have the power
[  
] according to (κατά) the [letters (στοιχεῖον)]
6  
[that are consonants (συμφωνεῖν)  

8  

(2 lines missing)  

[  
] (+ δέ)
10  
[  ] become
[  ] . . .
12  
[  ] (+ δέ)
14  
[  ] by themselves
16  
[  ] and three (times)
[for (κατά) the] vowels,
18  
and twice
[for (κατά)] the consonants (συμφωνεῖν),
20  
[and] once for (κατά)
the entire place, and with
22  
ignorance for (κατά)

38*,7-8 Perhaps οἷς ἡμοιοπαθής, “a difference”; cf. 35*,27.
38*,16-17 “three (times)”: Cf. 28*,12-13 and note.
[net]woon 2R pωiβε

[ ± 7  Ν]ta2wɔ[ν][e]
[ ± 8  ]ογ·  μν πμ[α]

[θρφ ...] Ηπ'2αε· αγ
[ω ......] Ηταγ  θρφ[γ]

[ ± 7  εγω]οοπ  μεν

39*

εγων: αλλα 2ογξοου

2 2Η ογων2  αβαλ·  ουτε
  ηπογωω  ογω  ηπανγωυ

4  αβαλ·  ουδε  ηπογωω  ογω
  ηποναζε  ηνατε

6  [λ]οε·  ηνετε  ουντου  σμή

8  [σγ]ηφ[ωνι  ειτε]ε  ηπκαν
  βα[λε  ηπκα]ν2οων·

10  γι[τι  ± 9  2]ογ
  χοο[ν]

12  τσε[βακ]
  ηαλιν  ω[λα  αν]ηρε  α[γκι  η]

14  πε  ηαταγ  [η]καν·  αγ[μι]
  σε  ημαγ  [ην]αμητ  η

16  καν  λψω  [ε]γωνπε
  ημητ[......]αν[η]

18  ετβε  νε[ει]  μεν  [α]2ωα
  πε  ρωσε  ωησε  γαρ  λ

20  τρεπονει  πογει  απε
  δαμ  μεη  ηταγ  α[τ]  καρ

22  πος·  λψω  [Η]τρθωπνε
  ωα  αβαλ·  ε[ν]νογε  η

24  καα2[ε]  η[κα]  ημυςτ[πι]
  [ο]ν  [......]  πε  πνε[ν]

[ ± 7  τ]αρ  ετο[εί]

38*,24  The superlin. stroke is visible.
38*,26  Corr. 2αε written above ΜΑ2, cancelled.
39*,5-6  Cf. 19*,18-20 and notes.
[those which] are subject to change

which] became
[ ] together with the [entire]

[place ] finally. And
[ ] they all

[they] are (+ µέν)

hidden, but (ἄλλα) they were pronounced

openly. They did not (οὐτε)
stop without being revealed,

nor (οὐδὲ) did they stop without
naming (ἔναμάζειν) the angels (ἄγγελος).

The vowels
[ (+ δέ) join] the

[consonants (συμφωνεῖν), whether (εἶτε)] without
[or (εἶτε)] within,

[they] said [

[teach you (sg.)
again (πάλιν) [for ever. They were counted]

four times, (and) they were [engendered]
three
times, and they became
[

For these reasons (+ µέν) we have acquired
sufficiency; for (γὰρ) it is fitting that

each one acquire
power for himself to bear fruit (καρπὸς),

and that we
never cast

aspersions [on] the mysteries (μυστήριον)
[ ] the [ ]

For (γὰρ) [ ] which is

NETΡΣΨΜΦΩΝΙ: Cf. note to 31*,10-11.

ΤΣΕΒΑΚ: Cf. 35*,5; 31*,19 and note.

ΑΥΜΙΚΕ ΡΜΑΥ: Cf. 34*,4-5.

“bear fruit”: Cf. 26*,15 and note.

“the mysteries”: Probably referring both to esoteric teaching and to secret rituals. Cf. e.g. Asclepius IV 65,35-38; Pist. Soph. passim; I Ieu passim.
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(2 lines missing)

40*

Ἀνογγοποτακικός ἦ

βῆρεν πεβεκε δε ετογ

τὰ ἐνειμενε πε πογχε

εἰ ἡ πεναντιον ἐπην[α]

Ἀμὴγ Ἀπε

τῷ ἀληθείᾳ πετρῷ ἐγνώ

εἰτῇ ε[. . . . . . .] ἐν αὐ[ε]


[± ιτ] Ἐπκε

[± ιτ] ἡν[η]

[. . . . . . . . . .] ψη[. . . . χε]κας

κιμαζε [Ἀ]νετε <ερε> ογε

εἰ νατερ[γο] ἄκεο

[ε]ε[ε] [ετβε ογαγ]ναμικ εκ

[χας[ι]] μη ογ[γ]νψικικ.

[θειον μη ογχιμ έ

μαγψιμε άχητη.

αλλά εκαφακιμαζε

κε εψ πε 9[γ]αξιος άτρεψ

[ογαγον] [α]βαλ. εκαγ

[ν]ε κε θε [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

[τη] ωα πν[. . . . . . . . . .]εττ[η]

[ν]αβί εγ[η]

Cf. 21*,14; 42*,5.

몹otentacik: Here the meaning seems to be "condition" or "nature." Cf. 19*,22-23 and note.

"reward": Cf. 1,11.

This passage refers to punishments awaiting the sinner. Cf.


Cf. 27*,21-23.

The first superlin. stroke is visible.


This word may refer to an initiatory testing procedure. Cf. e.g. Cod. Bruc. Untitled ch. 5. It is used in an eschatol-
the souls (ψυχή) [the] signs of the Zodiac (ζῳδίων) [2 lines missing]

40*
a new hypostasis (ὑπόστασις).

2 And (δέ) the reward which will be provided for this one in this manner is salvation. But (ἡ) the opposite (ἐναντίον) will happen there to the one who commits sin. [The one who commits] sin by himself [in a]

10 [2]

12 in order that, before you (sg.) examine (δοξιμάζειν)

14 the one who < . . . >, one might [tell] another [about an] exalted power (δύναμις) and a divine (θείον) knowledge (γνώσις) and a might which cannot be resisted.

20 But (ἀλλά) you shall examine (δοξιμάζειν) who is worthy (ξέιος) that he should reveal them, knowing that [those] who commit sin [down to [as they [logical context in Pist. Soph. chs. 98, 103 et passim. There seems to be some loss of material after ΠΕΤΕ. A kind of “catechetical instruction” may be envisaged here. Cf. 40*,13-14 and note.

40*,18 ΧΙΜ = ΧΙΝ (Crum. 773b).

40*,20 Cf. 40*,13-14 and note.

41*

 Niagara Falls: Aνρογνωσ

 1.4ας Απαίσις Κόσμος
 κοκ ετετθηκεν Ανσωμε

 1.5 Εν πεις Ραϊαξι Αποπνε
 [ε]ι αμαλ 2 πλονοτόκος κοκ

 1.6 [Hο]ς Νεεισυ<ε> δε αρνη αρω
 [θΑ ΠΠ[....]ογ Νογα]

 1.7 ±9 Ιουτε επογ

 (2 lines missing)

 [ ± 10 ] ΝΝΕ[]

 1.12 [Hμ] Ρνοει[ε] ....] Ρρκι[ε]

 [ .] Νυ ά[ .... η] ηκεε[επε]

 1.14 Τν[αουεξε αραγ πακ[ωκ]
 αμαλ [ .... ] ηκε επακ

 1.16 [Ν] αειε[γ .... ] ε ηηναβ[ε]


 1.18 [Ρ] Νοει Πμ[α]γ άνι άψα
 [χ] ή ετθις θωμα· ηεθίκη

 1.20 Πκαζ Ρά ηεθηπβά ή
 Πθωμα· ηεθίκη τε· άν

 1.22 Ψωγ αΡ[αγ]ειος· άμα

 40* ,26 Πιωτ: Cf. 1,23; 18* ,16.

 41* ,2-3 Παίσις Κόσμος: Cf. 34* ,20; 5,18-19 and note.

 41* ,3 Here Marsanes reverts to the 2 person pl. Cf. notes to 31* ,19
 and 29* ,7-8.

 41* ,4-5 Πεις Ραϊαξι: Lit. “this one who has received.” Marsanes,
 having himself received salvation, is now engaged in bestowing
 it upon his followers. Cf. 6,14-16 and notes.

 41* ,5-6 Πλονοτόκος Κόσμος: Cf. note to 4,6-7. The “intelligible
 world” is the source and ultimate goal of salvation.

 41* ,7 The superlin. stroke on Ρ is visible.

 41* ,8 Perhaps ΝΙΟΥΤΕ, “god(s).”
[the Father

(2 lines missing)

41*

that which is fitting. Do not desire
to give power to the sense-perceptible (αισθητός) world (κόσμος).

Are you (pl.) not attending to me,
who have received salvation
from the intelligible (νοητός) world (κόσμος)?

But (δέ) (as for) these <words>—watch yourselves—
do not [ ] them as a(n)

(2 lines missing)

12 [he understands (νοεῖν)] and he takes [ ]
[the rest,]

14 I [will speak of] them. The [perfection]
[ ] in order that (.lines)

16 it might [not] increase [ ] who commit sin
[ ]

18 the embodied (σώμα) souls (ψυχή) did not understand (νοεῖν)

them. Those that are upon
the earth as well as those outside of
the body (σώμα), those in heaven, are

more than the angels (ἄγγελος). The place

41*,13 Perhaps [Ν]ΕΥ, "for them."
41*,15 Corr. ά over Ο in ΦΙΝΑ.
41*,17-19 Embodiment dulls the intellectual powers of the soul: this is
a classical Platonic doctrine. See e.g. Macrob. In Somn. 1.12.7-
11; Plat. Phaed. 79C, 72E.
41*,19-22 This passage seems to assert that the total number of human
souls is greater than that of the angels. Some souls are em-
bodied; others are disembodied. Cf. e.g. Macrob. In Somn.
I.11-12.
Perhaps the reference here is to the sphere of the fixed stars above the planetary spheres, which is the true abode of the soul according to late Platonic doctrine. See e.g. Macrobr. *In Somn.* 1.11.10-12.

Perhaps δωμωτ/αγωγν, "gaze." Cf. 42*1-2.

"Blessedness" is here probably attributed to the one who is engaged in cosmic contemplation, as a step towards enlightenment. See 42*1-7 and notes.

This passage reflects the popular notion in late Platonism that meditation on the heavens leads to the knowledge of God. Man, gifted by the Creator with an erect posture wherewith to gaze easily at the heavens (Plat. *Tim.* 90A-D), should fix his contemplation on the heavens and so achieve enlightenment. See esp. Macrobr. *In Somn.* 1.14; Philo *Plant.* 16-27; *Leg. All.* III.100-102; *Vit. Mos.* II.69-70; *Mut. Nom.* 54-56; *Somn.* II.226. The attitude expressed here is in marked contrast to the usual gnostic attitude towards the heavenly bodies, esp. the planets and the Zodiac. Cf. *Ap. John* BG 39,6-12; *Treat. Seth* VII 58,17-21; *Apoc. Jas.* V 25,24-26,24; *Exc. Theod.* 69-74; and for the Mandaean material see Rudolph, "Coptica-Mandaica," p. 205.

"the two": I.e., the sun and the moon, frequently distinguished among the seven planets of antiquity. See e.g. Macrobr. *In Somn.* 1.14.23: *duo lumina*, "two luminous (planets)," i.e., the sun and the moon.
which we [talked] about in 

[24] [every] discourse, these [ 

[26] ] stars [ 

book(s) [ 

28 whether (εἶτε) already (ἡδή) [ 

into the [ 

30 blessed is [ 

42* 

whether (ἡ) he is gazing at the 

2 two or (ἡ) he is gazing at 

the seven planets (πλανήτες) 

4 or at the twelve 

signs of the Zodiac (ζώδια) or at 

6 the thirty [-six] Decans (ὁδροσκόπως) 

(2 lines missing) 

Corr. H over €; the scribe started to write € but omitted the top of the €.

Corr. Z over Ο.

Corr. W over Ω.

"the seven planets": Here including the sun and the moon. The usual order in late antiquity, from the highest to the lowest, is: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the sun, Venus, Mercury, and the moon. See e.g. Macrobi. In Somn. I.12.13; Ptol. Tetr. I.4; cf. Bouché-Leclercq, L'astrologie grecque, pp. 107-108. Cf. Philo Quaest. in Ex. II.75, where the order of Venus and Mercury is reversed.

"the thirty-six Decans": Although the word ὡροσκόπως usually refers to the sign or degree rising on the ecliptic at the moment of birth (see e.g. Ptol. Tetr. I.12 et passim), here it refers to the stars governing each ten degrees of the 360° circuit of heaven, i.e., ὁ δεκάων, "the Decans." On the 36 Decans see e.g. Corp. Herm. Fragm. VI, an entire dialogue devoted to the subject. See also Gundel, Dekane und Dekansternbilder. For other examples of this usage—ὁ ὡροσκόπως = "the Decans"—see e.g. Brit. Mus. Gr. Pap. XCVIII, ed. Kenyon, p. 128: ὁ λαμπρὸς διὰ ὡροσκόπως; Corp. Herm. Asclepius 19: "XXXVI, quorum vocabulum est Horoscopi..." Cf. Gundel, Weltbild und Astrologie, p. 20; Dekane und Dekansternbilder, pp. 27, 344 et passim. But sometimes it appears that δεκάων and ὡροσκόπως are distinguishable; see e.g. Iamb. Myst. (ed. des Places) VIII.4: τοὺς τε δεκάων καὶ ὡροσκόπως (citing Chaeremon).
The superlin. stroke is visible.

Cf. Melch. IX 4,8-10; 9,8-10; 13,12-15. This three-fold division occurs not only in biblical writings, esp. Phil 2:9-10, but also in the magical papyri. Cf. note to IX 4,8-10.

A superlin. stroke is visible in the second lacuna, over the second letter-space.

EINE: Here taken as equivalent to Gk. ἐἶδος, "species," correlative to γένος, "kind" or "genus," in the previous line.
[ 
[ ] are [ 
[these reach up] 
14 to [ 
[ 
16 [ ] and [these] numbers, whether (εἴτε) [those in heaven] 
18 or (εἴτε) those upon the earth, together with those that are under the [earth,] 
20 according to (κατά) the relationships (κοινωνία) and the divisions (μερισμός) among 
22 these, and in the rest [ ] parts (μέρος) 
24 [according to (κατά) kind (γένος) and] according to (κατά) [species 
26 [ they] will [submit (ὑποτάσσειν)] 
28 [since] she has power [ ] above [ 
30 [ they exist] apart

43* 
(3 lines missing)

4 [ 
. . . [ 
6 every [ 
(± 12 lines missing) 
[ 
20 body(s) (σῶμα) [ [a] place [ divine Barbelo] 
22 [ 

42*,27-28 ΥΠΟΤΑΣΣΕ: Passive meaning (ὑποτάσσεσθαι); cf. note to 29*,22.
43*.5 Perhaps ΠΟΥΑΕΙΙΝ, "the light." Other possibilities for ΠΟΥΟΥ-: "of their" or "they did not."
43*,21-22 "Barbelo": Cf. 4,11 and note; 8,28-29.
[...]

(± 3 lines missing)

[...]HTOC Α[1

28 Ἰνων[1

(1 line missing)

44*

(3 lines missing)

4 [ ± 8 ο]Λ[Ν]ΩΟΥ [Α]

[ΒΑΛ ....... ΝΤΕΕΙΜ[1

6 [ΝΕ] ± 8 ΝΤΕΕΙ[1

(± 11 lines missing)

18 ψ[1

ψ[1 ± 9 ]ΚΜ[..].[1

20 [Α]ΠΕ[ΛΟΣ ΝΝΟ]ΣΤΟ[Σ.ΕΠ[1

ΤΕ Ν[......... Ν]ΟΣΤΟΣ [1

22 [.]Π[ ± 8 ]ΝΣΛ[ΡΕ [1 ± 8 τΟ]ΥΧΟ Α[1

(± 3 lines missing)

[ ± 8 ]ΗΜΑΓ ΚΟ[1

28 [ ± 8 ][..]ΕΡΕΠΑ[1

(1 line missing)

45*

[......].[1

2 [..] ΗΜΑΝ[1

[..]ΚΟΣΜΟϹ [1

4 [Ο]Σ ΑΓΩ[1

[..]ΙΚΟϹ [1

6 [Κ]ΟΜ[ΟϹ [1

(± 13 lines missing)

20 [..]ΕΠ Ν[1

ΑΓΟΕΙ[1

22 [..]ΔΕ ΑΕ [1

---

43*.28 Letters and word-division uncertain. Perhaps a Greek word ending in -μυη or -πυη.
44*.4-5 ΟΥΑΝΤΟΥ ΑΒΑΛ: Cf. 39*,3; 40*,22.
...[
(± 3 lines missing)

...[
28 ...[

(1 line missing)

44*

(3 lines missing)

4 [ ] reveal them [ [ ] in this [manner]

6 [ ] this [ (± 11 lines missing)

18 [ [ [intelligible (νοητός) angels (ἐγγέλος)], as she [ [ ] intelligible (νοητός) [ [ ] above [ ] save(d) from [ (± 3 lines missing)

[ ] them [ [ ] ...[
28 [ (± 11 lines missing)

45*

2 [ [ ...[
[ ] world (κόσμος) [ [ ] and [ [ ] ...[

6 [world (κόσμος)

(± 13 lines missing)

20 ...[ they came [ [ ] 22 ... (± δέ) [ ]

45*,2 Perhaps ἘΜΑΝ, "us."
45*,6 Or ΚΟC/]ΙΚΟC, "worldly."
45*,21-22 Perhaps ΟΝΟ/]ΑΣΕ, "name"; cf. 19*,18; 39*,5.
Part of the 1 is now broken off from the MS.; it is attested in an early photograph.

-ooý is not a likely ending; -αγ would be expected (A*).

The superlin. stroke is visible.

Perhaps αείτού[χο], "I saved" or "I was saved." Cf. 44*; 6; 16.

Probably κος/ιμος, "world."

At least eight pages (probably more) are missing from the MS. See codex introduction.

A paragraphus appears to have been used in the left margin;
and {
24 those who [
[
(± 4 lines missing)
46*
[
2 [ ] . . . [
[ ] . . . [
4 [ ] . . . [
[ ] is [
6 [ ] like [
(± 13 lines missing)
20 [ ] the voice of
[ ] name(s) [and]
22 [ ] . . . [
[ for] ever [
24 [ name(s)] (+ μέν)
(± 4 lines missing)
55*
(± 15 lines missing)
16 [ ]
(after) I was silent, [I said,]
18 "Tell [me,
what is the [power
20 will wash [ ]
[entire generation (γενεά)

see Facsimile Edition. This, plus an unusually large initial letter (Ε), probably indicated a new section in the text. ΕΤΑΨΙΚΑΡΨΕΙ: This strange form is here taken as a "Bohairicizing" form, 2 Perfect = Temporalis; cf. Till, Dialektgrammatik § 264: "After I was silent." Cf. Zost. VIII 1,10 et passim. Here Marsanes seems to be resuming a conversation with a heavenly informant, probably in a visionary setting. Cf. 63*,3-6.19-22.

55*20 The N is now broken off from the MS.; it is partially attested in an early photograph. ΧΩΜΗ: Cf. 66*,1; probably referring to a baptismal ritual.
22 [. .] MN.
(± 7 lines missing)

56*
(± 15 lines missing)

16 [ ± 16 ]

18 [ ± 8 ] q· e[m]πα
[ ± 8 ] ἦρ πε· ἁγ(ω)

20 [ ± 7 ] θηρ[π Ἐπ]
[ ± 7 ] ἅ 2[ν τ]
(± 8 lines missing)

57*
(± 16 lines missing)

2Η[ ± 16 
18 Ῥ[ωςις
Ρο.[.λρ[
20 Μούν ἄβ[αλ
Πηνάδ Ρ[ 
22 ξέ ἄβιώ[πε
[ . .]ΜΑ[ 
(± 6 lines missing)

58*
(± 16 lines missing)

[ ± 16 ]
18 [ ± 15 ] ᾿Μ
20 [ ± 10 ] Κεε[Ε Πτα]
22 [Μικος . . . .]Ν[. ] ἄβα[λ [ 
[ ± 14 ]Π[ 
(± 6 lines missing)

61*
[Ε]Τζα[. . . . Ν]Ετρως[ερε εΥ
2 [. .]Μ[ ± 10 ]τε ππο[ 

57*,21 Perhaps Ρ[ειωτ, “Father.” Cf. 1,23.
22 [ (± 7 lines missing) 56* (± 15 lines missing)

16 [ [ greatly, the
18 [ [ much
18 [ [ he is [ [ ], and
20 [ [ all [ [ ] in the [ (± 8 lines missing)
20 [ [ ] greatly, the

57* (± 16 lines missing)

18 [knowledge (γνῶσις)

20 perseverer [ the great [
22 for I [became

(± 6 lines missing)

58* (± 16 lines missing)

18 [ [ ...
20 [ [ bone(s) of the
22 [ [ + δε] in the [worldly (κόσμικος)]]

(± 6 lines missing)

61* [which is] under [ ] your daughters

2 [ [ ] for just as (καρδά)

59*-60* At least 2 pages are missing from the MS. See codex introduction.
TMΝΤΡΠΟ: Cf. 6.18.

A superlin. stroke is visible in the lacuna two spaces from the end.

ΚΑΤΑ ΜΕΡΟΣ: Cf. 3.21.

Perhaps ε<γ> οει, 3 pl. agreeing with ΝΙΑΓΓΕΛΟΣ.
the kingdom of [ ] But (δὲ) this one [ ]

(± 4 lines missing)

[ ] every [ ]

(± 16 lines missing)

62*

[ ] in the one who [ ]
not. [And]
For (γὰρ) it is [ ] who [ ]
you (pl.) did not] know the [ ]
for the [ ]
(± 4 lines missing)

63*

[ ] (± δὲ) in
[ ] remainder

down [ ] the] earth. And they
[spoke] like the angels (εἰρήνας)
[ ] he was like the
wild (αὐτὸς) [animals (θησ τον)]. And he said,

[ ]

(± 16 lines missing)

63*,6

"he": Gamaliel? Cf. 64*,19-20 and note.

63*,9-10

Perhaps ΘΗ/[ΠΙΟΝ, “animal(s).” Cf. 63*,6.

63*,10-11

[\(\text{a}b\text{a}\lambda \ 2\overline{\text{n}} \ \text{a}.\)]

18 \[\ldots\] \text{e} \text{\(\tau\)a} \psi \ [\ldots]. \ \text{a}z\text{i}n\text{e} \gamma \ [\text{a}]

20 \text{eq.} \text{\(\varepsilon\)ap.}'

\[\text{a}_\gamma \text{w} \text{peq.} \ldots \text{ne ov2p\(\alpha\)y}

22 \ldots \text{a}_\gamma \text{w} \ldots \text{peq.} \ldots \]

(\pm 7 \text{ lines missing})

64*

\[\text{anak} [\pm \text{io} \ \text{et}]\]

2 \text{be} \text{x(e} \text{a}z\text{i}n\text{e} \gamma \text{a}[\text{noya}g\text{a}e\text{in} \ \text{th}\text{po}y \ \text{e}<\gamma> \text{kw}\text{t}\text{e} \ [\text{f}m] \text{aei} \ \text{e}y[\text{x}e]

4 \text{po} [\text{2}n] \text{o}y\text{k}w2\text{t} \cdot \text{a}[\text{yw}

\text{ei} \text{[f}m] \text{p}o\text{ym\(h\)te} [\ldots]

6 \text{f.} \ldots \ldots .[\ldots]

8 \text{a}.

\[\text{t}\text{m}\]

(\pm 6 \text{ lines missing})

16 [\pm \text{io} \ \text{et} \text{a} \text{\(\gamma\)oc} \ \text{et}\text{m}]

18 [\pm \text{io} \ ] \text{peye} \text{ei}

[\ldots] \ldots \text{\(\gamma\)am\(a\)}i

20 \text{[ha} \text{n} \text{et}\text{2}1\text{x}[\text{n} \text{\(\gamma\)mp} \text{n} \text{a} \ \text{et}\.\ldots].\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots \text{oc} \ \text{k}\text{]}\]

(\pm 8 \text{ lines missing})

65*

2 [\pm \text{io} \ ] \text{\(\gamma\)e} \ \text{nag\(\gamma\)eloc

2 [\pm \text{io} \ ] \text{et} \text{\(p\)ap\(a\)l\(a\)}m

[\text{ba} \text{ne} \ \text{\(\gamma\)may} \ \text{th}\text{po}y \ [\ldots]

4 [\pm \text{io} \ ] \text{\(\gamma\)e} \ \text{nag\(\gamma\)eloc

\[\text{et} \text{\(\gamma\)ap\(a\)l\(a\)}m

\[\text{\(\gamma\)e} \ \text{nag\(\gamma\)eloc \ (\pm 8 \text{ lines missing})

63*,18 \text{\(\psi\):} \text{Cf.} 42*,17.

63*,19 \text{Marsanes is recounting a visionary experience.} \text{Cf.} 16*,3;

18*,2,16; 64*,2; 66*,17.

63*,21 \text{\(\gamma\)ay:} \text{Cf.} 46*,20.

63*,22 \text{Perhaps \(\text{\(p\)ap\(a\)l\(a\)}\gamma, \text{"his voice."} \}

64*,5 \text{The superlin. stroke is visible.}

64*,19-20 \text{Gamaliel: An angelic being occurring in a number of Sethian
gnostic documents; see \text{Melch.} IX 5,18 and note. \text{Perhaps here,}
from [18[ ] the number [20[ ] I saw [and his [22[ ] a [voice (± 7 lines missing)]

64*

I [2] because I [saw] all of [the lights] around [me, blazing] [with] fire. [And me in their midst [6[

8[

(± 6 lines missing)

16[ ] angel(s) [who [ ] beside me. [And] 18[ ] the [one [ ] Gamaliel, 20[the one] who is in command of [the spirits (πνεύμα)] which

(± 8 lines missing)

65*

[ ] (+ 8ε) the angels (ἀγγελίας) 2[ ] which receive (παραλαμβάνειν) [all of them 4[ ] with those whom they []

as in Melch., he serves as a revealer figure. Cf. 63*,6 and note. Cf. also note to 65*,1-3.

The reference here is probably to the work of the angels who “receive” (παραλαμβάνειν) the souls of the elect into eternal life; such angels are called “Receivers” (παραλαμβάνειν, παραλαμβάνειν), and Gamaliel is sometimes included in their number. See Ap. John III 33,16-19; BG 66,1-7; Gos. Eg. III 64,22-65,1; 66,4-8; Cod. Bruc. Untitled, ch. 8; cf. 2 Jev, ch. 42.
A baptismal context is to be assumed. Cf. 66*,1; Gos. Eg. III 66,4. Cf. also Testim. Truth IX 72,27.

Perhaps ΟΥΜΑΥ] ΕΦΑΝΗ, "a living water." Cf. e.g. Zost. VIII 5,21.
and] he [took] me
he finished

(I line missing)

her] members (μέλος)

] . . .

] the [invisible (ἀόρατος)]

judgment (κρίσις)

] thrown

] every [ which is placed]

fountain (πηγή) of

immortality ] living

] the two

silent]

god(s)

(wash it (fem.) from [
of God
the one whom they [sealed (σφραγίζειν)]
has been adorned [with the]
[seal (σφραγις) of] heaven. [

66*

XAIKC: Cf. 55*,20. The word can also be translated “baptize.”
Cf. e.g. Gos. Eg. III 65,24. “it”': Scil. “the soul” (ψυχή)?
66*,3-5 σφραγίζειν, σφραγίς: These are baptismal terms. Cf. 34*,28;
2,12-13 and note; also e.g. Gos. Eg. III 66,3.
arp[  
12 nab [n  
14 τογ[  
16 th[...].n[  
18 τ[...]εγ'[ ± 9 a]  
20 ne[te p[  
22 δψ[  
24 αχ[  
(± 4 lines missing)

67*  
[ ± 8 ] εγνασωπε  
3 [ ± 8 ] ουχιμέ  
[νος ...... άν]ερες[α]πο  
6 [ ± 10 ] άρ[.]εγ  
[ ± 14 ] ον  
8 [ ± 14 ] εμ  
[ ± 15 ] η  
10 [ ± 14 ] ε μη  
[ ± 14 ] ηε  
14 [......] 2ρ[φωμ[ε ...]κ.άγω  
[......] 2ρ[ια[με μη 2]ρω  
16 [με άτεει]μιν[ε ...... ά]  
[πελ][άγιε <ν> ne[τιχα π]κα2  
18 [σογ]φνογ. χ[ε ....]ει  
[......]ε νημ [......]νογ  
20 [nc]e[νεί] 2α νεει μ[ν άμ]εc  

66*,17 Cf. 63*,19 and note.
to his [ 
12 great [ 
[ ]]
14 [ 
[ ]]
16 [  
And I [saw [  
18 [ [unmixed 
20 those who [ 
... [ 
22 [ 
[ ]
24 [  
(+ 4 lines missing) 

67* [  
[ ] they will become [  
2 [ [of God 
[ [a woman 
4 [ [while she is in [travail (στόνος)] 
[ [when she gives birth, 
6 [ 
[ ]
8 [ 
[ ]
10 [ [with [ 
[ ]
12 [ [all of [ 
[ [thing 
14 [ [men [ ] and 
[ [women [and men] 
16 [in this manner [ 
[no one] <of> those [that are upon the] earth 
18 [knew] that [ 
[ [every [ ] them, 
20 [and they will] take pity on these, [together with the] home-born], for these will [pay] 

22 [....]ΝΟΥΤΕ [....]ΝΕ
[....][....]ΟΤΩ[....] ΑΒΑΛ
24 [± 7]ΑΙΩΝ [....]ΟΝ·
[± 16]Α
(± 4 lines missing)

68*

ΜΝ ΝΕΤΑ[...
ΝΤΑΥΠ[...
ΠΝ[Ο]ΥΤΕ [...
ΧΙ[Ν] ΝΩ[ΑΡΠ]
2Μ [Ν]ΑΚΑ[...
6 2Ρ[ΤΕ监护]
8 РЄ[Ν]
ΤΟΥ[...
10 Τ[...
ΝΑΙΑ[± 12 ΜΥ]
12 ΤΗΡ[ΙΟΝ]
ΝΤ[....]. 2Μ [...
14 [.... Ν]ΟΥΤΕ Α[...
[....]ΓΑΟ[....]
16 ΤΕ[....]ΟΥΝΖ ΑΒΑΛ
Τ[....]ΝΕΤΑΚΑΥ[ΝΕ ΡΜΑΩ]

2 [ΜΑΡΓΑΝΗΣ]

68*,1 Perhaps ΝΕΤΑ[ΚΑΥΝΕ ΡΜΑΩ, "those who will know him";
cf. 68*,17.
68*,3 Corr. Υ over Ρ.
MARSANES 67*,22-68*,18

22 [ ] God [ ]...
24 [ ] aeon(s) (αἰών) [ ]

(± 4 lines missing)

68*

with those who will [ 2
who have [ God [ 4
from the [beginning in [the 6
fear [ ]
8 [name(s) [ ]
10 [ [ ]
12 [mysteries (μυστήρια) [ ] in [ ]
14 [ ] God [ ]
16 [ ] manifest [ ] those who will know [him.] [ ]
18 [M]ΑΡΣΑΝΕΣ

68*,5 Perhaps ἄκαθαρτος, "unclean."
68*,17 Cf. 1,11-12.